
L FIX JAN 77 CODING NOTES

GBNSRAL POINTS

THE FORMAT OF THE NCYrES

For each question the notes describe in summery form its subject, other questions
to refer to, and what to enter at the relevant codes. Further details are given

in the section headed “Points to Note” which smplify and give exceptions to the
surmnarynotes on what to cede. It is essential te cormult this section.

REFERRALS TO SUPERVISORS ANO F.ESSARCHBRANCH

Where a statement is made in these notes that a budget should be ‘queried’ or
‘referred’ this means that it should be referred to a coding supervisor. It
is up to the supervisor to decide whether it needs to be referred to Research
Branch (unless these notes specifically say it should be) .

Where these notes say that an itm should be estimeted the budget should always
be referred to a supervisor.

PEP.XODCODES

Period codes to be used in ‘A’ and ‘B0 schedules are:

PcriOd C&e Period Code——

Weekly 1 Quarterly 6
TWO weekly 2 Half yeerly 7
Three weekly 3 Yesrly 8
Four weekly 4 Ten times a year 9
Calendar month ly 5

DATE CODES.—

Dates are coded at Qs 18, 19, 20 and 28 A schedule and Q27 B schedule. They

should be coded frem the following 4 digit frame.

The first two digits represent the month thus

January 01 July 07
February 02 Auqust 08
March 03 September 09
Apri1 04 October 10
May 05 Novsmber 11
June 06 Decsmber 12

The last two digits of the cede should be the last two
So January 1977 would be coded 0177.

If the year is known but not the month, code two zeros

digits of the year.

followed by the last two
digits of the year (e.g. some time in 1976 but the iwanthnot kno~ code C076).
If the year is-not knoin the box should be left blank.

ITEMS PAID FOR BY A PEPSON OR AN ORGANISATION OUTSIDE THE HOUSEHOLD

1. A Schedule itsms

a) Expenses paid for by an employer, or a business, or an .orgsnisation for which
the informent does unpaid work, sre dealt with in the notee on Qs 18, 19, 20,
26, 28 & 63 B Schedule, snd 19 & 29 A Schedule.
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GENEIVd, POINTS CONT :-..—. e

b) Expenses paid for by a person or organisation for which the informant does
not work are dealt with in notes on Qs 40, 51, 52 & 62 B Schedule, and Qs 19
L 29 A Schedule.

2. D Schedule items

The notes on the D schedule explain how to treat D schedule items paid for by a
person or en organisation outside the household.
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FM January 77 CODING li03’E8

‘A‘ SCNEDULS PAGE 1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

This is the only part of any of the schedules where cedes need to be ringed.
Apart from NSF NC end OPFI~ USE spacee in the top right-hand corner, all

relevant cedes on this page should be ringed including “Age” and “Refersnce
number of unit”.

An entry of so m%ny months for children under one year old should be amended
to !!l,,.

The week number in the OFFICS USE box at the top right hand comer of the
page should be a two digit number. The week number is given in Appendix A.

The OFF USE column within the Relationship to HoH column is for coding the
relationship. The codes given in Appendix B should h used.

column 3 - Eousewife. Interviewers will apply the usual Sucl,al Survey
definition to determine who is the huusewife but at the cuding stage a check
should ba made, where pxgible, that the correct person has bean identified
in this respect, sg. it is usual for the.wife of the head of the household
to be the housewife although this would not al”ay= foll~.

Column 6 - If column 6 is codsd 2 (ie husband or wife teuQorarily not in the
household) the interviewed should have nuted the reason in the box provided.
IIIiswill enable you to check (i) that the apouae’s absence really is
temporary and (ii) that the spouse really is not currently a household ma~er.

Column 7 Current Full Time Education: nursery classes and schculs count as
primary schonls but day nurseries do not. The crucial point is whether
education is given, and tbe rule for deciding this is whether the informant
refers to it as some kind of school or class (the interviewer may have made
a note here or there may be an entry at AQ47 or in the D schedule. If there

is no meference elsewhere in the schedules the entry at Col. 7 should be
accepted) . Childxan can attend nursery schuols frmm the age of 2.

column 8 - Ref number of unit. Each member of the household should be coded
according to his/her FAMILY unit. Each persnn within the same FANILY unit

should be coded with the same reference number and the numbsrs allocated to
each unit should ba as follows: code “1“ for all membars of the first unit,
cnde “2“ for all msmbers of the sscond unit, etc. The following rules
should be used whan checking the family unit coda ents-d by the
interviewer.

a) Children under 16 years of age should be coded as pert of their parents’
family unit unless in receipt of an earned income egual to, or greeter
than, the personal tax alluwance for a single person, in which case they
are a separate unit.

Chi ldran aged 16 years and over but under 25 years should be coded as part
of their parsnts’ family unit provided they are receiving full-time
education and not receiving earnsd income agual to, or greater than, the
personal tax allowance for a single person. If married however they are
to be givan d separate famiLy unit code. Educational grants are not to be
accept ad as earned income.

1



F13SJanuary 77 ‘A’ SCh.
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Childrsn aged 16 years or over who are not in full time education are to
be given a separate fsmily unit code irrespective of income received.
Whole time training for a trade or profession counts aa full time
aducation. An apprenticeship is not considered full time sducation.

The figure to be used as the personal tax allowance in the above
instructions is the psrsonal tax allowance at the time of intervisw.

NB The interviewer will have entered a code in the “Ref number of unit”
column . However, where this relatea to -aparson under the age of 25 a
check should be msde at the coding stage to determine the smount of
income (if any) receivsd by the person: this will bs evident frrsshis/her
B schedule if she/he is 16 or over, or from his/her psrents’ B schedules
if he/she is under 16 years of age. The intenriewer’s entry can then be
confirmed or amended according to the person’s inccme. For those
persons under the age of 25 who are confirmsd as bsing part of someone
else’s family unit (nearly always their parents !) “3” should be ringed
in the “Young dependant under 25” column.

b) Local Authority fester children should be coded “7” in Ref number of unit
column, irrespective of any inccme they receive, and bs coded “1“ as head
of the inccsneunit. Other chil&en referred to as foster children for
whom local authority maintenance grants sre not receivsd, should bs codsd
to their fester parents’ femily unit.

c) Where a wife whose husband is tasporsrily not a msmber of the housshold
is the EOH in column 2 she should not be coded “head of unit” in column 8.
Instead she should be coded “wife ~head” since the ebsant husbsnd is
considered the heed of the Fsmi ly Unit, even though not the head of the
household. (NB. No entry should be made on this page for the ebssnt
husband) .

9. Details of an unmarried son or daughter who is receiving a full-time education
abroad, should not be coded at section 11.

2
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A P.1 APP. A,B

First Quarter Code Third Quarter Code

Jan. 1st - 7th 01 July 1st - 7th 25
,, Sth - 15th 02 ‘* &h - 15th 26
,1 16th - 23rd 03 “ 16th - 23rd 27
II 24th - 31st 04 *1 24th - >lst 28

Feb. 1st - 7th 05 Aug. 1st - 7th 29
,, 8th - 14th 06 w 8th - 15th
,?

30
15th - 21st 01 1’ 16th - 23rd

,? 22nd - 28th 08 ** 24th - 319t $
Mar. 1st - 7th 09 Sept. 1st - 7th
,1

33
8th - 15th 10 “ 8th - 15th

*I
34

16th - 23rd 11 “ 16th - 23rd
,1

35
24th - 31st 12 “ 24th - 30th 36

Second Quarter Code Fourth Qwrter Code

Apr. 1st - 7th 13 Ott . 1st - 7th
M

37
8th - 15th 14 8th - 15th

!, 16th - 2>rd 15 : 16th - 23rd
,1

E
24th - 30th 16 “ 24th - 31st

May 1st - 7th 17 Nov. 1st - 7th
,1

E
8th - 15th 18 11 8th - 15th

,1
42

16th - 23rd 19 ‘1 16th - 23rd 43
,! 24th - 31st 20 “ 24th - 30th

June 1st - 7th 21 Dec. 1st - 7th
,1

z
8th - 15th 22 ** 8th - 15th

,1
46

16th - 2>rd 23 *1 16th - 23rd
,!

47
24th - 30th 24 ** 24th - >lst 48

...-..e--
AS LY/0,LYMU etC are leap years, ‘code08 will applY tO
Feb 22nd -29th in those yeare.

Nhere an interview
but racord keeping
week code ia 49.

takea placa on or before 31at Decerber
commcncee on or after Iat January the

A~ENJ)IX H

Relationship to HOH

o HOH
1 Wife or Husband
2 Son or Daughter (inc. stepson/daughter)
3 Scn-in-law or Daughter-in-law
4 Father or Mother
5 Father-in-law or Mother-in-law
6 Brother or Sister

7 Grandscn or Granddaughter
8 Other relative (e.g.‘Niece, Nephew, Brother-in-law, Sister-in-law)
9 Other non-relative (inc. fester children)

10 Ncn member Jf hcusehold (in Q.11, already printed)
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C~INO UOTM

FM. JAN. 77 8CEWUIX :A Q: 12

WBJSCT: Number of other households at address specified on Mdresa List

nmNa ALso To ~ 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 50

cmB : N/A

POINfS TO NDTX:

‘lheanswer to Q12 is not codsd. It should be used to check that the
answera to Q13 end Q14 are reasonable.

Where the anawer to Q12 is “1“ or more there will usually be entries at
Qa 14 and/or 13(b) (ii) or (iii). Hmever:-

a) it iS poSSible that the other households at the address are n@ in the
informant’ accommodation (Ql3) or in the ssms rateable unit (Q14) in
which case no rooms occupied by other households would be entered.

b) where there are ~ other households living at the address, rooms used
for business may be recorded at Qs 13 (ii) or (iii) end/or Q14. —

ADDITIONAL NUT1313(give date and reference)

WII0611/75
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FES . JAN. 77

~~: Number and type of

NE?XN ALso To q.lz, 14, 17,

COM :

COOING NUTBS

NCNBDUIS :A Q: 13

rooms in informants’ accosswdation.

18, 19, 20, 25, 50 A Schedule. 19, 28 B Schedule.

1. At Al14 code total number of rooms in the left hand box (column (a)).

2. At Mll code total number of rooms in the left hand box occupied solely
by this household (column (b)(i)).

3. At A112 cods total number of rooms in the left bend box which are shared
with other households (column (b)(ii)).

4. At All3 code total number of rooms in the left hand box which are let
or sub-let to other households but are not shared (~lm (b)(iii)).

5. At 090 code rent, after deducting amounts for services if necessary.

PoINTS TO NOTS :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

‘Iheleft hand box should contain al1 the living moms, bedrcass, kitchens,
sculleries used for ccoking snd rooms used partly for business at the

s-led address which are Wned, rented or occupied rent free by the
household.

The numbers of other rmms at Q13 (bathrceme, garages, business rooms etc)
should have been entered by the interviewer in the right hand box. These
details may be impartant should rateable value and rates paid need to be
sbated (see notes against Q50 (A Schedule) and @ 19-21 and 28 (B Schedule) .

Some of the rmms listed under “other-specify” in the right hand box may
in fact come under one of the headings in either the left or the right
hand box. If so they should be transferred. In particular box rooms,
attic bedrooms, sun lounges (if used throughout the year) should be
transferred. However, cellars, utility rooms, rooms less than 6‘ square,
rooms without a window/sky-light and attics without a window/sky-light or
without flmr boards should not be transferred.

A114 and Alll should be coded on all schedules. l%us where no rmme are
let or shared, the same figure should be entered at these two cedes.

The entry for garages may need anwviing as a result of the entry at Q25
(see general note 2 on Q25) .

ADDITIONAX,NOTES (give dste end refer.ace)

1
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FES. JAN. 77 CODING N~13S CONT*D Q: 13 (cent ‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘U) :

6. If at Q13 (e) it is shown that the rent received frOSIlettin9 or sub-letting,
contains an amount (s) for other services, such aa light, heeting, etc, this
amount (s) should be deducted from the rent at code 090 and deducted from the
appropriate codes elsewhere on the echedule or in the record bnoks. If the
amumte have not been given, no action should be taken.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date snd reference)

2
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CODING NUCSS

FES Jan. 7? =NSDUIX. :A-— Q: 14

SUSJSCT : Rooms in the Rateable Unit not coversd by Ql 3.

SSF~R ALSO TO Q: 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 50 A Schsdule. 19, 28 B Schedule

CODE : lJ/A

POINTS TO NOTS :

The answer to this question should be used when appropriate in apportioning
the rateable value shown at Q50 between business element and private
household and betwsen household units occupying the same rateable unit.
The rules for apportioning the ratesble value are given in the notes covering
Q50 A Schedule and Qs 19 .%28 B Schedule.

ADDITIoNAL N(YTES(give date and reference)

W11061)/75



FES. JAN. 77

CODING NOTES

SCHSOULE:A Q: 15

SUSJ13CT: Type of tenurs

RZFER ALSO TO Q: 19

CODE : At A120 code type of tenure
At A11O ccda 1 if tanan~ dspendent on job.

POINTS TO NG’I?I:

One of the following codes, relating to type of tenurs, should be entered at
A120 .

Code Typss of Tenure

1 Nsnted from a Counci 1, or New Town Corporation
(Inciude Scottish Nousing Associations)

2 Rented from scmeone else unfurnished
(Include charitable organisations,

housing trusts and housing
associations ).

—
3 Rented from scma~e-else fuxniah.id;

4 c%ned with a mortgage.

5 Cwned outright.

6 NSither med nor rented.

NO’IZ: (i) Where the interviewer has coded “No ...... Z“ at (c), full details
should have been given. In acme cases, as a result of these
details it may be necessary to emend the interviewer’s entry.
In particular, only casee of rent free acconsmdation should
ultimetsly be coded “6” at A120.

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give date and reference)

1
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FEs. JAN. 77 CODING NOTES CONT~D : 15 (cent’d

POINTS ~ Nom (CONT~D):

(ii) In sane caees an interviewer may have noted that although a house is

wned outright, it is @ned leaeehOld ad a ~rt9a9e h= been secured
to buy the freehold. In such caees coda es “cwned with a mortgage”.

lsnancy dependant on a former job

A ‘“1“ should not be entered at Al10 in this ceee. This may occur when en

informant has changed jobs and his tenancy is still held by virtue of the
jcb he left.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING MYTH

FES . JAN. 77 SCNSDULS :A 9: 16

SUBJECT : TYPS of tenure, rates, sita rent, and rent of caravan
where this ie sampled address.

SSFER ALSO TO q: 40, 43, 44 A Schedule. 19, 21, 26 B Schedule

CODE : At A120 cods type of tenure
At 120 coda ratea, water rates, site rent. rent.

or houseboat

. ...... after
deducting other expenses if neceesary.

POINTS TO NOTE:

‘lhecode to be entered at A120 ehould correspond te the type of tenure coded.
Thue if the caravan/louaeboat is owned outright or is being bought on hire
purchase, code “5“ should be entered at M20 (ie corres~nding to ~ed
outright at Q15) . If the caravan/h6uaaboat ie being rented, code “3”
(corresponding to other rented, furnished) should be enterad. The only other
type of tenure which is at all probable is rant free, in which case “6”
should be entered at A120.

N.B. The typs of tenure at this question dspende upon the tenure of the
caravan/houseboat itself and not the site. ‘lhuaa caravan which is owned
but in respect of which site rent is paid, should be coded aa “cwned” - cede 5.

Site rent should be co&d at 120. In addition any rent paid for the caravan
itself, rates or water ratas, itemized at Q16 (b) should be added to the sits
rent (if they have not already been included there) and entersd at code 120.
Any other payments made in connection with the site such as electricity, should
be deducted from the site rent (if they have already been included there) and
entersd at the appropriate codee elsewhere on the A schedule or in the record
books .

NoTE: 1. Items should only be entared elsewhere on the A schedule if they
have not alreedy been enterad at the appropriate codes.

2. Items should not be trensferred to the record books if they are.
not included in site rent.

3. A caravan being purchased on 5P or loan ehould have been shown
at Q40-44.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referencs)

W110611/75
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FES . Jan. 77

CODING NOTES

SCNEDULS :A g: 17

SUSJECT : Rant for accommodation.

sSFER ALSO TO I+15, 1S

CODE:

1. At 010 code gross rent (incl rates if not paid separately) when services
are not included in rent.

2. At 23o cede rent rebate or allowance.
3. At codes 024-027 code expenditure on services: 024 = lighting, 025 = heating

and hot water, 026 = cleaning, lift and porter, 027 . other services.
4. At 020, in every case where services are included, code rent (and rates if

not paid separately) after deduction of service el.snb?nt~ gross rent if
service element cannot ha deducted.

5. At A122 coda 11’ if acccmmdation rented with business premises.

POINTS TO NOTE:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The gross rent at 010 or 020 should be adjustad to allow for rent holidays,
rent rebate/allowance and rate rebats.

Where there is a rent holiday the a@xmt given at 010 should be multiplied
by the number of waske it is paid (ie 52 weeks less the number of weeks
holiday) to give annual rent, which should be coded with pariod code 8.

Where there is a rent rebate/allowance reference should bs reeds to
Q17 (d)(iii) to check whether rent quoted is bsfore or after deduction of
rebate/allowance. If rebate/allowance hea not been &ducted then the rent
at 010 should be accepted. If rebate/allowanca haa bsen deducted it should
ba added back to rent at 010.

Where rates are included in rent any rate rebate which has been deductsd
should be added back. Nate rebate is shcwn at Q18 (b).

If a rent and rate rebate is receivad as a ccmbined amount, propc.rtion the
combined rebate in the came proportion as rent and rates are paid on the
property. Where rates are paid in the rent the ‘rent’ to be ussd for
proportioning is rent minus a ratee element calculated frem Qs 49 G 50.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (givs dats and refsrence)

1
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FES. Jan. 77_ CODING NOTES CONT~D 9: 17 (cent ‘d)

?OINTS TO NOTS (CONT‘D) :

6. The service elsment should be considered to be related to rent at 010. This

means that adjustments made to rent in regard to rent holidays applies
equally to services. Rebates and allatanaes do not relate to services.

ADDITIONAL NGTES (give date end rt3feTence)

2



8UEJBCT: Rate payments by household with rented ac~detion

lwx ALso Toq : 15, 17, 49 and 50

Ccot :

1. At 030 code hat gross rate peyment.

2. At 040 code rebate deducted fran last rata/rent paynsnt.

3. At A148 code tbe period given by the answer to (al) followed by the
period given at (bl)(ii).

4. At 047 code the total rebate received ae direct imp-sum refunda in
khe last 12 monthe.

5. At 014 CO.% the Ieoetrecent direct lunp-sum refund and the period it
covered.

6. At A127 code the date of the most re”centdirect lukp-sum refund.

7. At 050 code the last water rata papmnt (if separate frotarates).

POINT8 TO NGTE:

1. ‘Therates entered at code 030 should be groes. Any rata rebate deducted
from lest rates payment should be added back.

2. The period code at code 040 for a rebate deducted from the last ratee
payment should correspond to the period covered by the payment from which
it was deducted (ie the period cede at 040 should alwaye be the came ae
that at 030).

3. At A148 COdS 2 digits. ‘I%efirst ehould be the period code entered at
030 and 040, the second should be the code for the period given at (bl)(ii).
This code enables the computer (which stores valuee in weekly terms) to
get back to the original amount entered at 040 end give it the period code
indicated by (bl)(ii), so that the entry at 040 can be treated ae having
either the period code indicated by (al) or that indicated by @l) [ii).

,

,,

ADDITIONAL N03’IiS(give date and referenee)

;,:
*

+!%

t“

&
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. FES. JAN. 77 CODINO NOTES COSToD Q:18 (emit‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONTW) :

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

PJ?SATESSCSIVEO AS A DIRECT LUMP SUM REFUND ~T NOT SS ~DED ~ LAST SATE
PAYMSNT .

A127 should bs coded from the standard fra.

Sewerage (General Services ) rata payments should be included with rata
payments and not with water rates.

Compare tha rate poundage at Q49 multiplied by the net ratesbla value at
Q50 with the payment of rates entered at coda 030, conwrted tn an annual
value. Any appreciable difference (over 109) between tha figuras not
attributable to the items belnw should be investigated.

a) Water rates being included in payment.
b) Alteration to rate poundage.
c) Arrears included in paymsnt or reduction due to pravioua overpay!wnt.
d) Variation in rataable value.

Payments of Water Sates should be chscked against Aateable Value X Water
Sate. Discrepancies of 20% or mre should be queried. (’l%eWR poundage
is given on tha rates liata providad by research branch. If a poundage
is given at Q49 check that it is the same. )

Where there is a payment of arrears included in the laat rata payment,
or where the payment hss been reduced because of previous over payment,
it should be accepted.

,.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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coDIlw Noms

FM. JAN. 77 ~ESDUU :A : 19

SU~: Wte payments on rent free acm~s,tion

nQxt ALsr To ~ 15, 49 and 50.

CODE :

1. At 030 cod: last gross rate payment.

2. At 040 code rabate deducted fran last rate payment.

3. At A148 code the period givan by the answer to (bl) followed by the period
given at (cl)(ii).

4. At 047 code the total rebate received as direct lump-cum refunds in the
last 12 nmnths.

5. At 014 code the most recent direct lump-sum refund and the period it
covered.

6. At A127 mde the date of the most recent direct lump-sum refund.

7. At 050 code the last water rate paymant (if separate frcm rates) .

POINTS ~ NOTE:

1. CSECK TSAT ACCOMMODATION IS IN FACT RENT FAEE ,

a) Accommodation is ~ treated as rent free if a kncwn rent is paid by
someone outside the household who is not an enployer. Were
acconmudstion is not rent free it should be treated as rentad and all
entries at Q19 deleted. Sent should be transferred to Q17, rates to
Q18. Q15 should be recoded and any other entries transferred to
appropriate ‘A‘ schedule guestio~. The total amount paid by persons
outside the household should also be transferred as income to Q52 in
the ‘B’ schedule.

b) Accamdation is treated as rent free if OIM of the following conditions
is satisfid:

(i) Accommodation is provided rent free (a) by an infOrmsnt’s

eWlOYer # Or (b) by an organisation, provided that the normal
activities of the informant are to further the cause of the
organisation. This condition wi 11 normally apply to Church of
England clergy and other ministers of Rligion.

ADDITIONAL IWTES (give date sad reference)

W110611/75
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FEs, JAN. 77 CODING NIMES CONTWD Q: 19 (contcd)

POINTS TO NOT}: (CONToII):

(ii) Accommodation where an unknown rent is paid by someone
the household who is not the informant’s employer.

outside

2.

(iii) Accunmwdation which is owned by someone outeide the household
other,than employer and provided rent free.

Where acconnnbdation is treated as rent free any entries at QL9 (e) that
refer to ‘A‘ schedule items should be transferred to the appropriate
queetions. However entries referring to D schedule items should be
ignored and not transferred to the D schedules. Ground rent, maintenance
charges, etc~ould be added to rates at Q19 (b).

TSEATMSNT OF RATES FOR ACCOMMODATICX4 TREATED AS RENT FRSS

a)

b)

Where the interviewer has entsred amounts for codes 030, 040, 047, 014
or 050 they should be treated as described at QIS aS should CO&S

A14S and A127.

However if the interviewer has not entered a paymant of domestic rates
at 030 an amount should be estimated using the I@teah le Value and the
C9mestic Poundage with the applicable Sewerage Poundage. similarly
if there is no anmunt for water rates, either at 050, or included in

a PaWnt at 030, an =unt ehould be estimated for the water rates.
The estimated anwunts should be entered at this question and also,
unless the accamnodation is providsd by an enployer, at Q52 B schedule
(as income) .

If the accommodation is provided by an employer the estimated rates snd
Water rates pa~ntS entered at Q19 A schedule should be trea~d in the
B schedule in the same way as a refund/allowance, which has not bsen
included in the gross pay. (See General Notes on Qs 19-21 B schedule
and notes on Q26B schedule) .

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

2
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COD1310NCfM

FM. JAN. 77 =-LB : A &20

8UBJMX: Rate payments by households owning acmnnoodation

RWEEAL80T0 *49 and 50

CODE :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.—

At 030 code last gross rate paymant.

At 040 code rebate deducted from laat rate paymsnt.

At A148 code the period given by the answer to (a) followed by the
period given at (cl)(ii).

At 047 code the total rebate received as direct lump-sum refunds in
the last 12 nmnths.

At 014 code the mcst recent direct lump-cum refund end the period it
covered.

At A127 code the date of the moat recent direct lump-sum refund.

At 050 code the lest wetar rate paym&t (if separate from rates) .

At 060 cede last payment of qround rent, feu dutv e .c.t

POINTS TO NOTE:

If an owner-occupier who pays the rates for the whole of the rateable unit
also sub-lets, his rates payment should be abated in proportion to the number
of rooms sub-let (see notes at Q50) . lhe rent received from the tenants
(recorded at Q13c) should ba abated by the same sum of nmney (adjusted to a
different time period if neceesary) as the ratea payment. NOwever the rent
payment recorded on the tenant’s schedule should not be abated.—

The reason for this rule is that the rent paid by the tenant effectiva ly
includes an amount for rates on his part of the accommodation; this amount
should not appear on the owner-occupier’s schedule either as income or
expenditure.

Otherwise all rate adjustments and checks should be the sama as described for
QIS.

Section (e) refers to separate drainage rates. These are generally paid to
special drainage authorities and are not to be confused with water or sewerage
(general services) rates. Where they occur they should be added to the amount
at code 030, after adjusting to the eama time period. It is not expected that
there wil1 be many cases where separate drainage ratee are paid.

ADDITIONAL NUrES (giva date ●nd reier.nce)

WI!06 11/75



CODING NGTSS

FES . Jan. 77 SCSSDULS :A Q: 21

SUSJECT : Source snd type of mortgage or loan used to purchase informants’
accommodation at sampled address

REFER ALSO TO q. 22, 23

CODE:

1. At A119 cods source of mortgage or losn.
2. At A121 cods “1“ if informants have an option mortgage.

POINTS TO NoTs:

One of the codes 1-5 should bs entsrad at code A119 according to the eource of
the loan or mortgage. Note that whers an endowmnt policy is teken out end
through this a lmrtgage secured from a Bti lding Society, “1“ should be coded at
A119 end not “4”.

The interviewer may have noted that the informsnt has mors then one mortgage.
If the eecend mortgage is for house purchase, the ~t should be added to the
smount of the first mortgage if rmrtgage sources are the ssms snd ths combined
figurs coded: where the sources of mortgages differ each should ba coded sepaxats ly
The sourca of the mortgage at Q21 (a) should be that of the largest mortgage. If
eny mortgage is not for home purchase [ie it is for hams improvsmsnt or some
other purposes) it becomas in effect a loan snd should ba at Q40 etc.

Alloption mortgage at tiresof inter.fiew should ba codsd 1*I,vTZeaC DK ss non-
Option .

ADDITIoNAL NOTES (givs date and reference)

W110611/75



CODINO NOTSS

FES . Jan. 77 SCNEDULE :A

SUSJECT: “Interest - only” umrtgages

NSFER ALSO TO Q:21

CODE :

At 130 coda the interest paid.

Q: 22

POINTS TO NOTE:

The smount shown at code 130 as the interast on a mortgage or loan, may have
to be abated hecause:

i

ii

iii

it includes a premium on en endowment policy covering repayment of
principal (such a premium should he checked against Q37 (a) to see if it is
included there: if it is not, then it should be transferred and coded at
code 199) , or

it includes an insurance premium on the structura of the accommodation

(such a prcmiun should be checked against Q24 to see if it is included
there: if it is not, then it should be transferred and coded at code
110), or

it includes a mortgage protection premimn (check premium against Q37 (a)
to see if it is included there: if not, then it should be transferred and
codad at 196).

ADDITIONAL NoTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NoTES

. Jan:77FES SCNSDULR :A Q: 23

SUSJSCT : “Interest and Principal” mortgages

RSFER ALSO TO @ 21

CODE :

1. At 200 code the last installment.
2. At 150 code the interest paid over the lest year for which the informant

has figures.

POINTS TO NOTS :

The amount at code 200 should be abated if at Q23 (c) it is evi&nt that
similar Cnnditians to thOSe at notes (ii) end (iii) for Q22 apply.

Where the interviewer haa noted that the intereat amount at (d) covers only
part of the year because the mortgage has baen held for less than 12 months
the amount at cede 150 should be increased to obtain an annual figure.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (Sive date and reference)

W110611[75



CODING HOTSS

FFS. Jan. 77 SCNSDULS :A Q: 24

SUSJECT : Insursnca premiums on structure” end contents of accommodation and on
personal possessions.

NSFER ALSO TO ~. 22, 23

CODE :

1. At 110 coda premiums paid on
2. At 168 cede premiums psd.don

structure insuran m.
contents or perscmal possessions ineurance.

POINTS TO NOTS :

Where the insurence premium on structure and contents have not been given
separately, interviewers should have entared a total pramiwu covering both
insurances end obtained separate figuras for the ineurad value of the house

ad the insured value of tbe c!ontants. These values should IXSused to
Cabdate a notional premium beaed cm O.12%% for the structure insurenca end
0.25% for the contents ineurencs. If the valuss of house end contents era
combined they muet be apportioned before calculating notional premium.
These notional emounts should ha proportionately adjusted eo that their sum
is equal to the total premium actually paid. The adjusted premiums should
then bs entered at codes 110 (structure) and 168 (contents).

Where insured value of personal poseessims has to be eeeeeeed it should be
at notional premium of 0.25%.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FM. JAW. 77

CODIIIQ Mums

-u~ : A Q: 25

SUBJZCT: Possession of garage

RE?tRALSO TO+13and50

Com :

1. At Al15 code total number of garages cwned, rented or rent free.

2. At 189 code total rent, ratas and ground rent for garages of different
tenure type from acconuoodation and for garages where the “main” payment
on tha garage is made SEPARATELY.

3. At A116 code total number of garages used solely by household.

4. At All 7 code total nUUbSr of garages shared by household.

5. At A118 code total number of garagas sublet by household.

6. At 100 code total incoms from sublet garages.

POINTS TO NOTE:

GSNE8AL

1.

2.

3.

Garages and accammdation can both be owned, rented or rent free. If the
garage and tha accouumdation are of different tenure typea any payments
on the garage should be entered at code 189.

If the acconuncdation and garage are of the ss& tenure type an entry ehould
only be made at code 189 if the main payment on tha garage (ie rent if rant
paid, othemise ratea) ia paid eepsratsly (ie not included in rent and/or
rates paid by the informants at the acconmmdstion questions) . In this case
all rent, ratea end ground rent payments (not just the main one) relating
~the garage should be entered at code 189.

If an entry is made at code 189, and any rent, ratas or ground rent
payments on the garage have been included at the acccmmmdation qusatione
the amounts at these questions ehould be abated accordingly.

If no entry is made at cods 189 but amounte are recorded at (d3) or (e3)
which are paid separately from payments on the acccmmmdation they should bs
added to the amounts at the accemmadation questions.

ADDITIONAL IKYfES(give date ead roferenae)

1
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FEt3. JM. 77

POINTS TO N(YTB (CONT*I)) :

4. (a)

(b)

(c)

COOfNd NOTSS COST*D Q: 25 (-t ‘d)

If payments for a garage are accepted by coders at 189 the garage
ehould not be covered by the rateable value at Q50. If the garage
hes bee~ntered at Q13 it should be deleted and not used in
calculation concerned with abating and apportioning rent, ratee
and rateeb le value on the accommodation.

If paymsnts for a garage are not coded at 189 the garage should be
covered by the rateable value at Q50. It ehould be entered at Q13
not already recorded there and used in abatement and apportionment
calculations.

Note A at Q50 explains when the rataable value at Q50 has to be
adjusted

Further Points

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

‘fhetotal of

Shede should

to fit in with the answer to Q25.

A116, A117 and A118 should equal Al15.

be counted as garages when used as such.

A double garage counts ae one garage ‘unlese part ie let in which case
it counts as two garages.

Where a garage is sublet and shown at AU8 rent should be ehown at 100.
If rent has been included at Q13 code 090 it should be deducted from
that question and transferred to code 100.

If the garage is not covered by the description and NV finally entered
at Q50 A Scheduls, the rent recorded at code 100 should be tram ferred
to Q60 B Schedule.

The incoma from garages let ae a buainees ehould be shcwn at Q60 on
B Schedule and no ent~ regarding these garages shown at Q25.

Qs (e)-(e3) It has been assumed in deeigning these questions that only
people who own their acconmmdation would answer Yea to question (e).
If an informant with rented or rent-free acconmmdation answers Yes at

(e), the interviewer should have ma& a note at (s3) about whether the
ground rent is included in accoamvxiation coets. If she has ringed an
answer at (e3) but msde no note refer.

if

ADDITIONAL NCrrES(give date end reference)
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I*’M;. JAN. ‘[ 7

(WIII NC NOTW

SCHEDULE: A Q: 26

SIJILJECT:Gas and electricity supply

SEFER ALw T) Q: 27, 28

CODE:

1. At A103 cede 1-4 according to whether gas, electricity, both or neii.her
is supplied

2. At A128 code 1-4 according to how gas is paid for.

3. At A130 code 1-4 according to hcw electricity is paid for.

POINTS ‘lUNOTE:

1. If two or more methods of payment are coded for gas enter code 4 at A128.
Similarly for electricity at A130

2. A Board Budgeting scheme is one where the informant pays a regular
anum.mt to the gas/electricity board end settles up the balance of his
account once a year.

3. The interviewer may note that paymsnt is by the following systsm:

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

Consumer is supplied with a slot reter which they can open with a
key which is supplied.

The consumer puts money in slot meter to obtain gas or electricity
and empties meter when they went to. The money from meter can M
saved towards bill or not.

The meter reader reads tbe meter at periods of 2-6 mnths and
gives consumer a bill for electricity used (or en account is
rendered) .

Consumer pays bill in the normal manner as for an account.

This method should be treated aa an account payment.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date aod reference)



C@INO NOTES

FM. Jan. 77 SCS2DULS: A Q: 27

SUSJE(X: Gas and Elecwicity slot meter rebates and pa~nta frao rebates

NSFER ALSO TO ~ 26

CODE:

1) At 173 code last gross rebate frcm gas -meter
2) At 178 code last gross rebate frcm electricity mater
3) At 197 code rental for gas appliance paid through meter
4) At 198 code rental for electrical appliance paid through mater
5) At 237 cede maintenance for gas appliance paid through meter
6) At 238 coda m+ntenance for electrical appliance paid through meter

POINTS m Nom:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Installation charges are ‘D‘ schedule i-

Aebates at 173 and 178 should be the full rebate
for rental or maintenance

Where en informant has not put enough money into

before any deductions

the meter to pay for the
electricity or gas consumed any balance paid in cash should be shown in
SD’ schedule provided it was paid during record keeping.

If the informant is new to the acccammdation and has not received a r8bats
then the last rebate received at last address ehould be coded.

If laet rebate is not known it should be estimated.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date end reference)

WII0611/7S
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CODING ITOTSS

FM. JAN. 77 SCHSDULE: A : 28

SIJPJ3!CT:Ges end electricity paid for by account meter, board budgeting
scheme or some other method (except slot =ter) ; pay!eants and
amounts used

RE3’ESALSO’N)Q:26

CODE:

1. At 170 ccda last gas account payment

2. At 175 code lest electricity account payment

3. At 169 code number of theme covered by payment at 170 (if known)

4. At Al38 cuds the date of the lest gas account

5. At Al39 code the dete of the lest electricity account

6. At 174 cede number of units cevered by payment at 175 (if known)

7. At A140 code 1-3 according to type of gas tarriff

8. At 015 cede number of e Lectricity units paid for at full rate

9. At 016 code number of electricity units p.sid for at cheap rate

10. At 171 code rent of gas appliances p&id to gas board

11. At 176 code rent of electric appliances paid to electricity board

12. At 172 code regular payment to gas board for maintenance of gee appliances

13. At 177 coda regular payment to electricity board for maintenance of
electric appliances.

POINTS TO WXE :

1.

2.

3.

There are two large boxes at this qusstion - one under (a) and cme at (c).
It should be”eesumad that the amounts given at codee 170 end 175 do not
include the edmunte given in either box. If either box contains et~~ng
cherge, meter rent or collection fees they should be added back to oo&s
170 end 175.

‘lhenmber of therms covered by the last account ehould be enterad at
code 169. If the number of cobic feet is given, tiis should be converted
to therms by dividing by 100. In all cases the number of therms or unite
givsn (or calculated es above) should be accepted.

The date of the last account should be codad according to the standard
frame.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referenoe)

.1



P’EX. JAN.7 7 CODING NO’171SCONT~D Q: 28 (cont~d)

mNTS TO NOTS (CONTID):

4. At 015 and 016 there should be a line acraee the mtddle eectim of the
coding box. This ehould be entered when coding theee boxes.

5. Where an informant has only recently moved to his praesnt adirees it may
be that no account has been received. In theee circuaetsncea the
interviewer should have noted the last account paid at the previous
addrees an.?this ehould be coded. If p~yment at the previous eddrese
wee by slot meter, the interviewer should havs obtained en eetimeta of
the amount put in the 9lot mater, less the ainountof rebate, for a given
period and this should be coded ~ the last account. In these cases it
will not bs poseible to co& anything for the number of thermc or unite
used. If the informant bae never had a supply of any kind before then

an eetimate should be cuded, taking into account the etructure and inmme
group of the,household: average expenditure for different typee of
household may be obtained from the DE.

6. If the informant makes regular paymente then the last payment should be
accepted even if only a balancing payment. Where the last payvmnt wee
in fact a.refund then any entry should lx deleted.

ADDITION~ NOl%S (give date and refersnce)

*
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FES. JAN. 77

CODING “NOTTX3

SCHEDULE: A

SOEJECT: Possession of telephone, and telephone account.

SEFES ALSO TO Q: 30

CODE:

At A102 cede “1” if the answer to this que<tion is “Yes”

At 166 code (household’s share of) last telephone account.

: 29

PoINTS TO NGTS :

If the answsr to this question is “Yes”, a “1” should be entered at coda AI02.
A shared telephone should appear only in the subscriber’s schedule. h
extension should not be considered as an installed telephone.

If the amount of the last telephone account was not shared by anyone outside
the household then the amount shown at Q.29 (a) should ba entered at code 166:
if the amount was shared the interviewer should have entered the informant’s
household’s share at code 166.

Telephone installation charges ehould not be coded at this question but codad
in the record bcoks if they appear the=

If at part (c) the interviewer has noted that part (or all) of the account was
paid for by someone outside the household who did not in fact hava any use of
the telephone (eg mother’s account paid for by son) the whole of the amovnt
should be entered at cods 166 and that pert paid for by sommne else should ba
entered on the informant ts B Schedule at Q52, unless the informant has
answered “Yes” at (c3).

If the informant has answered Yes at (c3) check questions 21, 26, 2S and 63
on the B Schedule to see if this is a refund of expenses for paid or unpaid
work. If so accept the informant’s share at code 166. If not ccd.sas in the
previous paragraph unless the interviewer has made a note that suggests a
different way of coding (eg that the phone is paid for on the informant’ a
bshalf by Supplementary Bsnefit).

If bil1 has not been paid at sampled address the bill frau previous
address should be coded - if not given an estimate should ba made

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)



FES . JAN. 77

SUBJZC’T:Accounts for telephones

RRMR ALSO TO ~.

COPE :

At 167 code the amount paid for
(part of the) accommodation.

CODINO )mxs

8CNEDUU : A

outside household’s own

Q: 30

accommodation

uSe Of e’@ lsphone outside the houeeholdts

POI~S TO NOTE:

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give date mnd raference)

Wllob11/7s



9: 31

CODINO NUCKS

?ss . JAN. 7 7 -ULB : A

SUBJECT : LLcences

REFER ALso To q

cmg:

At 181 code
At 186 code
At 184 code
At 185 cede
in the last

fees for TV licegces bought in the lsst 12 months
fees for driving licences bought in the last 12 months
fees for dcq licenca bought in the lsst 12 months
fees for any other Licances (except driving) bought
12 months.

POINTS TO NOTX :

No coding action wil 1 be requirsd at this question as interviewers wil 1
have entered the amount, and the pariod codes are pre-printed: however a
check should be msde thst the amount given is ccmsistent with the current
licence charge (besring in mind that sn amount given could be for more
than one licence) .

Cnly statuto ry licences should be
certificates should bs accepted.

accepted at this question. Marriage

ADDITIONAL N~E8 (give date and referesce)
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CODING ~S

FM. Jan. 77 %~~:A , Q:
32

SUSJSCT : Possession of television and rent fur television, rebate for
television zented by slot meter.

AsFxAALi30To~,

CODE :

1. At A105 code ‘1‘ if question has been answered “Yes ~.. 1”
2. At A106 code ‘1‘, ‘2‘ or ‘3‘ accord~ng to method of rent paymmt.
3. At 194 code ameunt of last = slot meter rebate.
4. At 195 code laet payment of rent.

POINTS TO NOTE:

If thie question has been answered “Yes .... 1“, a ‘1‘ should be entered at
code A105. This applies even if there is more then one TV in household.

A shared TV set should be ehown in schedules of all households sharing the set.

If the TV set is rented one of the codes 1, 2 or 3 shoul? bs entered at A106
according to the payment arrangement shuwn at Q32 (al).

Slot mater rebate should be entered at cede 194. Slot meter payments i?.the
D beoks should not be abated.—

If the TV is rented by slot meter and the rebates are being ueed to purchass
some other item (not the TV itself) the bud=ould be referred for details
to be entered at Qs 40, 43 & 44 if not already entered. The rebate entered
at code 194 should include the amount uesd for purchasing the item (i.e. the
gross rebate is required at code 194) .

If the interviewer hae nated that the TV aet %s baing bou ht by slot meter,
+k.r details to be32 (a) should be coded ‘x‘ and the budget should be referr

entered at Qs 40, 43 & 44 if not already entered. In thie case the slot meter
payments in the D bceks should be deleted as H.P. payments.

If the rent of a television aerial is included “in the rent of a television set,
the whole amuunt should be entered at code 195. .

A rented radio ,ahould be coded in exactly the same way ae a rented television.

AUDITIONAL NoTES (give date end referanca)

1
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FES Jan. 77
-.— .—

b

CODING NoTSS CONT*D Q: 32 (cent’d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

If no rent is being paid because the set is broken, the situation should be
ceded as “no TV set”.

Where a m set is owned but rediffusion service is provided, Q32 (a) should be
coded “NO .... X“ . - Pments fOr the semice which are shqnn + the,record
bcoks should be coded 799. Eowever, if one peymnt covers ‘both’the rdnt ‘“ofa
set end the service provided, the full amunt should be ended as rent of TV.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODINO -S

Fus . SM. 77 ~UIZ :A Q: 33

suBJtcT : Possession of washing machine, rafrigerator/daep freems, central
— heating, paymante for oi1 for central heating

RmmlALfJoToq

ccm :

1. At A108 code number

2. At A109 code number

3. At A150 CO* “l” if

4. At A151 code “l” if

5. At A152 code “l” if

6. At A153 code “l” if

7. At A154 code “l” if

of washing machines

of rafrigerators and/or deep freezes

there is central heating by electricity

there is central heating by gas

there is central heating by OL1

there is central heating by solid fuel

there is central heating but the fue1 is

8. At 017 code the total expenditure on oil
last 12 months

for central heating

unknown

in the

POINTS TO NO’ll?:

The follwing definitions should be followed:

A washing machine is a machine which haa an electricity operated agitator/
pulsator. The water may be heated within the machine either by electricity
or gas or it may be unheated. It may be with or without a wringer or any
other drying mechanism.

Therefore, a wash boiler with hand agitator should not ba coneidared aa a
washing machine.

Where a washing machine is not cwned by the household but ia available for
COntinUOUS use “1““should ba ceded at A108 provided the machine ie _ed by
a household in the accommodation and not a ccamunal one as may be in a block
of flats.

Separate refrigerators, refrigerat0r9 with freezer
separate deep freezere all count for code A109. A
freezer unit attached only counts aa one machine.—

units attached, and
refrigerator with a

ADDITIONAL Nor2CS(give deto aad reference)
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FEs. JAI?.77 CODING IJO’I13SCO.IfT*D

POIN’19 IU NOTE (CONT$D):

Where a refrigerator ia not uwned by the houiahold bot is
continuous use “1” should be coded at A109.

9: 33 (contsd

available for

central lieatin~ includes partial or beokground syeteme and nim”t storage
heaters. lhe type of Central Heating ahcnildbe beeed on the &pa of the
source of heat energy eg. electricity, gee, oil and solid fuel.’,.,

In any multi-household blocks of flats where the SOWOS .OfaUpPIY Of heating
for the purpoee of central heating ie aitusted outeide the houeehold it might
be possible for the informant to kncu the type of we source of heat (fuel)
and this should then have been coded. vauelly it will not be known in which
case the DK coda appliee.

In a multi-household rateeble unit where the sour- of heating is situated
in one of the households, the coding of the type of oeotral heating es reported
by informant should be accepted.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date .md referenoo)
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FES. Jan. 77

SUSJECT : Expenditure on

REFER ALSO TO +

CODE :

1. At A124 C0d13

39, 40,

COD1N13 NOTBS

SCNEDULE : A Q: 34

all motor vehicles, ownership of cars (and vans) only.

43 A Schedule, 11, 18, 20, 26, 28, 63 ~ Schedule

total numbsr of cars (snd vana ) currently cwned or available
for ccmtinuoua use.

2. At 187 coda total road tsx paid in the previous 12 months.
3. At 188 code total paid in vehicle insurance in the previous

12 months.

4. At 244 code cost as defined on schedule, of new cars bought in the
previous 12 months.

5. At 245 code c~st es dafined on schedule, of second-hand csrs bought in
the previous 12 months.

6. At 246 code cost, as defined on schedule, of nsw rmtor-cycles/mnpads
bought in the previous 12 months.

7. At 247 cods cost, as defined on schedule, of second-hand motor-cycles/
mopeds bought in the previous 12 months.

POINTS ‘IQNOTE :

AS interviewers wi11 have entered any relevant amounts at codas 187 snd 1S8
end the period codes are pre-printed, ‘no coding action is necessary except to
check that the e.mountgiven for road tax is consistent with road tax charges.
However, cdd amounts might occur because of allowances meda in the purchasing
arrangement of a secondhand vehicle, in which case it is to be expected that
Q34 (d) or Qs 40 end 43 will be answered.

Vehicles bought by m?ans of losn frem bank or finencs house, second mortgage,
HP or credit sale (ie codes 1, 2 or 3 at Q40) should not be entered at Q34 (d).
Other means of instalnent buying, e.g. loan from friend or ralative or employer
(whers the loan doeen’t count as 1, 2 or 3 at Q40) are acceptable at Q34 (d).
In cases where the car was bought with a loan from en enployer the purchase
may not have been entered at this question, but may have been recorded at
Q39, 40 or 43 A Schedule, or Qll B Schedule. so long as the loan doasn’t count
as 1, 2 or 3 at Q40 the detaile should be transferred to Q34 (or deleted if
purchased more thsn 12 months before interview) and the budget should be
referred if more information is needed.

Insurance against damage to a windscreen should be included at Q34 (c). Aa
such insurance is often in the form of a eeparata policy from other car
insurance, the premium may have been entered at Q37 (b), in which cue it shOuld
be deleted end added on to the amount at code 18S.

ADDITIONAL NIYTES (give date and refsrence)
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FES Jan..77-

POINTS TO NOTE (COST’D) :

‘“C)
CODING NOTES CONT *D Q: 34 (cent’d)

Where the inte?wiewer has not been able to give en amount for road tsx but
has noted that it is included in a purchase price given at 34 (d) and has
given how many months the tas had to run at the date of purchase a proportionate
amount should be trensferred tO =* 1s7.. If the interviewer has not noted how
many months the tax had to run the budget should be referred. Where en unkncwn
amount of insurance has been included in the purchase price the budget should
be referred.

ADI)ITSONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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COD21JGNOTES

FES. Jan: 77 so~: A

~~ season tickets for transport

REFER ALSO TOQ:

CODE:

1. At 191 cods the amoont where the aeaaon ticket is for road tranaport
2. At 192 code the amount where the season ticket is for rail transport
3. At 193 code the amount where the season tidet is for water transport

KIINTS lU NO’lX:

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referenoe)



FES Jan. 77-

CODINO NOTSS

SCNSDULS : A Q;37

SUSJECT: Insurance premiums

SSFER ALSO TO ~ 22, 39

CODE :

1) At 196 coda life aseuxance pramiuma (except house purchase endowment)
2) At 199 cede house purchase end-nt pramiwna
3) At 206 code premiums on policies accepted et Q37(b) .

POINTS TO NOTS :

Private pensions, superannuation and widows and orphana insuxance which are
not deducted frcsnsalary but are entered at ccda 196 should be accepted.

Cede 196 applies to all life assurance premiums irrespective of the type of
policy or ;-35.sof company.

Note: When coding the record books, most payments to insurance companies
ehould be deleted*. Payments to Friendly .%cietiee should be checked
to see if they correspond with payments entered at Q37 (a); if they do
correspond, the entry should be deleted from the record b-; if they
do not correspond, the entry should be ceded aa a payment “to a
Friendly Society in the record book.

* H,oliday ineursnce should be included in record books if paid during
record keeping period. It should be coded es holiday expense.
Holiday insurance should be daleted if shcwn at Q37 (b).

Where an endowment policy has been taken out t~ cover a mortgage, the premium
should be enterad at coda 199. Dataile of these policies should be given at
Q37 (a) and also at Q22 (c): a check should always be ma& to ensure fiat sny
entries at Q22 (c) are accounted for at coda 199.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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F)?s. Jan. 77 CODING ~ES CONT’D Q: 37 (cent’d)

POINTS TO NOTS (COST ‘D):

Code 206 is for coding details of premium for any other inSU?eIICepolicies,
such ae personal accident, nnt included elsewhere on tie A sohedule. The
fallowing ere epecifically excluded from this qwaatien:

Insurance on TV sets - these are really meintenan- payments end
should be coded in.the recnrd bnoks.

Insurance on car wi.ndecreene - these should be included with other
cer insurance at cnde 188.

Inswance of personal gcode such as jewellery, furs, cemerse, etc -
these should be included at code 168.

Msdical insurance (eg BUPA, PPP) which is ended in the D benka when it
appears there.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

2
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COOING NUI’BS

FES. Jan. 77 ac=uu : ,A Q: 38

SUSJSCT : Bank charges

NSFER ALso To q

CODE :
.

At 180 co& total of domestic bank charges for tbe previous 12 mmths

POINTS TO NOTE:

The total of all bank dmrgas, including National Giro baok chargas, for

the household at Q.3S (a) should be entered at code 1S0.

If the bank charges include amounts for buaineas purposes or loan interest

the total amount should be abated by these elenmnta. lhe abated amovnt
should be entered at code 1S0.

AODITIONAL NIXES (give date end reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES. JAN. 77 SCRSDULS : A Q: 39

SURJECT: Items paid for by standing order, or direct debit, through a
bank or National (Post Office) Giro account, or by bank budget
acmunt.

REFER ALSO TO ~

CODE :

Tbe codes to use are described below.

POINTS TO NOTE:

If any items are paid for by stending order, direct debit, through a bank
or National Giro account or by bank budget account they should be coded in
the coding boxee alongside this guestion. The item codss to be used are
different from those used in the record books. They are as f011ow9:

Item code for Oeecription
%ankers’ Order etc.

2-Jo A.A. and R.A.C. subscriptions -
coverage identical wifi code 546 in
record book.

271 Subscriptions to spO*s clubs -
coverage identical with code 764
in record bode.

2?2 Subscriptims to Friefidly Societies -
coverage identical with code 795 in
record book.

273 Subscriptions to Trade Unicms,
professional associations - coverage
identical with cede 796 in record
book .

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

1.
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FF;G. J~ .7 7

1’01N’IS‘1!3NO’T’K(CON’PII):

274

275

276

277

278

279

280

281

CODING Noms CONT,D Q: 39 Cent’t<

Stiscri]~tions to periodical:;,
magaz inos - coverage identical with
code 723 in record bouk.

Other subscriptions - coverage
identical with cede 797 in record
bcok .

Savings (short term) - coverage
identical with code 803 in
record book.

Savings (long term) - coverage
identical with cede 804 in
record book.

k40netary gifts - coverage idantical
with code 802 in record book.

Chariteb le gifts - coverage
identical with code 798 in
record book.

Any other itsma not covered by the
shove.

Fuel oil not far central heating -—.
coverage identical with Code 261 in
record book.

~ Where an item paid for by standing order, direct debit or bank budget
account should appear elsewhere on the schedule (eg. insurance premi~,
mortgage interest, oil for central heating) , the item should be deleted from
Q39 and transferred to the appropriate guestion if it is not already entered
there. On the other hand, where a payment in the record book is made under
a standing order, direct debit or bank budget account listed in Q39, it should
be deleted from the record &ok. It may happen that an itsm paid by standing
order, direct debit or bank budget account is entered in the record kmok but
not on the A schedule at Q39 (this would occur if the order were only signed
during the record keeping period) . In these cases the entry should be deleted
from the D book, if it is indicated that the payment is by standing order,
direct debit or bank budget account but no entry should be made at Q39 on the
A schedule.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES . Jan. 77 BCSKDULS : A Q: 40

~BJECT: Instalmants on credit transactions

SSFER ALSO TO Q: 39, 41-44

CODE :

This is a fiI.terquestion designed to establish the appropriate pattarn of
questions concerned with credit transactions. No coding action is required
excspt to check that the corrsct sequence of questions haa been follrwed
according to the snswer given at Q40.

POINTS TO NoTE :

Especial care must be taken with regard to codas 1-3, ie only gc.odaor
services obtained by msans of agreemant ccdad 1, 2 or 3 should appear
at Q43. It should be noted that an agreement of typs 1, 2 or 3 with an

~Pl~er sh~ld not be entered at Q40 or 43 unless the employer provides
these facilities as part of their normal business.

A check should be made that the Area Ssrial and Household nurbers havs bsen
entered in the appropriate spaces at the top right hand corner of the page.

A check should also be made to ensure that there are no payments recorded
at Q39 which should be entered at Qs 40-44.

AOUITIONAL NOTES (givs date snd reference)
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CODINO NOTSS

FES. Jan, 77 ~~u~ : A 9: 41

EUSJECT : Credit instabwka of types numbered 4 - 11 at Q40.

SSFIZRALSO TO ~, 40 and 42 A Schedule, D booke

CODE:

NO coding is requirad.

FOISTS TO NOTF,:

No coding action is required at this question. HowaVar the information

contained there should be used to che& against paymanta by insta2aent
shown in the recordbodte: such payments should be deleted frcumthe record
books if the same payment is shc+$nat Q40.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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SUBJZCT: Goods bought by credit arrangements of types numbered 4-11 at Q40

BltFXRALSO TO@40and41

Cms :

Code ss explained belcw

PoxlrraTo mm:

The date shown should be used to check that the items have been obtained on
or after the date exactly a calendsr month before the dab of interview.
Such items should be coded with the normel item codas used in the record

. . in tie itm code Ixmee. )
Woks. (There is a preprinted letter C It iS
important to note that items obtained rm dsy of interview, should not bs
included.

ADDXTXOXAL im’?h3 (civo dato -d refer-a.)
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CODING NURS

FES. JAN. 7 7 SCNSDUUl: A Q: 43 and 44

SUIMEC’f:Credit arrangements coded 1, 2 and 3 at Q40

RZFERALSOTO *40

Com :

Enter the code from Q40 (a) in tie box indicated.
~ entry should be made in the OFFICE USE box just below

~ entry should be made at code 239.
In the OFFICE USE box at (e) enter tne item and period codes.
At 241 enter the amount allowed in part-exchange.
At 242 enter the downpayment (excluding part-exchange) .

POINTS TO NUTS:

The coding proced~e at Q43 is as follows:-

1. In some cases a number of items will be shown in the same column (or, if
there are more than 2 items, in a number of columns) as being purchased
by the same installment. Any such items which require separate itam codes
should be entered in separate columps using a spare page 16 if necessary:
the amount of installment to be apportioned to each separate itam should
be on a pro-rata basis according to the cash prices of the itams involved.
Items coded by the same item code do not need to be separated in this way
but can be left as being paid under the one insta3ment.

2. The type of firm at (d) should be used to check against entries in the
record books: such entries should be deleted from the record books.

3. The appropriate item coda and the period code appropriate to the last
installment should be entered in the OFFICE USE box at (e). The period
is that shown at (f). Where an agreement has been entered into at time
of interview but an installment not yet paid then the agreed installment
and period covered should be entered at (e) and (f) respectively.

Question 44 - A check should be made to ensure from the answer at 43 (g) that
the items have been acquired within the last three months from the date of
interview.

JWDITIONM NOTES (give dste end rOfOranCO)
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FEs. JAN 77

CODING NOTES

SCREDUIE :A :45

SUSJECT: school me.slsand milk, and welfare milk.

REFER ALSO IYJQ

CODE :

At 259 enter the total inputed value of ~ echml milk conaomad io the
previous week. .

At 260 enter the total cost to the informants of school maale eaten in the
previous week.
At 261 enter the differanca between tie total coet to the informants and the
total imputed value of achoel meale eaten in the previous week.
At 263 enter the total imputed value of free liquid welfare milk obtained in
the previous week.
At 265 enter the total imputed value of free Dried Milk obtained in
the previous week.

POINTS TO NOTE:

N.B. Milk is no longer eubeidised, it is either free and therefore shown at
this question or paid for in which cesa it is a ~Dt record item. This applies
to School milk, Liquid milk and Dried milk.

1. School Meale

The total coet of meals to informant should he entered at code 26o. The
differenca between the cost to the informant end the iuputad value should——
be ehown at code 261.

In certain cases school meals may be free. When such ceaee arise the

imuted ValUS Of ~als should be entered at code 261.

This quaetion refers only to children at stata echmla. All other meala at
school (eg etaff ms+ls) are meals out end should be ccdad in the D records

(when the infozments have entered them there) .

2. Free School Milk

Every child up to the eurmar holiday follcwing their 7th birthday at a

registered day nursery, playgroup, or with en approved child minder or at a
state primary school, is entitled to one third of a pint of milk per day free
of charge. It is poeeible in certain circumatancae for children up tn school
leaving age (i.e. somtinw between their 16th - 17th birthday) to obtain
free milk. It is also possible for seinechildren to get rmre than one third
of a pint.

After checking for consistency with the housahold box, calculate the tqtal

iquted value Of the schwl milk taken in the last 7 days and entar this in
the a.mxnt column in line with cede 259.

ADDITIONAL NDTEs (givs date and reference)
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FES. JAN 77 CODING NOTES CONT ‘D

“Q
Q: 45 (cent‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT$D) :

WSLFANE M2LK

1. Liquid Milk

Free milk is available for

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Expsctant mothers and all children under school age in families in
receipt of supplementary benefits, family intone s~phrent or in
special need because of low income.

An expeotant mnther who already has two children under school age,
regardless of family inc~.

All but the first two children under school age in familiee with
three of nmre children under echool age, regardless of family incans.

Handicapped ohildren aged 5 to 16 who are not attending an
saucational establishment.

2. Dried l.1.ilk

Where free dried milk is taken instead of liquid milk tbe imputed valus
should be entered at code 265.

Dried milk is available at the rate of one tin per recipient

If dried milk ie purchased by the informant it becomes a “D”

Imputed Valoss are obtained at regular intervals from the CSO.

per week.

record item.

.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NoTxs

?lla. JAN. 77 ~~: A 9: 46

SU~: Education granta, maintenance grmts, schol&rahLps.
.—

Ilwlm ALm TQq. 7,47

CODE :

‘l%etotal annual value of all grants and scholarships recaived by cash/cheque
currently should ha entered at code 207. The total annual value of all
private grants end scholarships received currently should ba entered at code
209, whether or not they are received by cash/&eque. ‘Ilietotal annual value
of all public grants and scholarships received currently should be entered at
coda 210 whether or not they are received by cash/chaque.

mxms To lwm :

Granta from employera, intiluding E M ,Forces and nationalised industries are
private.

Any amount received from parenta or relative to MAKE UP grant should be
accepted but not cash gifts above value of grant.

The term “maintenance” in this question may caver grants for clothing,
traveling expenses, books, stationery, inatrumanta and for the maintenance
of dependent relatives.

NB . If the grant relates to a person who is no longer receiving it codes

=7, 209 or 210 should be left blank. (In this connection it should be
noted that a person engaged in a vacation job at the tima of interview wi 11
nevertheless still be a student, for the purposes of this question (and of Q7)).

It is the annual value of the grant/scholarship which is requirad at Q46
regardless of how much has been received at the time of the intarview. Thus
for example, if only one tam’s grant hsa been received, this should be
multiplied by 3 bafore coding.

Amounts received in cash frcxngranta end scholarships for persons aged 16 nr
over and which form part of the total to ha entered at cede 207, should alao
~ntered at ccda 392 (paga 13) on each personjs B schedule.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and refercaae)

1
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FES. JAN. 77

PoINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

‘i?
CODING NOTES CONT‘D Q: 46 (cent’d)

Amounts received in cash frcm grants and scholarships for perecxis aged

under 16 should also be entered at code 395 Q74 on one of the parents’ B
schedules.

.
Rehabilitation allowsncas frcm the DE should not be ceded at this question,
but should & entered on the B schedule of th~~rson .xmwezned at Q37 -
N.Z. Unemployment Bsnefit.

ADDITIONAL NoTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

YES . Jan. 77 SCNEDULS: A

SUSJXCT : Educational fees and maintenance payments

NEFBR ALSO To ~ 11,46

CODE :

Code as explained below

9: 47

POINTS TO NOTS :

This

211-

212-

213-

214-

215-

216-

217-

218-

220-

question should be ceded according to the following frame:-

Maintenance costs only for University, technical colleges, teacher
training colleges, other establishments for further vocational training.

University education, fees only

University education, fees/maintenance not shown separately.

Technical colleges, and Polytechnics, fees alone or fees plus maintenance
not showm separate lY.

Teacher Training Colleges and other establishments for further vocational
training, fees alone or fees plus maintenance not shown separately.
(Include fees paid to become articled) .

Other further recreational education, fees alone or fees plus maintenance
not shown separately.

Independent schools, fees, fees plus maintenance not shown separately or
maintenance.

Direct grant schools, fees, fees plus maintenance not shown separately or
tiintenance.

Driving lessons but not Driving Tests (these should be coded in the record

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES Jan. 77-.— CODING NOTES CONT tD

““o
d

Q: 47 (cent‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (COST‘D):

In using this frame the following should be noted: -

1. Iternsthat are describad as a subscription to a society for msmbarship, or
fees for children in nurseries, should be deleted. Fees for these item
should have been entered in the record books .if paid during the fortnight’s
record keeping.

2. Fees paid for children attending Grammar Schools in Northern Ireland should
be coded 218.

3. Fees paid for examinations should be treated as any other fees and included
in whatever cede is appropriate to the type of institution.

4. Fees for examinations and/or courses which are smbsaguently refunded by an
amployer, should bs deleted.

5. Fees paid for nursezy schools should be included with fees for independent
schools (code 217) . If the entry appears to be for a day nursery the fees
should be deleted at this guestion - if fees sre paid in the D books they
should be coded there as fees for a day nursery (code 771) . The rule for
distinguishing between nursery schools and day nurseries is explained in
Note 6 on page 1 of the A schedule.

If an entry at Q47 is deleted because it is for a day nursery and there is
an entry for it in Col. 7, that should be deleted too. However, an entry
for a nursery school at Q47 doesn’t mean there must be one at Col. 7: an
entry at Col. 7 is only raquired if the child is stated to attand the
nursery school full time.

6. Vocational Education. Generally, all education, not at a University or
full time at a Technical Collsge, is taken to be vocational. Anything
referred to as being “for my work” should be included and all “evening
classes” attended by apprentices. Doubtful cases should be classed as
“recreational” , and any cases referred to as “evening classes” should be
classed as “recreational” unless they are attendsd by apprentices.

The following list should.show the scope of “Vocational” education: -

(1) Teacher training, whether general or specialist (eg. PT instruction) .

(2) Any other full-time post-school training not included with university
or technical college.

ADDITIONAL NwTES (givs date and reference)
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FES (fan. 77
- ..— CODING NOTES CONT*D Q: 47 (cont~d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

(“1) All GCE courses at evening classes. These are usually pre-specia list

courses.

(4) Al1 courses such as those for the National snd Higher National Certificate
in the verious brsnches of engineering, ag. civil, mechanical, electrical,

electronic, chemical, teleccmmmnications.

(5) All courses in Phermacy.

(6) All courses in Accountmq I cost accounting or bcok-keeping.

(7) All courses for the qualification of chartered or certifiad secretary.

(8) All secretarial courses, including courses on shorthand or typing.

(9) All courses, other than University courses, in law snd statistics.

(10) All courses on computers.

(11) All courses in librarianship.

(12) All courses on window-display.

7. Recreational Education. This covers al1 part-time sducation or training

by children still at school unless it is clear that this education/training
is vocational in nature (ag. extra tuition for 11+ exaud.nation) in which
case it should be ragarded as vocational. It also covers all part-time
education not covered by “vocational aducation”. In general, this will

cover classes in music and dancing, in fsncing snd in sport and athletics
generally, classes in hendicraf ts and home-making such as “do it yourself”
activities, cooking and needlework. It will also covar “WSA” classes,
part-time courses in arts and the literary erts, end any classes listed
simply as “evening classes” attended by people other than apprentices. It
covers any ad hoc or “subscription courses” of lectures. It also covers

one-day schools, weekend schools amd summer schools.

El. Educational allowances to service personnel should ha considered as en
addition to salary end added to Q6 (B schedule) on a proportional basis.

9. Any amunts given by parents or a relative to NAIC3UP a grant should be
accepted but not cash gifts above value of grsnt.

ADDITIONAL N(YTES(give date and reference)
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FES . Jan. 77

~“ Smoke Ccntrol Arsss

CODING NCrl’SS

SCNSDULS : A Q: 48

ASFER ALSO TO q

CODE:

At 123 code “1” if the direse is in a Smoke CcO’ItrOlArea.
At 123 -e 11211if the address is not in a Smdce CCmtrOl Area.

POINTS TO NOTS :

ADDITIONAL NmES (give date and reference)
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FES . Jan. 77

CODINO Nurss

=-LE : A Q: 49

SUSJSCT : Rate Poundages

RSF13RALSO TO ~ 18, 19, 20, 50

CODE :

At 0S0 code yearly domestic (or mixed or commercial if applicable) rate
poundage, including sewerage (general services) rate.

At A155 code “2” if water rate poundage included seweriga (general se=ices)
at the tinksthe interviewer obtained the information. Code “1” otherwise.

POINTS TO NOTE:

The yearly rate poundage should have been entered at code OSO, by the
interviewer. Howsver a check should be made at the coding stage, as fsr as
pussible, that the amcunt given is similar on all budgets within the same local
authority srea. There are two exceptions to this

(i)

(ii)

where, at Q50, it is apparent that the ratesble unit includes a business.
In such cases a mixed hereditament poundage which is more than the domestic
rate poundage is payable if the dcmestic elsment is inure than 50% of the
ratesble unit, and a gsneral rate poundage which is more thsn the mixed
hereditament peundage is payable if the dumsstic’ ekc+?nt is less than 50%.

where the rating unit does not have mains drainage snd therefore does not
pay ful1 genaral services (sewerage) rate. In tiis case the amount
entered at OSO should include any re@uced general services (sswerage) rate
pundage which they psy, instead of the full gerieral services (sewerage)
rate.

The rate poundage at 0S0 should include sewerage rate but must not include water
rate.

Where water rate.has been included at 0S0 it should be subtracted. The
interviewer should have given water rate as 49 (bl),

If at the time the interviewer obtained poundage I.nformat ion the water rate
poundage INCLUDSD sewerage rate then cede ‘2‘ at A155. If the sewerage rate was
includti in the domestic rate puundage ~ was not includsd in domestic ~ water
rate puundage then code ‘1‘ at A155. Where no sswerage (general services)

rate is paid, Cede ‘1‘ at AI.55.

AOOITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)



Fm. JAN. 77

COOINO )Nn’Es

SCNBINJLB: A Q: 50 and 51

SUBJXC’f:Rateable Value

RETXRALsl Toq : 13, 14, 17-20, 25, 49

C09E : .

At 070 code the Net Rateeble Value of the rateeble unit(e) covering the
household.

POINTS TO NOTE:

Interviewers will have entered the nat ratesble value at code 070. However,
this may have to be abated at the coding etage for one of two reasons.

1. Other households occupy the rating unit: at the coding stage only part of
the total rateable value should be accepted at Q50 for each housahold.
The proportion of the total rateab’levalue accepted at Q50 should be the
sama as the proportion of the rooms in the rating unit occupied by the
household.

The number of rooms in the rating unit i9 counted as the total number of
“left-hand box” rooms plus bathrooms, garages snd rooms used entirely for
business (but not rooms listed under “other-specify” ) owned or occupied
by the households interviewed, plus any other moms in the rating unit

(the number of these can be worked out from the enswars to Q14).

The number of rooms occupied by the individual household is the number of
rooms (that is “left-hand box” rooms, bathrca!a, garages and rocanaused
entirely for business, but not rooms listed under “other-spa cify”) that
are occupied solely by that household plue a proportion of those it
shares.

l’hiecalculation should be done after it has been decj.dedwhether rooms
entered as “other-specify” count as any of the other types of rcau and
after any alteration to the garage entry at Q13 and the RV at Q50 because
of the information at Q25. A check should ba made that the information at
@ 13 and 14 for all households interviewed at the address is consistent.
Where all the households in the rateeble unit ham bae”ninterviewed the

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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QES. JAN. 7 7 CODING NOTES CONT*D— Q: 50 and 51 (conttd)

POINTS TO NoT14 (CONT<D) :—.

abated rateable values should combine to the total rateable value for fie
unit; otherwise the skmted ratea.ble values of the interviewed households
will combine to less than the total rateable value for the unit.

2. Part of the rating unit is used for business purpoees: in this case the
rateeble value should ba abated in the same proportion as rates payments
or rent paymants including rates at Qd 17-20 (except for farms on which
a 100% claim is noted at Q28 B schedule on rent, mortgage, rates etc -
in which case the RV is abated by l/3rd). The rules for abatament are
given in the notes covering QB 19 snd 28 B schedule.

Further Points.

A. The description at this question should be consistent with eny information
recorded elsewhere on the budget. Garages are a frequent cause of

apparent inconsistent.

(a) If at Q25 a garage is recorded at A115 but no amount is coded for it
at coda lE9 (after codfng Q25 ) the Net Ratssble Value at 070 should
cover the garage. If the description in the box at Q50 doss not
include a garage, tske the following action:-

(i)

(ii)

Refer to 51 (a): where the informsnt reports at Q25
that he has a garage on which rent or rates are paid in with
those for the acconmmdation the interviewer has been asked to
try to see his rates demsnd, end if it refers to a garage
whose RV has not been included in the RV entered at 070 to
make a note of the Garage’s Rv. Where she has done this the
garage RV should be added ta the RV at 070 (a check should be
made that eny rates paymants at Qs 1S-20 agree with this
adjusted rateable valus) .

If the informants rate demand does not mention a aaraae it... -—-
should be sssumed that the rateable value at 070 covers the
garage, and it should be accepted as entered by the interviewer.

(b) If a garage is recorded at A115 and an smount is coded at 189 (after
coding Q25) the Net Rateable Value should not cover the garage. If
the description in the box at Q50 includee a garage the budget
should be queried.

B. On occasions it wi11 not have been possible to establieh a rateable value
(eg some crown land property, newly constructed propsrty not yet assessed).
In such cases where there is no more satisfactory method of estimation,

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)



FES . JAN 77 CODING NOTES CONT *D Q: 50 and 51 (cent‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

rateable value should be calculated at the rate of E40 per rmm occupied
by the household taking into account “right hand box” rooms.

The rateable value of a caravan should be calculated in the following
way . Totel rateeble value of site dividad by number of caravans. The

IDaXiBNIMrateeble value of a caraven j.s 225.

If rateable value of site is unknown then s.notional value of f25 should
be entered.

c. The Gross Value is entersd at Q50 for sditing purposes and must be more
than Net Ratea.bleValue.

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTSS

ma. JAN. 77 SCNEDULS :A Codes 267 and 268
—

SUSJSCT : Certain types of “hidden” income grcsaself-emLoyment

RSFER ALSO TO @

COOE :

See the notes on Q28 B schedule

POINTS TO NGTS:

‘Ihesecodes are situsted at the top of page 19.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date end reference)

WII0611/75



b FES JAN 77 B. SCHEDIJLE

‘B‘ SCHEOULE CODING tiCIES

General

The layout of the Income schedule is designed to record details for twu persons
on the same schedule. It is, therefore, impertsnt that details related to the

specific person should be identified end coded separately. Extreme care should
be taken to enter the person nmaber (s) at the head of the coding columns at the
right hand side of each P9 e; and information coded in these columns should be
related to the right person.

Interviewers have been instructed to follow the same ordar of person numbering
throughout the schedule. In coding operations the sema order of person numbers
should be maintained while racording person numbers at the bead of the coding
columns at the right hand side of each pega. For example, if on page one person
1 haa been entered at the heed of the lat tubular type answer box and at the
head of the first coding celtwnn,and person 2 at the head of the second column
in bath aeta of columns, then parson 1 ehould always be entered at the head of
the first column in the rest of the schedule. You should be very careful on
those pages where details for only one person are recorded. For example, if
person 1 is retired end person 2 is en e@oyee then on pages 2 and 3 details
will only be given for 2 and care should be taken to entar details for person 2
in tbe second column all through if person 1 has been entered in the first
mlumn of page 1.

It is most important that person numbers at the head of coding columns on each
page correspond with the appropriate information and person numbers recorded in
the body of the form where answers have been recorded in the tubular box by the
interviewer.

Interviewers have been instructed to enter both husband and wife on the same
inccme schedule when thay ara both members of the household. S0 it is necessary
to check whether the husband and wife are on the same B schedule. A check should

a190 be made that the correct Area, Serial and Household numbers have been
entered in the appropriate spaces in the top right hand caner of page 1.

WI106OFCS2/7’7
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CODING NOTES

FES. JAN 77 SCNEDULS : B Q:1

.
SUB3F,CT: Employment status. This question is also a very important signposting

question, its answer decides which parts of the schedule wi 11 be asked
during the interview

sSFES ALSO TO Q : 4, 5-21, 22-26, 27-2B, 64

CODE :

At A201 enter code ringed in column

POINTS TO NOTS :

In general the code ringed by the interviewer can be accepted. However,
occasionally it will need to be amended for one of the following rsasons.

1.

2.

because when a person has two (or more) jobs, it is the mcst remunerative
one which should govern whether he is coded as an employee or self-
employed at Q1. In these cases the informant might state his most
remunerative job to be that which he considers to be his “main” job or
“usual” occupation; if an examination of the schedule shows his other job
to be the more remunerative then Q1 should be coded in accord~ce with
his status in this other job. This will also entail recoding the
questions governed by the signposting at Q1.

because en informant may answer that he is out of work or retired because
this is the situation pertaining to what he considers to be his ‘Imaint!
job. However, if it is apparent from other qusstions on the schedule
that he has some job at which he ia currently working, then Q1 should be
coded 1 or 2 &pending on whether he is an enployee or self-employed.
The questions govarned by the signposting at Q1 will also need to be
recoded.

For example it may happen that a person who said initially that he had no
job reports at Q64 a job he currently holds. In this case the coding at
Q1 will have to be amended and details of the job must be entered at either

Qs 4 to 21 or Qa 4, 27 and 2B as appropriate. h instance of this would
be a housewife coded 7 at Q1 but who at Q64 is shown as being an agent for
a commodity club. Details of this job will need to be trsneferred to Q27

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

1
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FES . JAN 77 COOING NOTES CONT ‘D Q:l (cent ‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT ‘D) :
.

and Q1 should then be coded 2 ie. self-eaployed. Hwever, note that if the
code at Q1 has to be altered because of an entry at Q64 the budgst should
always be refarred to the RO (see the notes on Q64) .

3. bacause the coding of the informant’s sfatua conflicts with the following
&f initions:

a) At present means at the time of interview.

b) Employee there are two basic problems in deciding whether someone is
an employee:
i) Is he/she an employee as opposed to not working?

ii) Ia he/she en eqloyee as opposed to being self-enployed?

This section deala with the definition of “employee” problem (i).
Problem (ii) is dealt with in section (c) after the definition of self-
employed.

An ‘W?EWYS9”is SOI=One who at the t~= Of interview h= = arr=ge~nt
with an employer (another person or en organisation) to work for the latter
for a wage or salary.

This definition does not incorporate a time limit so that it applied irrespective
of the interval between the time of interview and the date when the informant
next begins to work. It therefore includes anyone on holiday, oil strike or
locked out or unable to werk through illness or injury as long as he has job
to return to.

The definition appliea regardless of the number of hours worked per week.

It does not apply where empl~yuent has been terminated before or immediately
befora time of interviaw unless it has been replaced by a new arrangement
either wi ‘J the former or another employer.

Casual or seasonal wurkers - ehould be coded aa e~loyees if on the day of
interview they are working for an euployer or havs an agreement to work for
en enployer in the naar future ~ are on en eqloye=s boks. (This mainly

aPPlieg tO occupations like dockers or market rsseerch interviewers. )

People with a regular but intermittent arreng~nt to werk for the same smployer
(such as many school kitchen staff) should be coded es en@eyees even during
the periods they are not working.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES . JAN 77..— CODING NOTES CONT 1D Q; 1 (cent ‘d)
,

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT“D) :

Working students - such as sandwich course students, should be coded at
Q1 according to the situation at the this of interview - ie. if working
they should be coded es “euployees”, if at college end not receiving a wage/
salary they should be ccdsd es “none of thesen. However if a student is
attending college at ths tiresof interviey but is also being paid a wage/salary
he should be coded es en employee at Q1 although he will be shcwn as a student
on the frent page of the A schedule.

Rssident Smployees - Au pairs and domestics who are msmbers of the household
should be classified as working the same way as any other employee even though
in this situstion paymsnt is made from one member of the household to another.
The HOH record hooks should shuw the wages paid es en expenditure item -
code 771.

EIIIP1OYMSnt outside the United Kingdom - Where a wage or salary is received in
a currency other that f sterling, the informant should be coded “’noneof
these” at Q1 and the income received from the job addsd to any other incoms
at Q64 for entry at Code 381. (Note - the term E starling relates only to
United Kingdom currency. )

c) Self-employed: in general someona is self-suployed if they work on their own
account instead of drawing a wage/salery from an e~loyer. Also included
are people who are temporarily sick but would be wurking at a self-employed
job if they were well.

As in the case of enployees people can be acceptad as self-employed regardless
of the number of hours worked per week.

In general an individual’s own assessment of whether he is self-employed or
an employee should be accepted. However the following are sone specific
points:

i) The sole owner’or part-owner of a business, a partner in bueiness or
privete practice, a director receiving fees only, would all be self-
employed. Hnwever someone working for ~ivate /(orpublic) company
as a working director or a manager is en employee. In thie caee the
salary he draws should be entered at the questions on income from

e~lOZnt ~ LUIYdi~dends he receives should be entered at Q59, any
undistributed profits of the corgmny should not be entered at all sincs
they ars not pert of his inccxna.

ii) Home-workers are aseumed to be e~luyees.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FEs O JAN 77 .—

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

COD INC NOTES CONT ‘D

“o”
‘+

Q:”l (cent ‘d)

iii ) Clergy:-

In general treat as below but there may be some exceptions to rules

e9. whe~ a ~~ch Of En91.snd curate iS considered to be an employee
ha should be accepted aa such.

1. Roman Catholic Prieets -

2. Church of England Clergy -

3. Non-conformist Ministers -

4. Jehovehs Witnesees

Budqet to be referred to R) (althouqh
the=e will normally have been rejec~ed
at the field stage ea being !ineuitahle)

Treat as self-employed.

Treet as employees.

Treat as self-employed.

d)

e)

f)

g)

“Out of emplovment but seekinq work” this classification should include
informants who do not at the time of interview have en arrengemsnt with an

er@PlOYer to work for the latter for a wage or salary but are seeking work.
(Whether or not they have worked before.) This definition coincides with
standard Social Survey practice. “Seeking work” means actively seeking work
ie. being registered at an Emplo~nt Office or other employment agency,
answering advertisements or advertising for jobs.

Informsnts at Skillcentres (Gova-nt Training Centres ) or Industrial
Rehabilitation Units are considered as ‘out of employment but seeking work’ .

“out of employment becauae of sickness or injury but intanding to seek work”

this classification applies to informants who are actually sick or injured
at time of interview and have been so for up to five years. If info.rment

hee been out of work because of sickness or injury for nmre than five years
he should be recoded as sick or injured but ~ intending tO seek wOrk.

“Sick or injured but NOT intending to seek work” this classification includes
those who do not intend to seek work and those who have been unemployed
becauae of sf~ess or injury for nmre then fiva years.

“Ratired”. It is difficult to provide a precise definition of who is to be
included in this category. In general tie informant’s word should be

accepted; however it should be borne in mind that the intention is to include
only thoee who at the time of interview, have retired from their full-time
occupation, are of the approximate retire=nt age for that occ~etion and
are not seeking further emplo~nt of any kind. Thus women who et a

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES JAN 77 COD ING NOTES CONT ‘D-— —- Q: 1 (conttd)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

comparatively early age cease work to becoma housewives are precluded from
this category.

h) “None of these” includes:

i) all persons never in employment and ~ seeking employment;

ii) persons of independent means;

iii) woman engaged in unpaid domastic duties (even if they had paid work
at some time) ;

iv) continuing students ovar 16 who are not employed at the time of intarview;

v) persons out of employment for nmre than five years and not retired, sick
or injured even though they claim to be seeking or intending to seek
work.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODINO NO!IXS

F’Es. Jan. 77 soHmULE: @ :2

SU&lWl? Year of

REF’ESALSOTOQ:

CODE:

retirement end inccme before retirement

The numbsr of weeks frcm the date of retirement until the date of interview
should be entered at code A2C6 provided this is lees than 2 years (i.e. the
number of weeks can be 1-103).

Where the informant retired less than 2 years ago, the ennuel e-d incane
bs fore retirement will have been entsred at code 302.

POINTS lTlNOTE:

In calculating the number of wesks, 3 days or less should be ignored but
4-6 days counted x a full week. If the persm retired within the last 3 days,
count es 1 week. (2ma should bs taken to code informatiti relevant to the
respective person.

If the informant cannot give hie earnings in the 12 monthe before retirement,
“Don‘t know”’can be accspted.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referenoe)



CODING NOTES

Fm. Jan. 77 sc~: B : 3

SUW?GT: Absents frau work: reason, pay and psricd.

SEFNRALSOTOQ:l

CODE:

At A207 code
At A209 code
At A208 cede

reason for absence
whether full pay, part pay or made up pay, or no pay received.
number of wseks away frao work

POINTS TO NOTE:

Where a person has keen abaent frcm work for more then the lest 3 workinq days
for any reason other than unenploymsnt, the appropriate code 1, 2, 3 or 4
should be entered at A207. If the reason for absence is “Othern the reason
should be examined to see if it should ha more appropriately coded 1-3.
(code 3 “strike” includes a strike in which the informant takes part and
occasions where he/she is unable to work because of a strike by others) .

At Q3 (b) the appropriate code 1, 2 or 3 should be transferred to code A209.

At code A208 the interviewer will have entered the nmbsr of weeks that the
informant has bsen away fran work. Agsin a week is intended to msan 4-7 days.
However, if (bl) is answered because the informent ie _loyed (i.e. sh.xn
at Ql) then the first week away frcm work (i.e. a “l” at ads A208) includss
anything fmm 1 day to 10 days.

N.B. If a person has been away frcm work for reasons other tiranaicknsss or
injury for more than 26o weeks he is to ba coded “Ncm~theSe” at Q1.

If a person has been away from work because of sickness or injury for more than
5 years (260 wseks ) he should be coded es “sick or injursd but not intending
to seek more work” at Q1.

—

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES. Jan. 77 BCSSGULS:B— Q: 4 ——,.

SUBJECT : Type Of job

RSFER ALSO TO Q :1, 5-21, 22-26, 27-2S, 64

CODE : .

At A210 code occupation in moat remunerative job
At A211 code industry of most remunerative j.cb
subsidiary occupations should be coded 1 at A212 if eu@cyee or A214 if
self employed.

POINTS TO NOTS: See alSo the notee on Q1

Cede A210 should be used for coding the.informant’s occupation. The cede
to be entered is based cm the OPCS Classification of Occupations, 1970 -
and it is the manuscript number written on the left of the page headed
“Occupation unit Groupe” which should be used.

Cc& A211 is for coding industry and this Is based on the Standard Industrial
Classification (revised 196S) and it ie the amended order number written in
manuscript for each order in the claasificaticn which should be used.

Where 2 or more jobs are shown at Q4 the rest of the schedule should be
checked to ensure that the most remunerative hae been coded first. A person
should only be coded as having more than cme job provided the j~s are held
concurrently (ie. the parson is or will be psid ccmcurrently) . fiUS a
psrson who has one j& during the week and a seccmd job at week-ende is to
be regarded as having two jobs but a person who is working at one job at
time of interview but has an arrangement to start a different job at a
future date (ie. he is going to change jobs) ie not to be regardad as
having two jobs.

If it is “in the”nature Of “a~rionrs employr@nt to w~k-for ti-ieth~’ cme
employer eg. domaatic help, jebbing gaxdaner etc. , thie should be treated
as one job.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

1
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FES. Jan. 77 CODING NOTES CONT~D

I’OIN’I’S’10NOIT;(CONTfJI):

If a part time job has been entered at this queeticm and there are no codas
to cover the job, code.as though it were a full time jC4 (eg. Territorial
Army Officsr).

This question must be ceded if Q1 is coded 1-4 (unless tbe informent has not
worked before, eg school leaver ~.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date amd reference)
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CODING NOTES

FEs. Jan. 77 ~~: B

SUBJECT: Whether pay data wee in 3.aatpay period.

5EF’EliALSO 10 Q: 3,7 .

CODE:

At A250 ccda “1“ if tie date on which the informant was last paid a wage or
salary was within the pay period as given at Q?.

POINTS ltlNOTE:

If the date was not within the last pay pariod, a &e& should & made to ensure
that an adequate reason ia ccmtained within the echedule data - e.g. a reaaon
for absence et Q3. ‘lhedate of the hat wage/salary received scanatimea appears
to be out of the pay-period at Q7 because of various reaecms; sane of the
reasons are enumerated hlcw:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

The informant was sick on the last pay-day or abaent for saee other
reason. This may includa a period of,aicknees up to 12 monthe.

‘Iheinformant had sane advance before going on holiday and joined after
leave.

The informant is an employee of an agency and he is not working evsry

week.

‘he informant haa changed his job and haa not yet been paid.

The informant is a part-time school teacher or school worker.

‘l’heinformant had an unpaid holiday before joining q new jd or
caning back to his job.

Although wage/salary was
details are not given at
the relatin pay slip.

actually received in the last pay paried
Q.5-11 eimply because the info-t had lost

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referenoe)
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FES . Jan. 77

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

.0

CODING NOTES CONT*D Q: 5 (cent‘d)

Considering the situatiOn it may be necessary to chan~, the normal pay-pcritki
into actual incidence of pay pariod. When the informant’ a hat pay or salary
period falls within the actual pay-period (when naceeaary to ha fmmd out
after adjusmnt) ‘1‘ ehould be entered “at code A2S0. For example if a
respondent works every alternate week then his earninge at alternate
weeks should be considered as earnings for two weeks and the actual
frequency of earnings au a fortnight.

ADDITIONAL lWYTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NoTES

FES JanA 77-. SCNKDULS :B Q:6

SUWEa: Last wage/salary after all deductions

SSFER ALSO TO Q: 3, 5-11, 15, 19-21, 22-2.5, 27, 35

CODE :

At 303 code the last wage/ sslary after all deductions

FOISTS TO NOTE:

The amount of wage or salary entered by the interviewer at code 303 may have
to be amended becauae the period shown at Q7 is not covered by any of the period
codes specified in the general instructions.

For a person temporarily (i.e. less than 12 months) not working for any reason,
the wage or salary required ia the laat aum received from any amployer whether
or not the informant especta to return to the same employer.

Where someone haa recently started work at his current joh and not yet received
any pay the object is to code detaila of the pay in his current (new) job.
The interviewer has been asked to obtain details of the firat pay, if this is
received during the record keeping period; ahe msy aleo have recordad detai1s of
pay in the last job and what tha informant expects to be paid in this one. If
she haa recorded detaila of the first pay these should be entered at the codes
on page 3. If she has not the budget ehould be referred for more information.
If no more information can be obtained sn estimste should be made, based on
what the informant espected to receive. If tha interviewer haa not recorded
this , pay details of the informant’e previous job should be accepted, snd the
previous job coded at question 4.

Part/made-up pa~ - If part pay (i.e. that which la paid by an employer to
supplement sichess benefit) is indicated, the details of Q?s 6-11 should be
accepted and coded vithout amendment. In all such casea detaile of ueual pay
ehould be antered at’Q15; if these dataila have not been given, usual pay
ehould be taken to be the made-up pay shown at Q6 plus the sickneae benefit
shown at Q35.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referdnce)
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FES Jan. 77 CODING NOTES CONT ‘D- . ..-—

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT ‘D) :

Allowances /refunds - See notes on Qs 19
on this page should be adjuated to take

0
-

Q,6 (cent‘d)

to 21 which explain how the pay detaila

account of these.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)



CODING NOTES

F’Es. Jan. 77 SCHEIKILE: B Q: 7

SUBJECT: Pexiod covsred by last wage/sslary

REFER ALSO ‘IDQ: 5-11

CODE:

lhe period givsn is rsquired for the psriod coding at codes 303,304,305,306,
318,308.
At A213 enter the periud cods ussd at code 303.

FQni’l”sm NOTE:

The period given i.Srequired for the p.ariti coding at CO&S 303-308 inclusive.
Note, howaver, that the period codss 1, 2, 4 and 5 given at Q7 are not the
only c.xleableperiods end if, for exampla, the period is spscified as 3 wseks
then pericd ccds 3 should be used.

In general, the psriod given by interviewers should be ac~pted.

The coding of this question should relate to the actual period and not to the

nOrm.alone if the two differ. For example, if the interviewer has noted that
a person last received 3 wseks wages in 1 waek because, say, he was about to
start a holiday, the pariod cede should be 3 and not 1. However, periods of
less than a wsek should be coded as “weekly”.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referenoe)



CODING NOTES

rms. Jan. 77 8G~: B

SUBJECT: wfunda of inccme tax

rmm ALSO m Q: 5-11

CODE:

At 304 code the amount refunded

FOINTS l’UNOTE:

A refund of incoma tax maans en actual net receipt frcanthe Inland Rwanua and
not simply a reduction in normal tax paymant. ‘rhusif thera is a refund of
tax shcwn, there ghould not be any tax given at Q9. No acticm is required
in this connection.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FEs. Jan. 77 SCIN%DULE:B 99

SUBJEOT: Income tex deducted under PAYE

NNFNS ALSO T3 Q: 5-11

CODE:

At 305 cede the amount deducted

POINTS lU NOTE:

The part of the questicm relating to usual liability for tax is for use in
subsequent editing where tax Iiabilities have to be assessed. Nc.coding

action is required in this ccmnection except to &e& that where tax was not
deducted frcm last pay this question has been answered.

If a refund of tax is shcwn at Q8, there should not be any tax given at Q9.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referenoe)



CODING NOTES

FEE!. JSn. 77 SONEIXTLE:q Q: 10

SUI?JEC’R National Insuranca Contribution

NEFERALSOTOQ: 5-11

CODE:

At 306 cuds the amount deducted es a National Inauranm Contribution

POINTS KI NOTE:

Details of the contributions and who is liable for them are given in
appendices A and B. If the amount at 306 ia conaidarably different frrm
tbe amount expscted from tbe appendices the budget shcmld ba referred.

Where an informant has two or more jobs es an employee, National
Insuranca contributions (aa an employed person) may appaar, and can bs
accepted, at this question and at Q25.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and raference)
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CODING NOl%S

FES. srtln. 7’1 NCNBOULS :l)— —.

SUSJECI’. Other deductions from pay—.

s5FSS ALSO TO ~ 5-1o
.

CODE :

At 318
Widews
At 308

Q: 11

code the total of deductions for superannuation, private pensions and
and Orphans Insurance (not charity) .
code the total sum for all other deductions at this question.

POINTS TO NOTS:

In addition to coding, as set out above , unless the informant ie temporarily
off work and not being paid at the time of interview (see (f) below) the
deductions entered at code 308 ehould be transferred and coded at the

appropriate placea on the A schedule or the record booka. (However deductions

coded at code 318 are QOL treneferrsd) . The following pinte ahoula ba noted:

a) Any iteme tranaferred to the A schedule should be coded as instructed at
the relevant queations.

b) Items transferred to the record booka should be entared on page 5 of the
books . If pay is received weekly, the iternshould be entered in each book;
if pay ia received for any other period then the weekly. equivalent ehould
be entered in each racord book.

c) Care muat be taken to avoid duplication and if the informant has already
entered an amount in the record booka which was a deduction from pay, the
item should not be entered again in the record book.

d) If the informant has given the total amunt of deduction and what items
this covers but haa not been able to apportion the amount as between the
items, tha proportions should be estimated .ae realistically - POssible;
e.g. if an amount covered superannuation and firm’e aporta club, moat
of the deduction la alma t certainly for superannuation end only say 2p-
10P per week ia likely for the sports club.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES Jan. 77. .. — CODING NOTES CONT ‘D
d

Q: II (cent‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

If there is no basis for an estimste of this kind (es. 10P to cover
charity donation and sick club contribution) then simply divide the
amount equally between the item. Where nature of deductions is not
known code ae 799.

e) It msy be that a particular deduction is not msde from every payment of

wage or salary. An exsmple of thie could be an insursnce uremium deducted
quarterly although the pay period is monthly e.g.
from one payment in three.

These circumstances will ususlly only be apparent
notes at Q1l.

1. If the deduction is entered at Qll it must be

apportioned eo that it ie spread over all pay

2. If the deduction is not entered at Qll but an

the deduction is made

from the interviewers

accepted and not
periods. —

interviewer’s note shows
that such a situation exists a proportion of the deduction muet not
be entered at Q1l.

—

3. In case (1) the smounts transferred to page 5 of each D book should
be the weekly equivalent of the deduction, worked out on the basis of
the period covered by the deduction (e.g. in the above example the
quarterly insurance premium ehould be divided by 13).

In case (2) no amounts should be trans ferred to the D books.

f) If the informsnt ie temporarily off work and not being paid at the time of
interview - e.g. unemployed or no code 1 at A250, deductions at Qll should

@ be transferred.

N .B. The gross salary should be used as a check on Qe 6-11.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES. JAN. 77 SCSSDULE :II Q:12

SUSJECT: HOUr.SWOrked for last pay where the pay covered a week

SlmshLso TDq : 5-11, 14, 15, 16
.

(XOE :

At A216 cede the number of hours

POINTS TO NOTS:

This question relates to ~ hours worked. Meal intervals should not bs——
included, nor should unpaid overtime.

— .

The number of hours worked as paid overtime ghould be included. This is
not necessarily the number of hours pay received for it; thus one hour
paid at time and a half should only count as one hour.

Working hours at this question and at Q‘a 13 and 14 should include sny paid
hours (except meal break a) away fran work because of holiday or sickness.

Where necessary the hours given at this question and Q‘a 13 and 14 ehould be
rounded aa follows

1) k hours should be rounded off to the nearest even hour.

2) fractions should be rounded off to the neareat whole number.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (gl~o d-to sad rofaraaca)

1
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FES , Jan. ’77

120DINGNoms

SCHEDULS : B Q: 13

SUSJECT: Waekly hours worked for last P.IYwhera pay cdvered a diffcrent
psriod thsn a week.

RSFER ALSO TO ~.5-11, 14, 15, 16

CODE : .

At A218 code the number of hours

FOINTS TO NOTE:

See notes at Q12

Where possible it should be ensured that the numbsr of hours worked per week
has been given snd not the total hours for tha psriod covarad by ths pay.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (givs date and referance)
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FEs. Jan. 77

CODINO NOTES

SCSEIUJLE: B Q: 14

so’sJEclx Waekly houxs usually worked

SEFESALSO!KJQ: 5-11, 12, 13, 15, 16

CODE:

At A220 cede the nmnber of hours when this is possible (see belcw) .
At A234 cada “1” when it is not possible to enter the n-r of hours.

PQINTS lU NOTE:

See notes at Q12

In some interviews it will not have been pessible for the informant te anawer
this guestion becauee he has no usual heurs of work (e.g. prof essionel, casual
or seasonal workere) end in these cases a !$lW should be entered at AZ34.

In scsm occupations, persons are permanently on call so that hours of work
at Q“s 12-14 are not meaningful: again, in these circmatancae a “lm should
be entered at code A234.

If hours vary but within a regular pattern (e.g. 40 houra one week and 48 the
next) the average week ly houre should be ceded at cede A220.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referanoe)
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FES. Jan. 77

CODING NOTSS

SCHEDULE : B Q: 15

SUSJECT : Usual wage/salary

REFER ALSO TO Q: 5-14, 16

CODE :

At A254 code “1“ if the wage/salary mentioned at Q6 is usually received
(i.e. “Yes .... 1’”has been a-red) .
At 329 code usual net pay (if A254 not coded “l”)
At 315 code usual gross pay (if A254 not coded “l”)

POINTS TO NOTE:

1. The term “usually receive” in this context ie, of course, subjective and
the answer to the question will depend largely on what the informant
understands the term “usual” to mean. In general the informant’s answer
should be accepted without question. However in cases where it is in the
nature of the employment to receive for a number of weeks each year a
different rate of pay than for the other weeks of the year, then an average
weekly (monthly, etc. ) pay ehould be calculated at Q15 baaed on one year’s
income. The most COHMUn examples of this are ancillary workers at
educational inatitutione (e.g. schonl meals attendants) who receive 41
weeks full pay and 11 weeks pert pay. Another case in point is a supply
teacher who usually receives a higher rate of pay than ordinary teachers
whilst working but no pay at all in the holidays. The circumstances of
these cases are normally only apparent through an interviews r‘e note on
the schedule: however, if there is no such note and Q15 has been answered
unequivocal lY, then that answer should be accepted and no attempt made to
adjust the average pay at Q15.

2. However if the interviewer appears to have entered the “baeic pay” at Q15
the budget should be queried.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

1
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FES. Jan. 77 CODING NOTES CONT! D g: 15 (cent’d)

POINTS ‘lUNOTE (CONT1D):

If the interviewer has only shown the net figure, then this, together with
the calculated tes payable end National Insurance contributions snd any
other standard deductions shown at Qll should b used to obtain sn estimated
gross figure. .
Similarly, if only the gross figure haa been given, then this minus the
calculated tax payable end National Insurence contributions and any other
standerd deductions at Qll, should be used to obtain an estimated net
figure.

‘Ihefollowing points are important when estimating these figures.

a) In assessing the t?u-liability all tsxable gross incomes should bs added
together. Frcm this grsnd total of gross inccmes all tex allowemces

(e.g. personal allovance, children’s allowance, mortgags interest, life
insurance premiums ) should be deducted.

The tax liability will then be calculated on the bssis of 35% for the
remaining amount of incoms up to E4500 p.a.’titer all such deductions.
For a balanca of income over E4Ks3 p.a. and for unearned incoms higher rates
of tax apply.

b) Any tax paid at source or direct to Inland Revsnue (as shown at other parts
of the schedule) should bs subtracted from the total tax paysble, snd it
is the remainder which should be used for estimating the gross (or net)
figure at codes 315 or 329. If the incoms shown is a net figure instead
of gross amount, sn allovance will have to be made in the calculation of the
gross emoont.

c) National Insurance contributions vary with incoms snd the appropriate rate
for the usual incams must bs used.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES . JAN . 77

CODING NGTSS

SCNEDULS :B Q: 16 —

KUSJECT : Occasional additiona to pay

sEF13RALSO TO ~ 5-15

CODE : .

At 330 coda the w annual amount of any occasional additions to pay
At 312 code the -s annual amount of anY occasional additions to pay

POINTS TO NOTS :

The amount shown at this question should bs actual money incm (e.9. cesh,
cheques, bank credit, G.P.O. paymsnt orders) : therefore such entries as the
cash value of vouchers issued to epend in shops, shares in the company, and
any inccma in kind, should be deleted. It is not intended at this question
to include any windfall incm and therefore income ceded here must have
soma periodicity and expectancy associated with it even though this may be
only once a year or conceivably even longer.

Interviewers havs been instructed to ask info-ta whether any bonus,
commission etc. , has been included in the usual/avarage pay at Q15. The nature
of the a.newerrecorded at the right hand corner of the box belCIWQ16 (a) will
provide a check for the inclusion or exclusion of bonus, ccmnission etc.
regularly or frequently received. sonua, cinmnission, etc. , received on a regular
and frequant basis, such es with every other pay, should properly have baen
included with details of usual/avarage pay at Q15. However, if at Q16 (a)
it is shcwn that such a bonus haa not been included at Q15, there is no need
to re-coda Q15:

Where it is shcun at Q16 (a) that a bonus haa been included at Q15 then that
bcmus should ha ignored in the coding of Q16.

‘TOceda Q16 the follming procedure should be used:-

@ If the bonus was meant for a pert of the year only, then calculate the
total amount of bcmua that the informant would have earned for the whole
year.

ADDITIONAL NO’iES (give date and reference)
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FEs. JAN.77 CODING NOTES CONT?D Q: 16 (Oont’d)

POINTS TJ NOTE (CONT’D):

b) If the informant was paying any inccxrq tax as would ,appear frcm Qs9 or 65

then the tax should be aasessed (if @e ~ue sh~ wee before tax)
according to the table I bel~. If oq the other hand the bonus was net’of
inceme tax then the gross auwunt of bqp~ ehould be calculated from tie
table by applying it in rewerse.

c) If the exact figuree are not shewm in the table they may be interpolated
by using the figure shown in the table 1.

d) If it appears that the informant ia not paying any inccmk?tax at Q‘a 9 or
65, then the total gross bonus for the whole year should be added on to the
groee earning9 for the year. Inccuoe~ should be eesesaed on the total
of these amnunta end this tax deducted from the grose bnnue in 312 to give
the net benus to be ceded at 33o.

e) If tie informant does not knew whether the ennunt of bonus ia net or gross,
an assessment should be made baeed on tax Liability, tax paid, occupation,
industry, etc., of whether it is likely that tar would be payable or not end
also, if it is likely that tax would b payable, ~ther the amount of benua

ehown is net or gross. All eucb cases eliouldbe rwfsrrad to R.o.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

2
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CODIMG JivRs

Fss. JAN. 77 SCBEDUU: B Q: 17

SUBJXT : Lunchaon vouchers, free meals and toher free food received from
employer in main job.

iItrm Al#Omq ,.

CDM ;

At 355 enter ta@l value of lunchson vouchers received in previous week
At 316 enter total value of luncheon vouchers used in previous week
At 317 enter total imputed value of free meals supplied, in previous week
At 320 enter total imputsd value of other free food supplied in the previous
month.

POINTS TD MYI’S:

(a) Luncheon Vouchers This refers oniy to free vouchers supplied by the
informant’s employer. Total value of vouchers received in the last
seven days should be entered at code 355. Total value of vouchers used
in last seven days should be entered at code 316.

(b) Meals Supplied free The total imputed value of the ❑eals should be entered
at code 317 even if the actual value of the meal has been given; the current
values to be used in calculating the total imputed value are shown in
Appendix 1. The first five meala should be valued at a higher rate and the
remainder at the lower rate; al1 meals described as tea or breskf ast should
be valued at the lower rate. —

Any free meals to resident employees such as au pair girls or farm workers
should be deleted frcm this question.

(c) Other food supplied free The totsl imputed value of other foods (including
milk snd potatoes) in the last month should be entered at code 320. If
imputed value not available enter the estimated retsil value.

ADDITIONAL IWfES (give date end reference)

1
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FES. JAN.77 CODING NOTES CONT ‘D

.-

. ..’ 0
d

Q: 17 (cent’d)

POINTS TO NOTE (COST’D):

APPENDIX I

Current Imputed Value of Benefits in Kind Obtained”from Employers

Ae these values are liable to change fmm time to.time, space has been provided

for entering changed values. .

Commodity

Meals

Potatoes

Bacon
Pigs

Piglets

coal

Milk -

Eggs -

Ae at Jsn 77

[igher Value

a

mad

,ower Value

a

Meel

per

:on

each

each

per
con

per

3al10n

per

dozen

Imputed Value

Changed Date Changed Date Changed Date

,.
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COD ING NOTES

FES. Jan. 77 SCSEDULE :S— Q: 18 .

SUBJECT : Amount allowed for tax relief to amployees for work expanses

RsFER ALSO TO ~.

CODE : .

At 370 coda the total amount entered in the grid,

POINTS TO NOTE:

‘l’heanmunts shcwn shnuld not ha used to amand any
excapt when tax ralief for car expenses is noted.

(a)

(b)

(c)

the anmunt shcwn should be transferred to Q20
and used to ahata car expandi tura.

entries in the budget,
In that case

as a “fixed allowance”

the budget should be sent to tha R.O. in ordar that income tax and net
wage can be amended i.e. tax a.llowancawill be reduced, tax increaaed and
net wage reducad.

the tax relief for car e~naes should not ba included in the total
entered at 370.

ADD ITIONAL N~ES (give date and referenCe)
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CODING NOTES

FES. January 77. BCNEDIJLS: B ~:19
-—

SUSJECT : Refunds and allowances for “household expenditure” received in

connection with the most remuucrative job, where Lhis is a job
as an employee.

REFER ALSO TO @ 1 page 18 (D schedule) , Qs 13,14,50 (A schedule)

CODE : The amounts given here ;re not entered at any codes but
are used to adjust entries at certain codes in the A and B
schedules, and in the D keoks.

POINTS TO NOTE:

See the general notes on Qs 19-21.

The following refunds/al lowances should be treated as being for business
expenditure:

1. refunds/allowances for telephone expenditure

2. refunds/al lowances for expenditure on lodgings for a household member who
has to be away frcsnthe sampled address for some of the week in comection
with his work, if mentioned at this question (but remember (i) to be
Careful that the informant really is a member of the household (ii) an

entry at this question should not be used directly to abate D book
expenditure) .

3. help with itsms of “household expenditure” (other than phones ) for the
sampled address if part of the household’s share of the rateable unit
described at Q50 (A schsdule) is used for business (see Qs 13 and 14
A schedule) . In that case work out what percentage of rooms are used for
business, counting a room partly used for business as half a room used
for business. (For this purpose “rooms” means rooms occupied by the
household as defined in the notes on Q50 A schedule) . We would expect the
refund to cover roughly this percentage of expenditure on the item.
Then work out the percentage by which expenditure on the item would be
reduced if it was abated by the amount given et Q19 (a). If this percentage
is within 10% of the “expected percentage” abate by the amount given et
Q19 (a). If it is not within 10% the budget should be referred. (e.g.
Suppose the “expected percentage” is 30%, then the item should be abated

ADDITIONAL NoTES (give date and reference )

1
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~ES January 77
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. c)
CODING NOTES CONT ‘D Q: 19 (cent’d)d

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

by the amnunt at Q19 (a) if this leads to a reduction in expenditure on the
item of anything between 20% and 40% inclusive. Otherwise the budget

should be referred) .

Where expenditure on rates (or rent including rates) is sbated the
rateeble value should be abated by tbe same proportion.

Where none of the household’s share of “tierateeble unit is used for
business, amounts refunded or ccwered by an allowance (for itams other
than phones) should be treatsd as baing for private expenditure.

Please note the following points:

(a) Subsidised Rants: Where an employee is paying a subsidised (i.e. reduced)
rent, there is no nead to amend either the rent at Q17 A schedule, or
the wage/salary at Qs 6 end 15 B schedule.

(b) If a rent allowance is being paid in respect of an accommodation which
is owner-occupied, the tenancy should sti11 be regarded as owner-occupied.

Example

An owner-occupier has a house with an RV of E2CQ. It has 10 rooms (of the types
indicated in note 3 above) . He pays f100 rates (not including water rates) per
year and E40 a month on a mortgage. At Q19 (a) it is noted that he has allowances
from his employer of E2 a month for bis rates and Elo a month for his mortgage.
At Q19 (bl) it is noted that these amounts were included in his last pay.

(i) If no rcmxnsin his house are used for business these allowances are
treated as refunds of private expenditure and no action should be taken.

(ii) However, if 2 m0m9 (say) are used for business these allowances
should be treated as refunds of business expenditure. The ‘-expected
percentage” is 20% (2/10 x 100%). If the payments were abatad by the
amnunts at Q19 (a) the raduction would be by 24% for the rates and 25% for
the mortgage. As these atwunts are within 10% of the “expected percentage”
they need not be referrsd and should be used to abate the rates and mortgage
respect ive1y. Thus the abated rates payment will be E76 (E1CX3- E24) a
year and the abated mortgage payment will be E30 a year. Since the rates
payment has been abated by 24% the RV must be as well, so the RV at Q50
becomes E152. Since the allowances now count ae refunds of business

emendit~e they must not be included in the informant’s pay details -
which should be adjusted in the way described in the general notes on
Q19-21.

—

ADDITIONAL NtY1’ES(give date and reference)
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L FES. January 77 CODING N~ES CONT tD Q:19 (cent‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

Gas, Electricity and Telephone

Where gas or electricity is paid by slot meter the D beok entries should be
abatad on the basis of the entry at this question (providad abatement ia
indicatad by above rules) , not on the basis of page 18 in the D beok. The
two weeks record keeping should be taken together when abating. ~y rebates
entered at Q27 on the A schedule should alSO $e abatad in the same proportion
as the slot meter payments. In the case of telephones emounta at this

question should be usad to abate entries at Q29 and 30 (whare accepted at Q30
by coders) on the A schsdule. D book entries concerning telephones should be
abatad on the basis of amounts given at page 18 of the D books.

Garages

Where the interviewer has notad that the informant raceives a refund/allowance
covering rent or rates on his accormaodation, this should not be taken to refer
to rent or rates .on a garage unless they are paid in with those for the
sampled eddress.

ADDITIoNAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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Fm. JAN. ~

SUSJSCX:Refunds and allowances
remunerative job, where

iumsALsoToq : 1 on page 18 of

C(JDX:

1

Cmnui NufBs

scsmuLs s Q: 19-21 GENBRAL
Nu2’ss

received in connection with the most

this is a job as

the D schedule

.

an employee.

The amounts given at these questions are not entered at any codes but are
used to adjust entries at certain codes in the A and B schedules, and in the
D books.

mINTs To SOTS:

PURPOSE

These questions have two purpeses:

1. to adit business expenditure out of the A (and in some casea D) schedules,

2. to make it pessible to adjust the pay.details on page 3 and Q15 on the B
schedule,

(a) so that they do ~ contain refunds/allowances for business expenses

(b) so that Q15 gives the usual net and gross pay including the average
munt of private (non-business) expenses refunded by (or covered by an
allowance from) the employer - if this gives a different net and gross
from the amounts on page 3. However the pay on page 3 should not be
altered to include private espensea refunded/allowed if it doe~t do so
already i.e. the last pay on page 3 should be as stated by informant in
regard to private expenses refunded/allowed.

DISTINGUISHING BUSINESS AND PRIVATS EXPSNSES

Rules are needed to.decida when an allowance or refund covers business expenses
and when it is for private expenses. The following general rules apply for jobs

as an employee (but not for self-employed jobs) . Their detailed application is
dealt with in the no= on the individual questions.

1. Car espenses refunded (or covered by an allowance) always count as business
expenses.

ADDITIONAL NUrm (give date aod reference)

1
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FES. .JAi477 COD ING N(YTES CONT *D Q19 -21 G~ESAL (cent “d)—.
NOTES

POINTS TO NOTE (COST‘D):

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Telephone expenees refunded (or covered by an allewance) elweye count as

bueinese expenses.

Expenditure (other than telephone expenditure) referred to at Q19, incurred
on the eample addrees and refunded (or covered by an allewance) counts ae
business expenditure if part of the rataable unit ie ueed for business -
so long es the amount of the refund/allqwance la not dfaproportionete.
Where the rateable unit ie not used for business , expenditure covered by
a refund/allowance counte es private.

Expenditure on lodgings refunded (or covered by an allowance), when it is
for a member of the household who hes to live sway from the household some
of the week on business, counte as business expenditure (but be careful
that the person & at the sampled addrees enough to be a member of the
household).

Expenditure on transport (other than on cars) refunded, or covered by an
allowance, counts aa bueineas expenditure if it is for traveling on the
job, or for getting to work where the nature of the job ia euch that the
place of work variea (ea in the building trade), however, if it is for
getting to work otherwise, it counte se private expenditure.

Meal allowances are private unless they ere only received occasionally,
in which caae they count as refunds of business expenditure.

Other items refunded (covered by an allewance) count as business expenditure
if they could be used in connection with the informant’ a work.

In general whether an amount covered by a refund/allowance counts ae business or
private expenditure depends on the type of axpendf ture. It does not depend on
the regularity of the refund/allovance.

AMSNDING DETAILS OF PAY AND EXPENDITURE

A. General——

A verv imuortant feature of QS 19-21 is that they aek for two ameunts of monev
in connec~ion with each refund/allowance:

i) an average amount refunded (or paid as an allowance): 19(a), 20(al) ,

ii) the amount refunded (or paid es an allowance) included in the amount
as gross pay after Qll: 19(bl) , 20(a3)(l) , 20(b2)(l) , 21(c1) .

In the case of Q21 the amount refunded (or peid as an allowance) included
is also Siven tit (all).

21(b) .

quoted

at Q15(a)

Theee auwnts should be treeted differently in amending’ the echedulee (see below).

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES CONT ~D CI:19-21GENESAL(cont’d)
NOTES

:,!

b
FES . JAN. 77

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

B. Amending Details of Pay

1. Where it is noted at Q19-20 that a refund/allowance covering a business
expense has been included in the gross pay on page 3.

a)

b)

The amount included in the gross psy should be deducted from both the
gross and the net pay on page 3. .

If details of usual pay have hen given at Q15, the “average” amount
refunded (paid as an allowance) should be brought to the same time
pariod and subtracted from both the net and Qross anrmnts at Q15.

2. Where it is noted at Q19-20 that a refund/allowance covering Private expenditure
has not been included in the gross pay on page 3, the pay on page 3 should
not be amended. However the entry at Q15 should be adjusted as follows:

a) If ‘1‘ has been ringed at Q15 the average amount of refund/allowance should
be added to the gross and net pay on page 3 (after bringing it to the
same period if necessary) end the resulting adjusted gross and net pay
should be entered at Q15.

b) If ‘1‘ has not been ringed at Q15 the average amount of refund/allowance
(brought to the same period if necessary) should generally bs added to
kmth the net and gross figuree entered by the interviewer at Q15.

3. In the case of refunds/allowances reported at Q21, Q15 should be emended
according to the information given at Q21 (d). The snswers on page 3 should
still ba dealt with as described in notes 1 & 2 above.

These rules have implicitly assumed that refunds/allowances that hsve to be added
to or taken from pay are not taxed - which means that the same amounts can be
added to, or taken frem, the gross and the net pay. If the interviewer has noted
that a refund/allowance is taxed or that its gross end net value are different
the budget should be referred.

Examples
a) A monthly paid enployee gets E10 allowance per quarter for talephone

expenses, and”his last gross pay included E9.50 telephone allowance.
His pay at page 3 is f300 before deductions, E2c0 after; his usual pay
is E250 before deductions; f170 after. Then the gross and net at page
should be altered to E290.50 and f190. 50, snd the gross and net at Q15
should be altered to ‘3246.67amd E166. 67.

3

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give date and reference)
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mm. JAN. 77 CODING NOTES CONT ‘D :- 1 ~( cent ‘d)

NOTES

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

b) An amployee’s monthly paY is given as ‘Z20Dgross and E140 net on page 3
and code 1 is ringed at Q15. His gross pay did not include an allowance
of E20 a month towards renting the sampled address, which is not used for
business. His paY figures on page 3 should not be altered, howsver en
entry should be made at QIS of E220 gross, f160 net, par month.

c. Amending Expenditure Recorded in the A Schadule

The “average” amount refunded (or paid as an allowance) at Qs 19-21 should be
used for this. The amount included in the last gross pay doee not matter here.

If the refund/allowance covers private expenditure no action should ba taken.

If the refund/allowance covers business expenditure the amount, brought to the
sama time period, should be deducted from the ent~ in the A Schedule.

Example A manager received f3 per month telephons allowance. His last quarterly
phone bill came to f20. The abated amount to enter at Q29 (A Schedule)
is E11 per quarter.

D. Amending Expenditure Rscorded in the D.~ks

In general the information recorded at Qe 19-21 should not be used to abate D
schedule items, which should be abated using Q1 on page 1S of the D books.
However

1. Refunds/allowances for car expenses end for clot meter payments are an
exception to this rule - see notes on Qs 19 end 20.

2. Entries at Q21 may Su9geSt that expenses recorded in the D book are in
fact business espenses for which the informant gets SM allowmce or which
he will have refundsd - even though no entry iS made on psge 18 K,f the D
schedules. These cases should bs queried.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (givs date and reference)
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Cmxm NOTES

?E8 . JAN. 77 SCMEQIIL8:B

SUBJECT. Refunds/allowances for motoring expanses h—.

9:20

connection with tie
EJOSt remunerative job, where this is e job as an employee.

nB?zu ALsom ~ 34, 43, 44 i+schedule, Q1 on page 18 of D books.

can :

The amounts given here are not entered at any codes but are used to adjust
entries at certain codes in the A and B schedules, -d in the D books.

POIXTS To mom:

See the general notes on questions 19-21

Notoring expenses refunded, OK covered by an allowance, always count as
business expenses.

Fixed and Mileage Allowances

For the purposes of abatement these are taken to covar:

Petrol & mater oil Depreciation
SOed fund tax Rant & rates of a garage, where these are paid separately
Insurance unless the interviewer has notad that the garage is used

Maintenance solely by other members of the household.
Sepairs

(If two or
more m-era of the household receive motoring allowances
which would go tcwards the rent/rates of a garage, the

PW$ent at Q25 A schedule shou2d be split between them for
abatement purpoaea) .
Other metering expanaee coded 549 in the record books.

A rule is needed to decide how the allowance should be divided between the
different items for the purposes of abatement. This is done by the “car sheet”
calculations in which all motoring expenditure is brought te an annual basis.
In the case of entries in the D books this is done by multiplying the fortnight’s

expshditure by 26. The average allowance entered at Q20 (a3)(1) is also brought
to an annual basis and the following percentage is calculated.

average annual dlnwance
estimated annual expenditure on items covered

Xmo *

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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~ES. January 77

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘O) :

This percentage is used to

by the allowance.

In making this calculation

CODING NOTES CONT 1D

6)
d

Q: 20 (cent ‘d)

abate the items on the A and O schedules coversd

the following points should be noted:

1.

2.

3.

4.

tbe expenditure used in the calculation should be that in the informant’s
own D book, end the entries specifically referring to him in the A
schedule (but see the note above abc.utgarages) .

If the informant has not recorded purchasing any petrol in the D books
the budget should be querisd.

Repairs should be includsd only if they appear in the D schedule. If
they do appear, multiply expenditure in the two weeks record period by
26 to obtain an estimate of amual expenditure on repairs.

Depreciation should be taken as the cost of the vehicle (after deduction
for trade-in) at Q34 (d) A schadule as defined in the footnote at that
question, for a vehicle purchased for cash or informal loan (ie a loan
which doesn~t count as 1, 2 or 3 at Q40 A schedule) ; or as the annual
repayments plus four times the dounpayment ~or a vehicla being purchaaed
at Q43 end Q44 A schedule.

Where an antry is made on page 18 of the D echedules (in the case of Fixed and
Mileage Allowances )

In these cases abatement of tha D schedule rotoring expenses should still be on
The basis of Q20 B-sche5ule, NOT page 18 D schedule. SOwever in the casa of
fixed allowances if the amount at paga 18 ie””diffexant frcsnthe fixed weekly
amount the budget should be queried.

Where arientry at page 18 D schedule covers both (fixed or milaage) motoring
expenses and soresother expenditure without saying how much is for each, then
the motoring expenses should be abatsd as outlined abova. The amount ebatsd for
nmtoring ‘expenses in that week ~s D schedule
page 18 and the remainder should be used to

Refunds for Particular Expsnses

tihere it is noted at Q20 that the allowance
abated in a different way. The “car sheetn

should be taken from the amount at
abate the other types of expense.

takes this form the schedules

calculations are not used.—

are

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date snd reference)
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FES. JAN. 77

POINTS TO NOTM (COST‘l)):

D schedule entries should
information at Q20 should

CODING NOTSS CONTID Q: 20 (centCd)

be abated by the amounts entered at page 18. The
not be used unless it suggests that scme D item is

a refundeble business expense although no entry has been made at page 18. In
that case the budget should be queried. .

A schedule entries - if Y is ringed for road fund tax or insurance the entries
for tham at Q34 (A schedule) should be abated by 1/3. For other expenses
recorded on ths A schedule the budget skmuld be referred unless the interviewer
has noted what proprtion is refunded.

Where the informant both has a fixed or mileage allowance and gets refunds for
particular expenses.

The particular expanses should be abated first and

should then bs applied to the motoring expandi ture
abatement.

the “car sheet”
remaining after

calculations
this initial

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES. JAW. 77 KXI130UIX:B Q:21

SUWECr: Other refunds or allCUSnCes received in connection with the most
remunerative job, where this is a job as an ampleyee.

NEFXR ALSO TO q : 19, 20 (B schedule) , Q1 page, 18 D schedule.

CODE :

The anmunts given at theee questions ars not entered at any codes but are used
to adjust entries at certain cedes in the A and B schedules.

POINTS TO WI%:

See the general notes on questions 19-21.

The purpose of this question is to make it possible to adjust A schedule
entries and pay detai.la for allowances/refunds net covered by Qs 19 and 20.

Entries at this question should not be used to abate D bock items. Howaver
thay may suggest that certain D entries are in fact business expenses which
are refunclador covered by an allowance, even though no entry has been made
at page 18 of the D book. In that case the budget sheuld be queried.

Neal allowances

If an allowance for meals is recorded here treat as private expenditure unless
the interviewer has recorded that it ia only received bcceeionally when it
should be treatad as business expenditure and the D beoks abated on the basic
of information at p18 D“schedule.

Where the allcuance is treated as one for private ewnditure, tbe D b-ks
should not be abated, but refer the budget if there is an entxy at p.18 D
schedule relating to meal expenses.

Refunds/allowances for expenditure en lodgings:
this at Q19.

see the paragraph relating to
These allowances may 41s0 be recorded at this question.

ADDITIONAL NC?rES(give date and refereoce)
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COD ING NOTES

Jan. 77FES. . SCSSDULS :B

SUSJECT: Subsidiary

HSFER ALSO TO @ 1,

CODE:

1. At x255 code *1”

Q: 22-25 —

job (s) as an employae

4-21, 26, 27, 26

if the last pay is in the current pay pericd

2. At 309 code the last pay after all dsductione
3. At 310 code any tax deducted
4. At 311 code any National Insurance contributiim paid
5. At 314 cods any deduction shown at Q25 except ccmtributions for Superannuate on,

Private Pension or Widows and Orphans Insurance, tax or National Insurance.
6. At 319 code contributions for superannuation, Private Pensions and Widcws and

orphans Insurance.

POINTS TO NOTE:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

l’heeequestions are essentially replicas of Qs 5-11, but are for coding
details of a subsidiary job where this is held sa au enployee

A “l” should be entered at cods A255 if the last wage or salary was paid
within the period shcwn at Q24.

The amount shown at Q23 should be c&pared with the amount shown at @
(or Q27 if the main is as a eelf-employed person) , and if the amount shcwn at
Q23 is greater (i.e. the suheidiary job is more remunerative) for the
equivalent period, then tie details recordsd at Qs 22-26 should be trsns ferred
to”QS 5-21 and the details recorded at Qs 5-21 (if applicable) should be
transferred to Qs 22-26. The details at Q4 (a) and Q4 (b) should also be
changed.

Also the coding at Q1 (if the most remunerative job had previously been
shown as self-employed) should bs chsuged frcm “2” to “1”.

C-nts regarding period at Q24 are exactly the sams as tbme already
given against Q.7.

P.A.Y.E. tax and National Insurance contributions may or may not be entered
at Q25. If they are, the coding principles are exactly the sams aa at Qs 9
and 10 (see previous instruction). However, the tax deduction ehould be
entered at cede 310, and the National Insurance contribution at code 311.

ADDITIONAL NUTES (give date and reference)
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FEs. JAN,77

POINTS m NOm (CONTfD):

CODING NOTES CONT~D ~: 22-25 (Cent’d)

6. My other deduction shwn at Q25 with the exception of superannuation,

Private Pension or Widows end Orphans Insurance should be entered at
code 314. These emounts should also k transferred to other perts of
the schedules or record books as indicated in the instructions for
Q1l.

Supaxsnnuation, Private Pensions emd Widcws end Orphens Insurencs should
be entered at code 319.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date end reference)

z



, Jm,. 77FIX

SUSJECT: ~ fwds ad all~ence~

as en employee.

NSFER ALSO TO q 1 on page 18 of

CODE:

CODINO NOTES

RCNSDULS :B

received in connection with

the D schedule

.

The amounta given at these quaations are not entered at any
to adjust entries at certain codes in the A and B schedules,

Q: 26

subsidiary jobs

codes, but are used
and in the D bcoks.

POINTS TO No’l’S:

This question is used

1. to edit business expenditure out of the A (snd in sonw cases D) schedules,

2. to adjust the net and grose pay for subsidiary jobs as en employee so that
it does not contain refunds/allowances for business expensee.

If the pay lest received includes an allowsnce/refund for private expenses
it should ba accepted as it stands. However it should not be altered to
include private expenses refunded/allowed if it does no~o so already.
i.e. ENTRIES AT THIS QUESTION REF2RAING TO AIUXiANCSS/FEFUNDS FOR PRIVATE
EXPENSES CAN SS ICNORED .

When abating entries in the A (end D) schedules, entries at this question should
be treated in the same way ae comparable entries at questions 19, 20 snd 21.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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Ccmlm NorBs

?ss. JAN. 77 ~LS: B Qt27

mwscT : Income frcesself‘employment
.—

rmxll AL60mq4

m:
.

1. At 326 cde net profit fran the main self-employed “job on en annual or
snnual equivalent basis.

2. At 307 coda net loss frcm the main self-employed job on an annual or
annual equivalent basis.

3. At 327 dode the value of self-supplied gnoda recorded in the two weeks’
record keeping.

4. At 328 code net profit frcm any subsidiary Self-qsployed job on an annual

or annual equivalent basis.
5. At 313 cede net profit received so far from the main self-ampluyed job if

the informant started it less than a year before interview.
6. At A204 cnde the date of the end of the most recent twslve months for which

figures are available.
7. At A203 code 1 or 2 according to the hours the informant wnrke.

POINTS TO NOTI?

1. Code 326 The following points should be noted.

A. If a figure for net annual profit has been antered at part (a), then this
is the amount which should be coded. In this connection tha following
points zme relavant:

(a) Only an snnual figure or an annual equivalent should be coded:
thus if the info-t has only been in business for a few months,
the net profit for thoee months ‘should M grossed up to an annual

e~ivalent and this shOuld bS ~A.

(b) Profits ploughed back intn the business should be inclmded in the
mmunt at code 326.

[c) If a 10Se has beep SUStStied ever the last 12 DIOnths,CXMe 326
should be left blank.

(d) If the guestion relates to a club agent, etc., who has not received
any inccanefrcm this source in the laat 12 months, all reference to
the parson being self-mplomd should be deleted. - i.e. at Qs.1, 4 and 27.

ADDITIONAL UOTES (ciVO data sad ?O$OreSiOO)
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FES . JAN. 77 CODING NOTSS CONT’D Q: 27 (cent ‘d)<

POINTS TO NOTS (CONT’D) :
-— -..— .-

B. If any partners 1 shares have Wen included in the net profit fi9ure

given at part (a), the -unt will b s- at Part (al) (i) ~d (1).
Such an amount should be deducted fran the figure shown at pert (a)

before it is coded.

c. tfhere the informant has not been file tO ~s~r pert (a)~ perx (b)
will have been asked. The amount taken.out of the business for the
informant’s own use should be grossed up to obtain an annual figure,
and it is this, plus any residual net profit shc+m at part (b3) which
should be entered at cede 326.

D. If the informsnt was unable to answer psrt (b), part (c) will have
been asked and an,estimate of annual net profit will have to be made,
based on any known, (or estimated), information shout profit margins
for that type of enterprise, and the level of expenditure as recordsd
in the informant’s and his dependenta’ record books together with
persoml overheads recorded on the A schedule, such as rates, electricity,
insurance, etc.

2. Code 307 If the informant has made a loss on his main self-employed job
the smount of the 10SS should be entered” at code 307. A loss might be
given at 27 (a) or, if DK is ringed at (a), worked out from the answers to
the subsequent questions.

3. .~de 327 Self SUPPIY Goods Persons in”thsir own business often supply

themselves with produce fran their cwn shop, farm, etc. They should have
noted these items end given values for them in their record book. The
total value for all such items (unless the equivalent cost was put in the
till) should bs entered at code 327 on the B schedule of the owner of the
business only. If a husbsnd or wife both supply themselves with produce
from their shop, the value of these items should be ccmbined and entered
at code 327 in the sams proportion as profit ia shared.

4. Code 328 If the info-t has two self-employed jobs, the interviewer
should have recorded details of the less remunerative in the margin of the
page. The net profit on an annual or annual equivalent basis (i.e. the
same basis as code 326) from the subsidiary job sheuld be entered at cods
32S with period code 8 pre-printed. It therefore follows that where there
are only 2 self-employed jobs the amount coded at 328 csn never be more
than the amount coded at 326. A check should also be made that details

of the more remunerative job have been entered at COdeS A21O ~d A211 at
Q4 and details of the less remunerative job at code A214.

Note thst if there is Only one self-employed job but this is subsidiary to
sn smployee job, the income fmm it ehould bs recorded at mde 326 and not 32S.

ADDITIONAL NmES (give date and reference)
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FES . JAli. “I~ CODING NOTES CONT ‘D Q; 27 (centid)
b

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

5. Code 313 If the informant has been working at his main self-employed
~o~twelve months or more nothing should he entered at this code.
Hrmever if the informant started the job less then 12 months ago the amount
earned as profit eince he started shculd be entered. If the informant haa
enawered (b) or (c) the answers should he used * est~ate this ~~t.

6. Code A204 Use the etandard frame to cede the and of the most recent
twelva months for which f igurea are available. ~is may be given at (a)(i),
(b3)(i) or (c)(i). However if DK is ringed laave this code blank.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date end referenCe)
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COOING 4WTES

FES . Jan 77 BC50ULS :B Q:
2s

BUSJKCT: %?an~tme Clai=d as a business expense for tax purposes by eelf-
employed informants.

ASFSSAMOTOCJ 1 on paga 1S D schedule.

CODE :
At coda 267 (page 19 A S&hedule ) entar annual expenditure after

— abatement on rent, mortgage, ratas, water chargea and structural
ineurance, where a 100% claim has been made.

At coda 268 (pege 19 A Schedule) enter annual expenditure after
abatement on gaa, electricity, telephone, where a 100% claim has
been made.

Abate entries on A end D schedules and at Q 69 on the B
Schedule.

POImS TO NOTS:

The purpose of this qusation is to enable the buainsss elsment in any expenditure
to be sbetsd out of the A and D schedules. For this purpese “business
expen~~e” ~ana expenditure claimed as a business expense for tax purposae,
unless 100% of expenditure on an item is claimed in which caae different rules
apply.

The qwsation gives the percentage claimed for tax on the following iteme:

a) rent, mortgages, rates, water chargea, structural insurance
b) gas, electricity, telephone

c) car expenses.

In the case of car espansea and slot-mater paymnts for gas and
the information ia usad to abate both A and D echedule antries.
A schedule entries are affected.

electricity
Otha.mtiae only

The inteniewar may have recorded claims for other items at thie quaation:

i) information referring to A schedu2e items should be used to abate them
ii) if the information refers te D book items it shuuld not be used for abatement.

However it may suggest that certain D book entries ~~in fact bus ineas

e~naes which are claimed for tax, even though no entry has been made at
page 18 of the.D book. In that caaa the budget should be ~aried.

Where an entry on paga 18 of one of the self-smployad informant’s D books
refers to car espenses, or slot-meter payments for gas or electricity, along with

ADDITIONAL NUTES (give date and reference)

1
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’63
c1: 28 d

(cent‘d)FE.S. Jan 77 CODING NOTSS COWT*D

POINTS TO NOTE (COST‘D):

sane other item, the car or slot-meter expanses recorded in that D back should be
abated by the percentage at Q28. The amount of ebeteut taken fran these items
ehould then k subtracted frcm the entry at page 18 and tlm balance used to abate
the other items covered by the entry.

Where less than 100% of expandi.tureon an item is claimd for tax

a)

b)

c)

Rent, mortgage, rates, water charges, structural insurance

Ahate the appropriate entries in the A schedule by the percentage given.

‘Iheratecble value at Q50 should be abated by the same proportion ae ratas
and rant payments.

In the case of chime of relief on mortgages, only claims for a bueinaes
element should be ueed for abatamnt, the relief on mortgage intareet that
an individual not in business can also get does not count.

Water charges for agricultural establis~ente are uauelly tco high for the

usual method of abatement to result in a true drsnestic element.
Abatement should therefore be in two stages

i) multiply Sateable Value by Water tits poundage
ii) abate the answer to (i) by the percentage at Q28 end entar the abated

answer at the appropriate question.

Gas, electricity, telephone

Abate by the percentage given at Q28.

In the case of slot-meter payments for
payments in the D boeks and the rebate

cars

ges and electricity both the
at Q27 A echedule should be abated.

Expenditure on all entriee referring to cars ehould be abetad. ‘lMs
includes rent and rates of a garage where these are paid separately (if
two or more membere of H/S receive car allcwancae the paym%nt at Q25 A
schedule should he split batwsen them for abatement purpesee ).

ADDITIONW NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES. tJan 77 CODING NOTSS CO~ ‘D Q: 2e (cent’d)

POINTS TO NOTE (COST*D):

Entries in both the A and D schedules should be abated by the percentage
given at this queetion. The abaterant applias to the self-employed
informant’s entries only. Chima fOr car axpenaes at page 18 of the D
books should not be used for abatemnt. Iioweyer if en entry at page 18
suggests that the percentage at Q28 La misleading tbe budget should be
referred. .

Where 100% of expenditure on an item ie claimed for tax

Different principles are applied to these cases, since expenditure that is
really private would be deleted altogether if we followsd the rules above
and abated by the percentage claimed. Instead, expenditure is abated in ways
dascribed below to take out the business element.

These methcds of abatement mean that some expenditure which is accepted as
private and ceded in the A schedule is paid for by the business. In effect
this subeidy from the business is income that ie not recorded in the B
schedule. For rent, mortgage, rates, water charges and structural ineurence
we record this ‘hidden’ income at code 267. For gas, electricity and
telephone it is ceded at cude 268. (See tilow) .

i)

a) Rent, mortgage, ratea, water charges, structural insurance

Mixad premises other then farms ‘(egchop/flat, house with rooms
used for busine as).

The number of rooms used (or pertly used) for business is given at Q13
on the A schedule. The numbar of room used for business (counting
a room partly used for business as ~ a roan used for business) sheuld

ba divided by the total nmber of rooms (that is “included” rocme,
bathroom, garage, and r- used entirely for business) shown at
Q13 A echedule after ceding. This percentage is used to abate relevant
expenditure eg. if there is a tOtal of ten roome end one is used for
business then expenditure is abated by 10% i.e. l/10th.

If no rocms are noted at Q13 aa wed, or pertly used, for bueineas
the number of roma used for bueineea should be referred for
estimation which should take into account the type of buatiesa,
profit, total number of rocsos,competition of household by age and
eex. The mesimum number of rociuaestimated should be two.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date end reference)
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FES. Jan 77 CODING NOTES CONT‘D Q: 2B (cent‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

ii)

iii)

The rateable value at Q50 ehould ha abated by the same proportion as
rates and rent payments.

Farms: An abatemnt of l/3rd ahotid be made for rates, rateeble value
at Q50, and structural ineurance. .

Where rent or mortgage payments are shown separatal y for the farmhouse

they should be abated by l/3rd. If rant or mortgage payment includes
farm buildings etc then GAV, abated by l/3rd, should km substituted to

cover drmestic element. The Grose Annual Value should bs shown at Q50,
but if it has not been given it can be obtained from Table 1 which is
based on the following formulae (effective frrsn1/4/74) .

1) Where R.V.
G.A.V.

2) Where R.V.
G.A.V.

3) Where R.V.
G.A.V.

4) Where R.V.
G.A.V.

is f36 or less

1

Witi maxisuns
= !0/X 1.81 difference
is f37-f80 between GAV
= S13.57 + (R.V. X 1.43) and RV of f80
is S81-f247 on 1, 2 or 3.
= (S26.68 + WI) X 1.2
is over 12247 (G.A.v. over f327)
= (f26.6S + NV) X 1.2

Water charges for farms should be ‘abated in the way used when less than
100% is claimed - except that in the eecond stage abatement should be
by l/3rd.

Cnde 267 Where a 100% claim is made on rent, mortgage, rates, water charges
or structural insurance, the amounts of expenditure after abatement on
the items covered are brought to an annual ameunt end totalled. This
total is entered at code 267 at the top of page 19 on the A schedule, with
period code 8. This represent the ‘hidden’ incaue received frcm the
business.

eg a businessman pays a rent of E1OOO a year, rates of f200 a year and
watar ratee of f40 a year. He claims all of the rent and rates aa a

business expense but doas not claim on the water rates. TWO out of eight
rams are used for business.

Rsnt and ratee aftar abatement axe f750 and C150 respectively. Water rates
ere not abated. $900 = f750 + f150 (the amounts, after abatement, paid
for the iteme covered by the 100% claim) is entered at code 267.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (stve date and reference)



TASLS 1

RV GV

E
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

E
57
59
60
62
64
65
67
68
70
?1
72
74
75
77
78
80
81
82
84
85
87
88
90
91
92
94
95
97
98

Leo
101
102
L04
105
107
108
110
111
112
114

Q28

TASLS OF NST SATSASL8 VALUES ANO SQUIVAL8NT GRoSS VALUES ~

RV GV

E E
71 115
72 117
73 118
74 120
75 121
76 122
77 124
78 125
79 127
80 128
81 129
82 131
83 132
84 133
85 134
86 135
87 137
88 138
89 139
90 140
91 141
92 143
93 144
94 145
95 146
96 147
97 149
98 150
99 151
100 152
101 153
102 155
103 156
104 157
105 158
1C6 159
107 161
108 162
109 163
110 164

GVGV

E f
111 165
112 167
113 168
114 169
115 170
116 171
117 173
118 174
119 175
120 176
121 177
122 179
123 180
124 181
125 182
126 183
127 185
128 186
129 187

130 188
131 189
132 191
133 192
134 193
135 194
136 195
137 197
138 198
139 199
140 200
141 201
142 203
143 204
144 205
145 206
146 207
147 209
148 210
149 211
150 212

RV GV

E
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
L67
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
104
185
186
187
188
189
190

E
213
215
216”
217
218
219
221
222
223
224
225
227
228
229
230
231
233
234
235
236
237
239
240
241
242
243
245
246
247
248
249
251
252
253
254
255
257
258
259
260

WGV

1?
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
203
201
202
203
204
205
2%
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

E
261
263
264
265
266
267
269
270
271
272
273
275
276
277
278
279
281
282
283
284
285
287
288
289
290
291
293
294
295
296
297
299
300
301
302
303
305
366
307
308

RV @l

E E
231 309
232 311
233 312
234 313
235 314
236 315
237 317
238 318
239 319
240 320
241 321
242 322
243 323
244 324
245 325
246 326
247 327

MAX
DIE’S
MuST
NO17
EXCEED
E80
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CODING NOTSS CONT’D Q: 28 (cent’d)Jan 77FES .

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

b) Gas, electricity, telephone

Abatement should be according to the number of rmme used for business in
the same way as (ai) above (or by 1/3 in the case of a farm) . Rebstes should
be abated in the same proportion as pa~nta. The total annual expenditure,
AFTsR sbatsitant, on the itsma covered by the 100% claim should bs entared at
code 26S at the top of page 19 on the A sbhedule, with pericd ccda 8.

Eg Suppose the business man referred to in the section above claims 50% on his

expenditure on gas end electricity and 100% for the telephone. Gss end elec-
tricity Davmenta are both abated bv 50%. Telephone expenditure is abated by
25% bs~a~s~ two out of eight rcama-
amount of telephone expenditure is

expentitwe on gas end electricity
not covered by the 100% claim).

c) Cars

Where a 100% claim is made all the

are used for business. The annual abated
entsred at code 268. (The abated
is not entered at code 26S since they

self-employed informant’s entries
concerning expenditure on cars in the A and D schedules are deleted. In
other words all this expenditure is considered to ba business expenditure,
not private expenditure subsidised by the business. (’Ibismeans that there
is assumed to bs no 1hidden’ income so there is no need for a code to record
it) .

Where the percentage of expenditure claimad for tax on an itsm is not known

This situation arises when an info-t statea that he is claiming business
expenses but does not know the amount.

a) Rmt, mortgages, rates, water charges and structural insurancs should bs

treated as a 100% claim and abated on the basis of the number of rooms used
for business (or as described at (eii) above for a farm). Abated =@nditure
should bs entered at code 267.

Where no roems are recorded as used for business at Q13 the budget should be
checked with the informant. If the info-t doss not reply the numbar of
rooms used for business should be estimated by the procedure describsd abuve
for mixed prsmises.

b) Gas, electricity, telephones should also be treatad as 100% .clsims and abated
on the basia of the number of r- used for business (or by 1/3 in the
case of a farm) . Abated expenditure should bs entered at code 268.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (givs date and reference)
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PEE,.Jan 77 CODING NOTES CONTSD Q: 28 (Corll’{i)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT!D):

c) Cars

Car expenditure should be abated by l/3rd. The abeted expenditure should

not be entered at cede 267 or 268.—
.

$269 B schedule

~ smount at this question may also have to be abated to take out the
business element - see notes at Q69.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODINO NOTES

FES. Jan 77 SCHEDULE : B Q: 29

SUBJECT : Rsgular National Insurance Contributions

REFER ALSO TO ~ 10, 25, 67

CODE :
.

At 336 code the total paid in National Insurance contributions of the types

defined below.

POINTS TO NOTE:

Al1 employed and seif-employed parsons (esrning more than spscified minimum
amounts ) are required to pay a National Insurance contribution and scms non-
employed persons may also do so.

The amount to enter at code 336 is the total, brought to the same time period
if necessary, of the follcwing smounts :

a) Contributions peid on main and subsidiary jobe as an employee.

b) flat rate contributions ~, paid on main and subsidisxy self-employed jobs.

c) regular voluntary contributions paid as a non-employed person.

The amounts under (a) should agree with the amounts at Qs 10 and 25. ‘lheamounts
under (b) and (c) should be checked with Appendix A.

If an employee or self-employed person pays their regular (i.e. class 1 or 2)
contribution as a lump sum the interviewer may enter it at Q67. In this case
the amount adjusted to an appropriate time period, should be tramsferred to
this question.

N.B. If an amount is shown at Q1O (because it related to last pay) but it is
not shown at Q29 because the informant is currently unemployed, the s.ameamount
shown at Q1O should be entered at Q29. However if the last pay at Q1O or Q25
was sick pay, and no insurance contribution was paid, then no insurence
contribution from that job should be included in the total at Q29.

ADDITIONAL NIYTES (give date and reference)

WII0611/75



d
CODING NOTES

FES. Jan 77 SCHEDULS: B Q: 30-42 GENEP.AL
NOTES “—

SUBJECT : Social Security Senefits

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

POINTS TO NOTE :

1) The interviewer’s entry at these questions should exclude Supplementary
sanefit snd should normslly ba accepted. If howavar there is sn
interviewer’s note or the amount varies considerably from that shown in

appendices c ad o the entw shOuld be queried.

2) The amounts showm in appendices are gnidss only and the amounts may
vary according to circumatances.

3) At each question the interviewer wi11 indicate which benefit (s) were
received. ‘IbisinfOrmation is not coded - it is recorded to make

editing easier.

4) At several questions it is the last full weekly benefit that should be
coded. For the purposes of National Insursnce and Supplementary
Benefit a full week consists of six days. Therefore if in the last
week for which benefit was received only 1-5 dsys benefit was received

(because this was the end of the period) , it is the benefit in the week
before that which should ha coded. However, if only 1-5 days benefit
was paid each week anyway, then this constitutes a full waek.

5) From 1977 Interviewers will no longer be supplied with appendices.

6) The following notes on the benefits asked for at each question should be

supplemented by the information in social security leaflets.

7) When ceding “1” for benefit currently being received the “1“ should be

circ’ed ‘e @

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference )
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CODING NOTES

FES. Jan 77 SCHSDULE : B

SUBJECT : Family allowances, children !s interim

REFER ALSO TO Q: page 1 A schedule

CODE :

At 337 code amount received each week

Q: 30

payment, childs benefit

POINTS TO NOTE: See general notes on Qs 30-42

Family allowance will normally be entered in the M&her’s column but it can

appear in the Father’s column. In households where there are two or more

children, both columns should be checked to.ensure that the allowance has
been entered on one or other of them but not on hotb.

The amount entered should be checked against the rates shcwn in Appendix C to
ensure that it is correct for the number of children in the household.

tiildren’s interim paymsnt will be introduced in April 1976. It will be an
allowance paid for the first child in one parent fssnilies.

Both child’s interim benefit and family allowances will be replaced in April
1977 by a new child benefit which will be payable for all children in one ~
two parent families.

—

Childs benefit will be introduced in April 1977 and will be payable for all

children. It will replace both FAM and CHIB. Check amounts against appendix C.

N. DHSS expect that not all parents will he receiving this benefit until
September 1977 due to late applications. This benefit will normally appear in
the Mothers column.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give dats and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES. Jan 77 SCNSDULE : B Q: 31

SUEJECT : N.I. Retirement Pension, Old Persons Pension

REFER ALSO TO Q :1

CODE :
.

At 33S code the amount received each week.

POINTS TO NOTE: See the general notes on Qs 30-42

Nhere a husbend and wife are both over their respective retirement ages end
therefore receive separate pensions, each pension should be entered separately
at code 33S in the columns for husband and wife respectively. Where the wife
is under the normal retiring age for a wanan (i.e. 60 years) and the husband
receives an increase in his pension in respect of his wife, then the total
pension should be entered at code 338 in the column for the husband.

Pensions can include a graduated amount is we11 es a basic flat rate amount.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

W110611/7S



FES. Jan 77

CODING NOTES

SCSEDULS :B

SUBJECT : N.I. Widow’s benefits

REFER ALSO TO Q: 6 A schedule

CODE :

At 339 cede the amount receivsd each week.

‘a: 3?

POINTS TO NOTE: See the general notes on Qs 30-42

All forms of widow’s National Insurance benefits, should be entered at this
question, i.e. code 339. The basic ratea are given in APpendix C. AUy
associated supplementary benefits should be excluded frcm code 339 - and entered
at Q40.

Widowts Allowance may be payable but only for the first 26 weeks of widowhood;
therefore if from the rate of benefit shown at Q32 it appears that this is
bsi”g received ,,atpresent,,, it is to be expscted that aII-Unt Of deafi 9r~t

will be shown at Q41.

If Widcw”s AIIuwsnce is not payable, or when Widcwfs Allowance ceasea after
26 weeks, a Widowed Mother !s Allowancs may be payable for as long as there are
one or more children dapendent upon the widcer.

If neither Widuw’a A11OW?UICS nor Widcwed Motherts Alluwancs are payable, or
if these have ceased, Widowts Pension may be receivsd.

N.B. Widow’s Pension is not payable to widows who were Uder tie age of 40 when
~husbamd died or when Widow vs Allowance ceased. Also when a widow becomes
65 her Widow’s Pension becomes a Petirerent Pension (this may or may not happen
at age 60). Therefore, whenevsr the rate shown at Q32 indicates a Widow rs
Pensiun, a check should be made to ensurs that the person 1s age is between 40
and 65.

This benefit is payable with Earnings Related Supplement.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give Oate and reference)
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CODING NOTSS

FES. JAN. 7 7 SXSDUL8 : B Q; 33

SUSJSCT: War disability pension, related state allowances

SSFER MAO To q

CODE:

42

At 340 code the amount received each week.

POINTS TO NOTS:

See the general notes on Qs 30-42.

A War Disability Pension or Allowance is paid to people who were disabled
either through war service or because of injuries received as a civilian
due to enemy activities. It can be paid to a person whether or not he/she
is working but it is subject to periodic review by the authorities when the
amount naid miaht be adiusted. As the Derision/allowance received is variable
the amount shown at Q33 should be accepted.
be included with the War Disability pension.
person actually suffering the war disability
question.

War widows pension should be shown at Q42.

Again any extra benefits should
Only benefits paid to the

should be entered at this

ADDITIONAL NmES (give date and reference)
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b

CmING N~S

FES. JAN. 77 SCMBOUIJ!: B Q: 34

SOSJSCT: Mobility allowance, non contributory invalidity pensi~,
invalid care allowance, attendance allowance

NSFHI ALso To q

COLM:

At 361 code the amunt received each week.

POINTS TO NOTS :

See general notes on Qs 30-42

Mobility allowance is a benefit for disabled people. It is bsing introduced
in stages over a 3-year period starting ~anuary 1976, and wi11 eventual lY
cover people from 5-64 (59 if a woman) . Invalid tricycles will continue to
be available instead of the allcwance for those who prefar them.

Non-contributory invalidity psnsion is primarily a benefit for people of
working age (other than married woman) who havs not been able to work for
some time, but who do not qualify for much sickness or invalidity bsnefit
because they do not have enough national insurance contributions.

Invalid care allowance is for people looking after severely disabled
relatives receiving attendance allowance.
peep le looking after severely disabled relatives receiving attendance
allowance.

Attendance allowance is payable to an adult who is in need of constant
attendance or to the parents or guardian of a child in need of constant
attention. ‘Theamount of attendance allowance does not vary according
to financial circumstances.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and refersace)
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CODING NOTM

FES. JAN. 77 SCNBDULE: B Q; 35

BUBJNCT: Contributory invalidity pension, invalidity allowance

RWSR ALSO m y.

CODE:
.

At A258 cede the total number of weeks benefit received in the last 12
months.
At 369 code the last full weekly payment.
At A259 code “1“ of benefit received at present.

POINTS TO NOTS:

see also the general notes on Qs 30-42

Contributory invalidity pension and allowance. Invalidity pension normally
replaces sickness benefit after 28 weeks. Invalidity allowance is paid in
addition to invalidity pension and the aqount paid depends upon age of
recipient at time invalidity commenced. At retirement age invalidity pension
is replaced by retirement pension BUT invalidity allowance continuss combined
with retirement pension.

ADDITIONAL NmES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES. JAN 77 SCNSDULS : B Q: 36A
—

SULIJMCT: N.I. Sickness Senefit, Industrial Injury Benefit—.

REFER ALSO TO Q: 1, 3

CODE :
.

At x224 code the total number of weaks benefit received in the last 12 months.
At 363 cede the last full weekly paynent.
At A225 cd “1” if benefit recsived at present.

POINTS TO NOTE: See general notes on QS 30-42

A “1” should be entered at A225 if sickness benefit or industrial injury benefit
is currently being received. Whenever one of these bane fits is shown as
currently being recsivsd the info-t sh~ld currently not be working and
a “l” should have been coded at A207 at Q3. Of course it is possible that

a persOn is wOrking but is nOt rsvealing the fact to the authorities.

The rates of benefit are shcwn in sppen~x C or D.

Industrial injuries benefit is paid to persons who have injured themselves
in the course of their duties and is paid for up to 26 weeks when it is replaced
by a disablement pension.

Sickness benefit is normally replacsd by en invalidity pension after 26 weeks.

Sichess benefit is earnings related, earnings related supplement may also be
paid with ?m industrial injury benefit.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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COOINO NOTBS

FES. JAN. 7 7 SCMSMM : B Q: 36B

SUBJECT: Industrial inju~ disablement pension

NEFE31ALso m *. 44

CODE :

At A205 code the total number of weeks benefit rsceivsd in last 12 months.
At 325 code the last full weekly payment.
At A238 code “1” if bsnefit received at present.

POINTS TO NOTS:

usually a Disablement Pension replaces an Industrial Injury Benefit after
26 weeks, if the effects of the injury last longer than 26 weeks. The psnsicn
can be received by a person who is working full-tires, part-time, or who is not
working at all. The anmunt received varies with the degree of disablement
and therefore it is not possib Le to check that the correct amount has been
shown at Q36B. The maximum basic rate of benefit is shown in Appendix C. ANY

extra benefit associated with Disablement benefit should be includsd at cods
325 (eg hardship allowance, unemployability supplement, constant attendance
allowance, hospital treatment allowance ).

Where disablement is assessed at less than 20%, a lump sum payment rather
than a pension is usually paid. In these cases the lump sum payment should

bs entered at Q44 as being in the nature of windfall incoma and should be
coded under 354.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give d=te and refer@ce)
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FES . JAN 77

SUBJECT: Unemployment Banefit

SSFER ALSO TO ~ 1

CODE :

CODING NOTES

SCHSDULE :B Q:37

.

At A222 cede the total numbar of wesks benafit received in the laat
12 months
At 362 code the last full weekly paymsnt
At A223 code “l” if benefit receivad at present

POINTS TO NOTE: See general notes on QS 30-42

In nest cases information given at this question will correspond to the
coding At Q1 so that if a person is shown es unemployed at Q1 he wi 11 probably

(but not necessarily) be shcwn as cuxrently raced.ving unemployment benefit
at Q37 end vice versa. HoWaver, not all persons unemployed acccrding to the
FES definition claim kenefit, and they may in fact earn scms mcney (they are
allcwed to earn up to 75p a day but may earn mare then this and simply not
reveal the fact to the authorities) .

The rates of unemployment benefit, including the earnings related short-term
supplement, for various classes of persons are ehm in Appendix C.

Payments received frcm Skillcentres (Government ~aining Centres) end
Industrial ~habilitation Units should bs entered at this question.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FliS. JAN 77 SCHEDULE :B— Q: 38 ——.

SUBJECT: Family income supplement—.

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :
.

At A256 code the total number of weeks benefit received in last 12 months
At 368 code lest full weekly payment
At A257 code “1“ if benefit received at present

POINTS TG NOTS : See general notes on @ 30-42

The amount of banefit is variable with an upper limit as shcrm in
Appendix C.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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L

FES. JAN. 7 7 Q: 39

SUSJECT: Maternity allowancs

NsFsNALScl Toq :5 A schedule, Q41 B schedule
.

Coo$ :

At A239 code the total numbsr of weeks benefit received in lest 12 months.
At 341 code the last full weekly payment.
At A240 cods “1“ if banefit recsived at present.

POINTS TO NtYIZ:

See genexal notes on Qs 30-42.

Maternity benefit is of two kinds:

(a) A maternity grant is paid for each bifi (includtig S- ~til~irth~) .
In the case of twins, triplats etc a grant is paid for each child who
liVeS more than 12 hOurS (at least one grent is always paid) . The gr~t
is payable in nearly all cases of confinement although there are
exceptions where contribution conditions have not been satisftsd. ‘l%is
should be entered at Q41.

(b) In addition to the maternity grant, a maternity alluwance may bs paid
to mothers who were working and paying full national insurance
contributions at some tima during the 15 months bsfore tha bsby wae
born. This allcwence is normally paid for lB waeks starting with the
llth week before the week in which the baby is emected.

It is possible for maternity grant and maternity allowance to bs received
even though there are no children aged less than 1 year in the household.
The child may be out of the household ~ tie benefit is being receiv~
prior to the birth of the child.

The current rates of maternity alluwance are given in Appendix C.

AODITIoNfi N~ES (give date ad refOraiiCO)
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CODINO NOTES

FES. JAN 77 SCNEDULS : B Q,~

SUSJECT: Supplementarybenefit (includingSupplementary Pension and
Supplementary allcwance)

REFER ALSO TO ~: 30-39

CODE :

At A22S code total number of weeks for which benefit received in the
12 months before interview
At 365 code the last full weekly paymsnt
At A229 code “l” if benefit being received at time of interview

POINTS TO NOTS :

See general notes on Qs 30-42

This question is intended to identify and record separately from other NI
benefits , receipt of any supplementary benefit, including supplementary
pension.

There are two kinds of supplementary bene fit: supplementary pension for
people over retirement age (65 for men, 60 for women) and supplementa~
allcx.mnce for people from age 16 to retirement age.

NB . Informants have been asked at questions 30-39 to give anwunts excluding
Supplementary Benefit. ~ese excluded emounts should have been shcm.m
at this question.

As well ea paying benefits to the informant the Supplementary Benefit
Commission somsti~s pays for certain items of expenditure on his behalf.
Where the interviewer haa noted that an item of A schedule expenditure is
partly or entirely peid for the informant by the SEC the full amount paid

(including the aunt paid by the SBC) should be ceded at the A schedule
question. The smount paid by the SSC should also be included in the euount
you code at code 365. If the interviewer has not made notes explaining whether
or not she has included it the budget should be referred.

ADDITIONALNoTES (give date and reference)

1
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CODING NOTES

FEE. JAN. 7 7 ~~: B q: 41

su~c’f: NI Maternity grant, death grent

REFER AL8G TO Q : 32, 39

CODE :

At 372 coda the amount received in the 12 months before interview.

POINTS TO NG’IX:

See general notes on Qs 30-42

A maternity grsnt is paid for each birth (including soresstillbirths) . In the

case of twins, triplets etc a grant is paid for each child who lives more than
12 hours (at least one grant is always paid) . The grant is payable in nearly
all cases of confinement although there are exceptions where contribution

conditions have not been satisfied.

It is possible that msternity grant has been received even though there are no
children aged less then one year in the household. The child msy be out of the

household ~ the benefit is being received prior to the birth of the child.

On the death of an adult or child a death grsnt may b.apaysble, subject to
contribution conditions being satisfied, to the person paying funeral
expenses or to the next of kin. No grsnt is payable for the death of a person

over normal retirement age on 5th July 1948 and a reduced grant is paid for the
death of a person who was within 5 years of retirement age on 5th July 1948.

The aamunt of the grant is given in Appandi% C but this may be reduced if the
contribution conditions are not ~ satisfied.

ADDITIONAL NL?TES (give date end refereUCO)
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CODING NOTES

FES JAN 77 BCNSDULS :B Q: 42-

SUBJECT : NI or State benefits not mantionad at previous questions

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

At A232 code the
At 367 code laat
At A233 code “1“

total number of weeks for which benefit received
full weekly payment

.

if benefit being recsived at tima of intarview

POINTS TO NOTE:

See general notes on Qs 30-42

A “1“ should be entered at code AZ33 if any Naticmal Insurance or
state Benefit not covered by previous questions is currently being
received. Eg. War Widows pansion, War dependents panai~, War
clothing allcwanca, Blind allowance, Disabled parsons petrol
allowance, Industrial death benefit, Chi1~ special allowance,
Guardians allowancs.

A Government resettlement grant, which is a lump sum should be shown at Q44.

NB . AIIybenefit of a permanent nature such as war diaa.bility pension which has
been received during the past 12 months but which, because of a change
of situation, is no~ received at present
at this question.

The notes regarding ~ weekly banef it,
to Q42.

should be deleted if entered

givan against Q37, apply

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODINO NOTES

FES . JAN 77 SCSEDULS : B Q: 43

SUSJECT: Redundancy payment under Redundancy Payments Act

REFER ALSO TO ~.

CODE :

At 356 code lump sum payment received in the last 12 months
At 357 code amount received per completed yesr of service

POINTS TO NOTE:

Under the Redundancy Payments Act of 1965, a lump sum payment may be paid to
certain persons in the event of their being made redundant. This payment

can only be made to persons who have completed at lesst 2 yesrs servLce with
the finn since their eighteenth birthday. lheref ore it is only payable to
persons who are aged 20 or over.

The amount of the payment depends upm the age of the person when he is made
redundant, the number of completed years service (over the age of 18) with
the fixm (with a maximum of 20 used for the calculation) and the weekly
earnings at the time of redundancy (with a maximum of ESO used for the
calculation) . The redundancy payment is then worked out as follows:
Age at redundancy 20-21 = 5 a week’s pay per year Of se~ice

22-40 = 1 week’s pay per year of service
41-64 = 1$ week’s pay psr year of service

‘his results in a maxtium of E2,4C0 bei~ ptiid.

The amount of redundancy payment should be divided by the number of ccxopleted
years of service with the firm (ie. 3% years counts as 3 years) end the
resulting average figure should be entered at code 357. where more than 20
completed years of service are shnwn the amount should sti 11 be dividsd by
20.

On occasions the interviewer may nets that redmdsncy pay is not recei.~ed as
a lump sum but is paid off at so much a week by the employer. Such schemes
are not provided for in the Act and should therefore be regarded as a private
severance pay agreement between employer snd emplnyee and coded as a psnsion
at Q47.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES. JAN. 7 7

SUSJECT: Lump sum paymsnts from
Disability payment

CODINO NmE

SCl18DULS: B Q: 44

the state including Industrial Injury

NSF)3RALso To q

CODE :
.

At 398 cede the total received in the 12 months before interview except
for industrial injury disablement benefit.
At 354 code the total of lump sum industria1 injury disablsment payment
received in the 12 months before interview.

POINTS TO NOTS :

This question is intended to record any lump sum State benefit such as
Industrial Injury Disability payment where the disablement is assessed
at less than 20%. The amount received fr~ the state should have been
entered at 398. If the amount is for Industrial Injury Disability it
should be deleted at 398 and entered at 354. Care should be taken to
check any entry at Q’s 33 and 36.

Lump sum payments from state as “aployer should be deleted as windfall.

ADDITIONAL NUfE8 (give date and reference)
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Q:45

CODING NOTES

FES. JAN 77 SCHEDULB :B

SUBJECT: V<~rious ncn-State benefits

REFER ALSO TO Q:—

CODE :

.
At A230 code the total number of weeks for which benefit received
12 months before interview
At 366 code last full weekly payment
At A231 code “l” if benefit being received at time of interview

in the

POINCj TO NOTE:

A “1“ should be entered at cede A231 if tenworarv Trade Union or Friendly
Society benefits are currently being received.
is of a permanent nature it should regard,ed as
code 35o in line with Q50.

The notes regarding full weekly benefit, given
question.

.
However, where the benefit

a PenSiOn snd entered at

against Q37 apply to this

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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Q:4(,and 47— ...

L’()[)1NC N(3’IWS.——.. —

F!is. JAN 77 sCHXDUM::N.. —..

SUBJECT: Pensions from previous employers

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

.

Net Pension amounts, deducted Incoms Tax and a code indicating whether the
informant has the pension in his owm right (code 3) or fran his or her
spouse (cede 4: this wi 11 normally apply ceilyto widows) should be coded
as follows:-

Pub Iic Sector code

%zst net payment of Pension ....................... 342
Tax deducted, if any .............................. 343

Whether nwn or spouse .............................A236

Private Sector

“Last netpaymsnt of Pensicm ....................... 344
Tax deducted, if any ......................’........ 345
Whether c+inor spouse .............................A237

*See the asterisked note below abaut payments where tax has
at source

not been deducted

POINTS TO NOTE:

Special care is needed while tram ferring information related to a spsci fic
person to see that it is entered in the correct column for that psrson.

Each pension is to be classified according to whether it is paid by the
Pub lic sector or the Private sector. All entries in Q46 should be in the

Public sector since they should relate to previous employer ie. Central
Government, Local &vernmsnt, Armed Forces.

Entries in Q47 may relate to pensions in either the Public or Private
sector. Nationalised industries such as National Coal Soard, Gas snd
Electricity Boards are in Public sector but so are many smaller organisations.
See Appendix E. Any public sector pensions at this question should ha
transferred to Q46. Doubtful cases should bs referred to RO.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date end reference)

1
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FES. Jmi 77 CODING NOTES CONT~D Q: 46 and 47 (Cent’d)

pOINTS IU NOTE (CONT*D):

If one informant has several psnsions, each is to be classified under Public
or Private sector, and the total amount in each eector entered in the
appropriate boxes.

The coding of AZ36 or AZ37 should not present a problem sines cede 3 or 4

aPPlies tO the inmvidual ad ~ually both cannot apply at the same tima.
In the unusual case of a conflict eg. a widcw who gets me pensicm in her
own right from her former employer in the Public sector and also a pension
as a widow from her husband’s former employer in the Public sector, enter
code 3 or 4 according to whichever pensia is the larger.

If the last paymsnt is shcwn as “before tax” and an amount of tax deducted
at source is shown, then the tax should be subtracted from the last paymant
and the resulting net figure and tas coded separately.

?If no tas was deducted at source, then the amount shcwn es last payment
should be ceded end the tax codes left blank.

Pensions from oversees goverrum?nts or companies should be treated as
unearned income and entered at code 384 (page 14) if in foreign currency but
accept at Q47 if sterling.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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COD INO NOTES

FES. JAN 77 SCHEDULE :B

.4

,,,
.

Q: 48 snd 49

SUBJECT: Annuities and payments from trusts or covenants

REFER ALsO TO Q:

CODE :

Coding of amounts from ‘Annuity’ or ‘Trust’ ?r ‘Covensnt’ and tax deducted

should be ss follows:-

Annuities Code

-ast net payment ................................. 346
Tax deducted, if any ............................ 347

Trust or Covenant

%ast net payment ................................ 348

Tax deducted, if sny ............................ 349

*See the asterisked note below about payments where tax has not been deducted
at source

POINTS TO NOTE:

If the last paymnt is shc%m “before tsx”.and an amount of tax deducted

at source is shown, then the tax should be subtracted from the last payment
and the resulting net figure and tax coded separately.

*If no tax was deducted at source, then the amount shown as last payment
should be coded and the tax codss left blank.

ADDITIONAL NoTES (give date and refersnce)
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J
CODING NOTES

FES. JAN 71 SCNSDULE:B Q, 50 —

SUBJECT: Pensions as a mamber of a Trade Onion or a pension from a
Friendly Society

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

At 350 code the last payment

POINTS TO NOTE:

This question relates only to regular benefits which are of a pement
nature. It therefore includes pensions from Trade Unions or Friendly
societies but not such things as si~ pay, strike PaY, benefits ~der
private sickness schemas, etc. (which should be coded at Q45) .

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTBS

FES . JAN 77 sCNEDULS : B Q: 51

SUBJECT : Allwances from someone in Armed Forces or Nerchsnt Navy

SEFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

At 351 code the last paymsnt

FOINTS TO NOTE:

This qusstion only relates to regular allowances from parsone who:

a) are not msmbers of the household, and

b) are in the armed forces or merchant navy, and

c) ars not husbands who are tenporari ly not mambers of the household

(see Q62) .

If the person providing the allmance pays for any items of A schedule

espenditwe for the household in addition to the allowsnce given at this
question, the amount paid should be entered at the relevant A schedule
question and also added (after bringing to the same psriod if necessary)
to the amount entered at code 351.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (givs dats and reference)

WII0611/75



CODING NOTES

JAN “17FES. ___ SCNNDULE: B Q:52

SUBJECT : Regular allowances from a friend or relative outside the
household or from an organisation, or alimony or separation
allcwance

REFER ALSO TO Q:

At 352 code the last payment

FOISTS TO NOTE:

This question does not relate to allowances from persons in the armed forces,

husbands (unless se~ated or divorced) or persons within the household.
Regular allowances from all other persons should be coded here. r@funds
of expenditure for business purposes should not be shown at this question.

If the person/organisation providing the.allowance pays for any items of
A schedule expenditure in addition to the allcwance given at this question,
the amount paid should be entered at the relevant A schedule question end also
added (after bringing to the same period if necessary) to the amount entered
at code 352.

Where alimony or separation allowance is not paid regularly a weekly equivalent
based on amounts actually received and noted by interviewer should be entered.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

1
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CODING NOTES

FES . JAN 7? SCHSDULS :B Q:53 .

SUBJECT: Allowances for foster children

REFER ALSO TO ~.B A schedule

CODE:

At 353 code last paymant of
At 352 cods last payment of

Local Authority allowance
allowsnce frcm another source

POINTS TO NOTS:

If a local authority allowance is received for a foster child a check should
be made to ensure that the child has been coded “7“ in the family unit
column on the frent page of the A schedule.

ADDITIONAL NUTES (give date and refereUCe)
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CODING NOTES

FES. J&; 77 SCHEDULS :B—— Q:54-59

SUBJECT : Interest and dividends

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

At 373 code interest of type asked for at Q54
At 375 code interest of type asked for at Q55
At 376 code interest of type asked fOr at Q56
At 377 code interest of type asked for at Q57
At 374 code interest on other savings accounts or bank deposits (asked for at Q5S)
At 378 code interest and dividends on stocks, shares, bonds, debentures snd
other securities after deduction of tax at source (except those mentioned at Q56)
asked for at Q59.

POINTS TO NOTE:

These amounts should all be accspted as given eo that no coding action
is required.

In connection with these items the following points are important when it
is necessary to calculate an estimated tax liability for editing purposes.

1. Amounts at Q’s 54, 55, 57 and 58 are gross, amounta at Q’s 56 and 59 are
net (ie. tax is deducted at source] .

2. The gross amount at Q’s 54 (apart from the firet f40), 55, 57, 58 md 59
constitute taxable incoma: the amount at Q59 can be grossed up by using
the formula Net amount x 100 = 1.5385 to calculate standard tax.

T

Whi1st tax is in effeet deducted at source from the income from Building
Society shares and deposits, this amount should be ignored in the
calculation of total income tax liability and it is not reclaimable.

3. Tax under the unified tax system is calculated at varying rates according
to amount of income taxable. Reference should be made to latest tax
rates when calculating tax liability.

If capital invested is given instead of income the budget should be referred
to the R.O.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and refermUCe)
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FES. JAN 77

CODING NOTES

SCNSDULS :B Q:60

SUSJSCT: Rant from

REFER ALSO TO C&13

CODE:

At 36o COdS amount

property (excluding part of own acccamodaticm sub-let)

A schedule

.

recsived in the last 12 months

POINTS TO NOTS:

Any amount shown should be campared with cc@e 090 at Q13 (c2) on the
A schedule to ensure that there has been no duplication.

Income from garages let for business purpoeee at Q25 A Schadule should
be included at this question.

ADDITIONAL NWES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES JAN 77 SCREDULE :B Q: 61-

SUSJECT: This quastiOn is designed to pick UP &tails of free or concessionary
coal or coke frcm an employer to employees, retired employees and
their widcws.

REFER ALSO TO ~.

CODE :

Cods as explained below

POINTS TO NOTE:

The Coding

(i) Coal

(ii) Coke

procedure is as follows:

The numbsr of cwts. received in the last 12 months should be
entered at coda AZ47. The amount paid by the informant should

be entered at cods 321 and the imputed valus se shcwn in
Appendix 1 minus the smount paid by the informant should be
entered at coda 322. If the coal wss supplied free then no

entry should bs readsat cods 321 end the full imputed valus
should be ehcxtnat code 322.

‘lhenumbsr of -S. obtained in the last 12 months should ha
entered at code AZ48, the amount paid by the informsnt at cods
323 and the imputed value minus the emount paid by the informent
at cods 324. As the price of coke varies from eraa to area the

imputed valua from eny particular area should bs obtained from
the DE, giving the nearast twn (to sampled address) as ehcwn
cm DE list. As with coding of free cosl, if coke is supplied
free, the full imputed value should ba ceded at 324 end coda 323
should be left blank.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES. JAN 77

CODING NOTES

SCNSDULS :B Q:62

SUBJECT: Allcwances received frOm a sP0u6e whO iS temPOrari lY nOt a
member of the household

REFER ALSO TO Q: 6, 8 A Schedule

CODE :

At 385 coda the amount of the allcwance .

POINTS TO NOTS :

The allowance recaived by a man/wcman whose spouee is temporarily not a msmber
of the household should ba entered at code 385. These spouses will most
commonlY be in the armsd forces or marchant navy and this information may
have already been entered at Q51 by mistake (in which case it should ba
transferred to code 385).

Payments recorded in the A schedule on it&s covered by parts (b) of this

guestion should be Imught to the same time period and added to the amuunt
at code 385 to give a true allowance figure.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (givs date and reference)



COOING NOTES

FES . JAN 77 SCHSDULS : B

SUSJECT: Expenses refunded by en organisation
unpaid work.

for which the

Q:63

informant does

RSFER ALSO TO Q: 1 On Page 18 Of tie D schedules.

CODE :
.

TM amounts given at this question are not entered at any codes but are used
to adjust entries at certain codes in the A end D schedules.

FOISTS TO NGTS:

Where the infomt hea stated what is covered by the allcwe.nce this should
be used to abate A (end eomstimes D) schedule entries in the same way as a
comparable allcrmnce at questions 19, 20 and 21. In particular, except in
the case of car allowances and slot mater payments, entries at this question
should not be used to abate D book items - which should in general be abated

on the basis of entxiee at page 18 (D schedule) . Hcwever entries at this
question may suggest that certain itama in the D records are covered by an
allowence/refund even if this haa not been noted on page 1S. In that case
the budget should be queried.

Where the informant haa not stated what is covered the
referred.

AI honorarium should be transferred to Q64 and entered

The purpose of sub-qusation (b) is to confirm that the
unpaid work, by idantifying the type of organisation.

budget should be

at code 381.

entry does cover

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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. J~ 7“1FES

COD ING NOTES

SCNEDULE :B Q:64

SUSJECT: Incoms frcun“odd jobs”. This question will also pick “p information
on continuing jobs as an employee or self-smployed person that
should have been recorded elsawhere in the schedule

NSFER ALSO TO ~ 1, 4, 5-21, 22-26, 27-28
.

CODE :

The total received frnm !<oddjObsll~Wr tie 12 mntis before the interview

should be entered at code 381. Other items should be transferred elsewhere
in the schedule or deleted altogether.

POINTS TO NOTS :

The amount to be entered at code 381 consists of those sums of money which
are receivad for odd jobs undertaken during the pest 12 nmnths, snd which if
they were currently being undertaken, would not be accounted for in the

eWlOYee Or self-employed qusstions. These ~s would be jobs undertaken at

a pOint Of ti~ withOut ~Y re~larity or continuity or repetition attached
to them, so that a person could never regard himself as being ‘“currently”

employed or seIf-smployed in them. Howevsr if eim.ilarodd jobs are repeatedly
done (even if they are done at irregulsr intervals) they should be treated not
as odd jobs but as jobs as a self-smployed person or as a csaual employee

(see below) .

If the description of the job and the dates when it took place indicate that
a continuing job is currently being held the details ehould be tram ferred to
the employees or self-esployed questions. An exsmple of this is a womsn who
is currently acting as a mail order agent; at the intsrview, detai1s msy
have been entered at Q64 and these should be transferred to the self-employed
section, Q27.

‘Ihedescription of the jcb, the datss when it took place and its duration,
may also show that a centinuing job was held during the past 12 nunths but
is no longer held because the person has either stopped working altogether
or has changed jobs. This constitutes a chsnge of eituation because if the

interview had occurred during the time the job was held, details would havs
been picked up at the employee or eelf-esployed quastions; such .anmunts
should be daletad.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (giws date and referents)

1
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FES. JAN 77 COOING NOTES COPIT’D

-0
CJ,64 (cent’d)

PoINTS TO NOTE (CONT ‘D):

In the follwing situations the budget should always be referred to the
Research Unit:

1. if transferring an entry entails changing the,code at Q1 B schedule

2. if additional information is required to “code the entry adequately at

the questions to which it has been tram ferred.

ADDITIONAL NoTES (give date and reference)

2



CODING NOTES

FES . JAM 77 SCNEiULS :B.—

SUSJECT: Tax paid direct to Inland Sevenue

Q:65

SSFER ALSO TO ~

CODE :

See IX1OW

.

At 387 code total of Income Tax paid direct in the 12 months before
interview

POINTS TO N&TS:

In generel the amounts shown at this questim should EM?accepted. Hmever,
in spite of the wording of Q65 it is possible that amounts of incane tas
may bs shown which are duplicating tax payismts elsewhere on the schedule
or are in respsct of interest from stools, shares, etc at Q59. Where it is
clear thet this has occurred, the entry should be daleted from code 387.

Also any incoms tax or surtax paid direct”should be accompanied by a eource
of a current inccms elsewhere on the B schedule cm which it is possible
that tax is paid direct (eg. self employment inccsns at Q27, inccsme from
property at Q60, other unearned inccme at cods 384, and income frcm
psnsions, etc where tax is not dsducted at source) . If there is no such
source of current incoms recordsd on the B schedule it must be assumsd that
the tax paid relates to income received in the last 12 months but not at
the time of the interview, in which case the tax payment should be deleted
S9 relating to a past situation.

Tax reserve certificates should not be ehmwn at thie questirn; the weekly
equivalent should be transferred to ea~ record b- and c~ed ~a short.
term savings.

Amounts set aside for payment of tax should not be coded here or in the record
books .

Capital gains tax is required only for editing purposes. Nu coding action
is required.

Payments recorded at this question should EXCLUDE N.1. payments (see notes on Q67) .

ADDITIONAL NCn’ES (give date and reference)
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COOING NOTES

mm. JAN. 7? @IEDUU :B :66

SUSJECT: In-e Tax ref~ded ~rectlY bY Inl~d Revenue

REFER ALSO TO %

CODE:

See below

.

At 390 code total Income Tax refunded direct in the last 12 months at
A241 code 1 if PAYE refund and code 2 if other.

POINTS TO NOTS :

All refunds should be accepted provided that there is a current source of
incoms against which the refund has been made.

The type of refund should be indicated at A241 ie PAYE code 1. other code 2.

Refunds of NI contributions should be recorded at G68, not at this question.—

ADDITIONAL NUTES (@vo data -d refer~ce)
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COD ING NOTES

FES. JAN 77 SCHEDULS :B

SUSJECT: NI Contributions paid direct to Inlend Revenue or

Q:67

DHSS

RSFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE : .

At 386 code the total paid in the year before
(i) self-emuloyed qraduated contributions

interview of

(ii) volunta-~ ~ont~tiutions (when they are paid in a lump sum)

POINTS TO NOTE:

Voluntary contributions when they are paid regularly (i.e. not in a lump
sum) , employees’ contributions and self-employed flat-rate contributions
should all be recorded at Q29 and not at this question. If it appears
that the interviewer has entered U= at this question the budjet should
be referred.

It is possible that the interviewer may have entered National Insurance
payments at Q65. If she has made a note to this effect the amounts

should be transferred to this question.

,,.

,#::

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES. JAN 77

COD li+GNOTES

SCHEDULS :B

SUBJECT: NI Contributions refunded directly

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :
.

At 388 cede the total refunded”directly in the last 12 months

Q, 68

POINTS TO NOTE:

If a refund

transferred

of N.1. contributions has been recorded at Q66 it should be
to this question.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (givo date and refersnce)
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CODING NOTES

FEs. JAN 77 SCHEDOLE :B 9: 69

SUBJECT: Payments received by cash, cheque or giro from selling cars in
the 12 months before interview.

REFER ALSO ‘IQQ:28 B schedule.

CODE: Enter at code 331 the tobal (abated if necessary) received
by cash, cheque or giro from the sale of cars in the last
twelve months.

POINTS ‘lDNOTE:

For the purposes of this question the term “car” msans a car or a van, it does
not include motor cycles etc.—

The point of this question is that as well as incurring expenditure on buying
cars households can receive incoms from Selling them. tily income received
as payments by cash, cheque or giro counts. where the car was sold as part

of a trade-in deal instead, the income from the sale should not be recorded
at code 331.

—

Where a self-employed informant has statad at Q28 that he claims a certain
percentage of his car expenditure as a business axpense for tax purposes and
the car sold was used for private and business purposes (Y ringed at cOde C) ,
the amount received should be abat~by the percentage at Q28. This is the
only case where an abatament should be made at this question.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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COOISOMYfss

FES . JAN. 77 ~5Dlf~ :B Q: 70

SUSJSCT: Payments received by cash, cheque or giro in the twelve months
before the interview from an end-nt assurance policy.

RSFsn ALso TO *

CODE :
.

The total of paymants received should be entered at code 334.

POINTS TO NOTE:

The amount at part (a) does not need to be abated.

h endowment assurance policy (Q70) is strictly a life assurance policy
(Q71). The distinction is between an endowmant assurance policy maturing
after a limited number of years or at earlier death, and a whole life
assurance policy maturing only at death. If the interviewer has made
marginal notes that suggest the amount has been entered at the wrong
question the details should ba transferred. Where the interviewer has not
been able to decide which question the entry bslongs at, and has not made
adequate marginal notes, the detai1s should be entered at Q71.

ADDITIONAL NurE8 (Kive date -d refer-ce)

W110611/75
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CODINGSoTss

Fss. JAN. 7 7 ~880UL8 : B Q: 71

SUSJSCT: Payments received by cash, cheque or giro in the twelve months before
the interview from a life assurance policy (other than an endowment
assurance policy) .

ss?ss Ahso’fo Q

.
caE :

‘Ihetotal of payments recaived should be entered at code 335.

POIWTSTo Noaz:

The same points apply here as at Q70.

ADDITIONAL NUTSS (sive d-to md refer~ce)
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COD 1NG NOTES

FES. JAN 71 sCHEDULE :B.—

SUBJECT: Income of dependents under

REFER ALSO TO Q: 46 A schedule

CODE :

At 395 code income from educational
at Q46 A schedule

p: ?2
——

16

grants, ~cholarship etc coded at 207

At 396 coda any other income recaived
At 397 code income disposed of by the child himself (see below)

POINTS TO NOTE:

Details of the income of a dependent under 16 years of age should be entered
on the B schedule of the parents at Q72.

A different set of codes 395 to 397 should’be used for each dependent under
16 who receives income and the appropriate persen numbers should be entered
in the spaces provided above each of the 395 codes.

AIIyentry at code 207 at Q46 on the A schedule (ie. education grants,
scholarships, etc) relating to a person under 16 should be repeated at cede
395.

My other income recwived by the child should have been detailed at Q72 and
should be entered at code 396.

If the income entered at code 396 is disposed of by the child then that
amount should also be entered at code 397; if part of it is disposed of by
the child then half the amount should be entered at cede 397; if the child
gives all the inccme to the parents then code 397 should be left blank.

If a child has income from more than one source or job’ (apart from education
grant, scholarship etc) the combined amount from all sources should be
entered at cede 396.

Note If there are more than two children under 16 years, interviewers have
— been instructed to use a further B schedule to record infomation.

Coders should check and coda such cases as above.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING N07?3S

FEs. JAN 77 SCHEDULE: B Code 384

SURJECT: Fegular unearned income not accounted for elsewhere in the schedule.

REFER ALSO IV Q:

CODE:

Enter the annual

The amounts to be entered here may have been recorded in
various places throughout the B Schedule.

.

total at code 384.

POINTS ‘K)NOTE:

This code is situated near the bottom of page 14. It is not attached to a
particular question.

Although there is no qusstion which is explicitly designed to cover the
amounts that should be entered at code 3B4, such information may appear
erroneous ly at other questions or may be covered by an interviewer’s note.
It is not expected that there will be many instances where an amount has to
be entered at this code but the following are examples of the type of incoma
which should be shown here if it does appear:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

interest from private loans

income received by a sleeping partner ~ the interviewer has noted that
it is declared as unearned income to the Inland Rsvsnue. If the
interviewer has not made such a note it should be entered at Q27.

income received by the owner of a business who no longer takes any
active part in running the business but who has placed a msnage~n charge
and simply draws a flat rate sum from the profits for example f30 per
week, if the interviewer has noted that ~it is declared as unearned incoma to
the In~~d Revenue. If the interviewer has not noted this, the income
should be entered at Q27.

interest on stocks, shares, bonds, debentures and other securities where
tax is not deducted at source. This will apply mainly to foreign invest-.
ments.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date sod reference)
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FES. JAN 77

SUBJECT : Income from an

COD ING NOTES

SCNEDULE:B Code 392

education grant, scholarship etc

REFER ALSO TO Q:46 A schedule

CODE :

.

If any person aged 16 or over received income from an education grant,
scholarship etc during the past 12 months, and there has not been a change
of situation, “~e annual value at Q46 On the A schedule shOuld be cOded
here.

POINTS TO NOTE:

This code is situated at the middle of page 14, by Q .63.

The amount that should be entered here is the amount entered for the person
concerned at code 207 Q.46 A Schedule.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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VES JAN 77

‘D’ SCHEEWLE
CODING NOTES ISSUED BY FES UNIT

INTRODUCTION

The ‘D’ schedule is a record book of paymsnts made over a pericd of seven

consecutive days.

Each member of the household who is 16 years or over and a spender completes
two record b~ks, thus making a record of paw.ents over a period of fourteen
consecutive days. The record keeping period normally starts on the day of
interview or the day following.

Points of importance to note regarding ‘D‘ schedule are

1. The ‘D‘ schedule is a record of payments NOT acquisitions.—

2. There should be no duplication with items in ‘A’ and ‘B’ schedules other
than those given bslow.

3. No business payments should bs included in ‘D’ schedule.

GSNERAL CODING INSTRUCTIONS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

There should bs two ‘D‘ schedules for each member of the household aged

16 or over who is a spender.

Where schedules are missing or incomplete the interviewer should have
given en explanation somewhere on the budget.

Reference number on front page of ‘D‘ schedule should agree with that for

same household member in ‘B‘ schedule.

Week numbers on front page of ‘D’ schedule and dates at top of pages

4-17 of each schedule should be checked for consistency, eg, If Sunday
has bsen omitted and page used for Monday, records will cover 15 (or 16)
days and the last day (2 days) should therefore be deleted, provided
there had been no expenditure omitted on the Sunday(s) .

Page 3 of ‘D’ (and page 18 of ‘A’) schedules should be checked to see if
explanatory noto is given regarding payments. Where necessary, action

should be taken.

When deleting entries in ‘D’ schedule ensure all information regarding

entry is deleted ie, item, price and cude if entered.

When abating or deleting an entry a line should bs drawn through original
entry. No entry should be erased.

The amount paid for an item and the item code must both be entered against
each item.

The order in which entries appear on a page is of no importance and no
correction is necessary where an entry appears in the “wrong” box eg a
food item under cigarettes. Items should be coded according to

individual descriptions and not by section heading.

w 106OFTS9/76 -1-
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ACTION FOR “A” SCHEDULE ITEMS

0
‘i)’:4!11.

The ‘A‘ schedule contains details of regular commitments. If Sny Of these are
not deleted from ‘D’ schadule they will give rise to one or other of fie
following errors.

1. Duplication: Where paymant is shown in ‘A’ snd ‘D‘ schedule.

2. Sxtension of time period: Where ccmunitment is entered into after completion

Of ‘A‘ schedule and recorded in ‘Ds schedule.

Al1 entries in ‘D‘ schedule should therefore be scrutinised to ensure that they
are not ‘A’ schedule items. A check list is provided for this purpose.

Nhere an ‘A’ schedule item is recorded in ‘D’ schedule it will normally have:

1. already been shown in ‘A‘ schedule in which case the amounts should be
checked to see that they agree and the ‘D‘ schedule entry deleted or

2. not been shown in ‘A’ schedule.

When this occurs the budget should be inspected for explanatory note. If query
cannot be cleared by inspection information must be obtained from informant
confirming whether commitment was in existence at time of interview or not.

If in existence at time of interview the amount should be entered in ‘A‘ schedule
and deleted fran ‘D‘ schedule.

If commitment was entered into after inte~iew the entry in ‘D‘ schedule should
be deleted and not transferred to ‘A‘ echedule.—

ACTION FOR ‘B ‘ SCHSDUW I’I?3MS

The ‘B’ schedule c$mtains details of income both in terms of money and goads
in kind.

Income wi11 not normally appear in ‘D‘ schedule but goods obtained frcm
informent’s own business may. Nhere such goods are shown they muBt have a
value shown.

If the informant indicates that he obtains iternsfrom his own business which
are not paid for at the time, (this will be indicated by a note “own shop”/
own farm” etc. against each item) , check that at least one member of the
household has been coded 2 at Q1 B schedule or has a subsidiary seIf-emp loyed
job at Q4. Add tcgether the values of all such items shown for the household
and enter the total values at code 327 opposite Q27 (a) B schedule of the

PersOn whO Owns the business. The itans should also be coded in the D schedule.
If members of the household are partners in the ~ness the value of the
self-supply goals should be totalled for both partners and then split between
their B schedules in the same proportion as their profits.

Where a D schedule item has been shown at Qll B schedule (eg. payment to a
Friendly Societi]) it should be shown also in each of the D schedules on page
five. The amount at Qll may need to be convertad to a weekly equivalent -
see Che notes at Qll on how to do this. No entry should be made in the D
books if the informant is temporarily off work and not being paid at the time
of the interview.

-2-
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FES JAN 77 ‘D’ SCH.

AIIyitsm recorded at Q18 B schedule (Tax relief to employees for expenses
incurred as a result of employment) should ba deleted fran page 18 of the
D book. It should not be used to sbate anY entries (but see the notes at

Q18 B schedule about tax relief for car expenses].

Coal or coke entsred in ‘D’ schedule should & deleted if it is shown in ‘B’
schedule that this .isconcessionary.

llu?ATMsNT OF REFUNDS

Because the ‘D’ schedule should contain only non-business expenditure sum of
the entries wi11 have to be deleted or abated to remove any business element.
Page 18 of the ‘D‘ schedule should show sny amount which is to be refunded -
or claimed as a business expense for tax purposes by a self-employed person
- on account of expenditure during the week of the schedule. This information
should bs used to abate ‘D’ schedule entries (except gas end electricity
slot-meter paymenta end some car expenditure - see paragraph below on
relationship with B schedule expenses questions) .

The payment for which a refund is to be received, or which wi 11 be claimed as
a bueinese expense by a self-employed person should be abated by the smount
shown on Q1 page 18. tie following pnints tie to be noted when making
statements:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

For the purposes of abating entries bscause of refunds the two ‘D‘
schedules should be considered as one: This means that if there is en
excessive refund in one week’s schedule that excess should be used to
abate the other week’s entries for that itsm of expenditure.

Where the refunds
ignore excess.

If refund is less
schedule and cede

shown exceed the payments

than payment to be abated
as normal.

over the two wsek period

leave difference in ‘D‘

Where refund covers a combination of payments abate items by a
proportional amount (except for the cases described below in the
!,~~ationship with B schedule expenses questions” secti~) .

Where en allowance is recorded for an informant living away from home (eg.
lodging allowance) abate amount spent on lc-dgingsand meals away frcm
home . If the allOWance is in excess of amount spent then abate other
itsroswhich could be related to informant being away from hcme, ie.
entertainment, drinks end cigarettes.
If allowance is smaller than amount sbate by allowance and code balance in
normal way.
When en allowance is shown but no record is shcwn of expenditure away
frrsnhome, information should be obtained from informant regarding
duration of period and expenditure covered by allowance.

-3-
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Relationship with B schedule expenses questions
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(Qs 19-21, 26, 28, 63)

Entries at the B schedule questions should not be used to abate D schedule
entries except in the case of a fixed or mileage allewsnce for car expensea
and slot-metsr payments for gas end electricity (in the caae of Rnployees)
or claims for car expenses and slot-meter payments for gas and electricity
(in the case of the Self-Employed) . In these cases the D schedules should
be abated as instructed in the notes for Qs 19, 20, and 28 B schedule end not
by the entries at page 18 of the D schedule.

—

Where an entry at page 18 D schedule covers gse or electricity slot-meter

Pements Or car expcnditue (where there is a fixed or a mileage allowance)
and one or more other items without saying how much is for each itan the
following action should be taken. Abate the car (or slot-meter) expenditure
on the basis of the B schedule questions. The amount abated for these items
should be taken from the total at page 18 and the ramainder (if any) used to
abate the other items covered by the entry at page 18.

When abating D book entries on the basis of the B schedule expenses questions
care should be taken to adjust amounts claimed to cover the correct period.

Where a car allowance 1S given as a refund for particular expenses at Q20 B
schedule the above three paragraphs do not apply, instead car expenditure in
the D schedules should be abated on the basis of page 18 in the same way as
other D schedule items.

Where the informant both has a fixed or mileage allowance and gets particular
expanses refunclad,the motoring expenditure should ba abated for the particular
expenses first - the motoring expenditure remaining after this should then be
abated, using a car sheet, for the fixed/mileage allowance.

Information on page 18 of the D schedules should not be used to abate entries
in the A schedule. However en entry at page 18 D schedule may suggest that an
allowance has been missed at the B schedule expenses questions. In that case
the budget should be queried.

Refunds from an organisation for which the informant does unpaid work (see Q1
page 18, and Q63 B schedule) should be treated in the same way as refunds of
business expenditure.

BETTING WINNINGS

All wimings frm’nbetting should he shown at Q2 on page 18 of schedule against
the appropriate source of winnings.

-y winnings shown elsewhere in schedule
page 18 after checking that they are not

TRANSFER OF MONIES WITHIN HOUSEHOLD

Transfer of money between members of the

should ba deleted end transferred to
already included there.

household (eg. Husband giving Wife
housekeeping money) should be deleted. This does not include payments to
au pairs, domestic servants etc or children who are not spenders (pocket
money ); such payments should be coded.

MONIES RSCEIVED FROM SUB-TSNANTS FOR ‘D’ RECORD ITEMS

If a sub-tenant has contributed towards a service (eg. window cieaning) at Q13
in ‘A’ schedule then the landlord’s payment for this service should be abated
accordingly.



cAEwIT CARDS

Items bought on a credit card account,”should be deleted.. These will bs
indicated by “ (on credit card account)” or the muaa of the credit card, written
bssids the item.

Monthly payments to credit card accounts should have been indicated in the way
shown on page 3 of the D books. The amount paid should be proportional batween
the amount carried forward from the previous account, interest charges end the
individual items shown on the account. The proportion for each item should ba
givsn its appropriate item code, the proportion for the amount carried forward
being coded as miscellaneous goods. .

CCMPOSITS ENTRIES—

Divide unlike items into separate entries where possible and code accordingly.

OWN PROWCS

Food frcm own garden (including eggs) should be deleted.

Cede expenditure on seeds, fertilizers, chicken food etc except where produce
is sold as a business in which case delete as business expense.

INSURANCE POLICIES

Normally these are ‘A’ schedule items but where they refer to a particular
event eg. holiday they should be coded as “D’ record item if they appsar there.
Medical insurance premiums are also coded as ‘D’ record items.

LOANS AND CRSDIT PURCNASES

Dslete all loan repayments. A1l instalmsnta payments covered by ‘A’ schedule
Q40 should be shown there and deleted in ‘D’ schedule.

MSALS CXJT

14eals out at canteen etc cods 778. Other maals out CC=2S779.

The following action is to be taken when ccd.i.ngmeals out.

1. hy food or drink entry in the meals out section should be accepted as a
meal out with the follcm’ingexceptions:

a. Alcoholic drink
b. Meals indicated as ‘Take away’
c. Items which would not normally be considered a meal Out, e9. P~rsniPs

which arc part of a continuing food list.

2. AIIyentry shown in a section other than meals out which is stated to be a
meal out should > accepted as such.

3. .r+nydrink which is not shown in the meals out section but which is stated
to have been served in a glass or cup should ba coded as a meal out. Tea,

coffee, milk or chocolate drinks should automatically be coded as meals
out .

4. Where a food item is found not to be a meal out it should be coded to its
primary cede. Eg. sandwiches without a drink - 196, Take awaY meals -
197, ice cream - 183, fish ~d chips - 138.
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5. Where an entry that could be a meal out is shown in a section other than
that for meals out the drink test should be applied.
‘Drink tsst’ : If en entry has a drink shown on the ssme line or on the
lines iimnediately above or below it, the entry should be considered a
meal out. The type of drink or container in which the drink is purchased
is to be ignored for the purposes of this test.

‘Thefive points will not cover all entries that will occur in the ‘D’ records.
If an en~ is found which does not fit the definitions above, then the
definition which seas most appropriate shoul~ be used WITH A NOTE STATING WHY
THAT DEFINITION WAS THOUGHT TO BE APPRoPRIATE WRITTEN NEXT TO THE ENTRY.

EXPENDITURE ABROAD

Expenditure in the Channel Islands and Isle of Man should be codsd 757.
Expenditure elsewhere abroad should be coded 758.

For the purposes of FES non-business expenditure abroad falls into two cate-
gories; they are, expenditure in preparation for visit abroad (eg. deposit on
holiday, commission on purchase of travelers cbeques etc. ) and actusl

eSpenditWe incurred during time spent abroad in the fourteen days covered
by ‘D’ schedule.

Expenditure abroad for business purposes and/or purchase of capital itsms such
as houses etc are not to be included and should be deleted.

In order to code correctly the country concerned should have been shown in
‘D’ schedule.

MONTHLY BILLS COVERING A NUMBER OF ITEMS

i If a bill is paid and all the items covered have been listed
with their separate prices, code the items in the normal way.
To avoid duplication, do not code the total amount of the bill.

ii If the monthly bill has not been itemised, but the informant has
listed items bought on account frcm that store over the 2 week
record keeping period and has noted their cost to the left of
the coding column, code these itsms after the cost of each item
has been increased by the following formula:-

Cost of item Value of bill
x

Amount to enter.
bought on a/c in coding column

Value of gocd bought on for that item
a/c from shop in 2 wesks

This gives a proportionate estimate of the value of the gcods
in the monthly bill. Delete the original monthly bill.

iii If no bill is paid during the fortnight’s record keeping, items
shown on the days they are acquired but not paid for should be
deleted.

iv If a non-itemised monthly bill is paid but items bought on account
have not been listed, refer.

-6-
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PURCHASES FOR DEEP FREEZE

Where purchases of goods for deep freeze are made during the record keeping
period they shculd be coded, provided payment was made during the pericd. If
payment was not made the gocds should be deleted.

If payment is made during the record keeping period for gmds purchased
previously this should bs treated as monthly bi 11 and details of itsms and
cost of each ascertained snd coded.

MoTOR VEHICLES

.

Vehicles purchased during record keeping period should be deleted.

Petrol, oil etc should be coded, but see notes on abatement of business
expenditure.

POSTAL ORDERS

Poundage on postal orders should be coded 751.

The postal order itself should be coded
(eg. football pools) .

If postal order is purchased during the
poundage should be coded at 751 but the

according to the item purchased

record keeDinq period but not used the
value of

TIPS

Tips should be given

TOBACCO

Code as pipe tobacco

same code number as service

unless there is evidence on

p~st~l- order deleted.

or item supplied.

the ‘D‘ schedule that

informant purchases cigarette papers.

SAVINGS

All sums of money put aside should be deleted. Trsnsfers from a deposit

account at a bank to another long-term savings account/shares etc should also
be deleted. Transfers frOm a current account to a deposit account, or to
another long-term savings account or to buy

ALCOHOLIC DRINK

If inciuded in the amount for msals out and
msal out.

If included in the amount for meals out but
identifiable code as alcoholic drink.

shares etc, should bs coded.

camot be separated out code as

the actual amount for drinks is

All identifiable purchasss of alcoholic drinks should be coded to appropriate
type code.

-7-
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‘Aq SCW Q.t40 Part Item Action
_ — ... .——

13 C4 ssrvices provided for ~eck back to A schedule to see if any D
tsnants schedule items apply, and if so, ensure

that any pay!nents made for the same items
during the 2 weeks record keeping have
been abated proportionately.

16 b Paymsnts made in cOn- Check back to A schedule to see if any D
necticm with caravan, or schedule items apply, and if so ensure
boat, and site which have that payments made for these itams have
been includ?d in rent been trens ferred in correct proportion,

to record books. Code with item cede.

17 a-e Rant and services Check that these have been covered in A
includsd in rent schedule, that amounts correspcmd then

dalete from record book.

18 a2 Rates ~eck that item has been covered in A
19 b2 schedule, that amounts correspond (allow
20 b for smal 1 variation) then delete fran

record book.
__-—— --.—...

18 c Water rate Check that item has been covered in A
19 d schedule, that amounts correspond then
20 d delete fmm record bcok.

19 e Payments made in con- ‘If items recorded in record books these
necticn with rent-free should be coded. THESE ITEWS SHOULD iWJ’f
accommodation EE TRAwSFESRED FROM A m D SCHEDULE.

—-. .-

20 e Drainage rate Check that iternhas been covered in A
f Ground rent etc schedule, that amounts correspond then

delete fmm record book.
—-. -—----

22 a Mortgage - interest Check that item has been covered in A

only payment s&edule, that amounts correspad then
dalete frcm record book.

— —.-

23 a Last installment on Check that item has been covered in A

interest and principal schedule, that amounts correspond then
mortgage delete frcm record bock.

24 al Insurance on structure Check that item hss been covered in A
premium schedule, that amounts correspond then

bl Znsuraticecm contents de late fran record bcwk.
premium

cl Insurance on personal
possessions premium

25 a-f Sent and rates etc of Check that this has been covered in A

garage schedule, that amounts correspond then
delete fran record book.

28 a Gas Account Check that Account meter has been ringed
Electricity Account at Q26a then delete fran record book.

— .-.-— ._— .-—. ———-

29 Telephone in inft {s ~eck that code 1 (yes) has been ringed
accommodation at Q29, then delete fmm record book.

1
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*A” SCH Q.No Part Item Action ./

30 Telephone outside inft‘s Check with Q30: If Yes ringad at 30 (a) and
acconmcdation amount given at code 167 delete from

record bmk; if No ringsd at 30 (J) accept

in record bcmk as a cash gift.

31 1-3 Licencss Dalete from record book.
.—

32 TV Payments Check against A schedule question, and
if regular payment to Rental ccmpany

(Smo.untentered at al (ii) check that the
amounts correspcmd then delete frcm
record bcoks.

33 (b) Oi1 for central 0slete from record book
heating

34 b Road tax Dslete from record book.

34 c Motor vehicle insurance Delete frcsnrecord book.

34 d Motor vehicle purchased Dalete from record book.
outright.

___ _.. _—. .._.—--—.— . ..— .— .——. ——. .._--—_. ..—-—.— —.

35 a Driving licences Dslete from record book.
——- -..

36 Season tickets Check that these have been covsred in
A schedule, that amounts correspond
then delete from record book.

——. —

37 Life assurenca paymante Paymants to Insurance ccmpauies
Check that these have been covered in
the A schedule, that amounts correspond,
then delete from record book.
Paymsnts to Friendly Societies

Check against AQ37 (b) if details have
been recorded and accepted there, delete
from record book. If details have not
been given in the A schedule, code the
item in the record books.

__ ,-.——. -—— —— —

39 Paymants by Bankers Note items paid for, then delete any of
Order etc these items entered in record books of

persons concerned.

42 Instalmsnt Buying Dalete fran record book any payments for

43
goods being paid for by instalmants.
ALSO , DELETE DC4i?4PAYMENTS AND FIRST

44 PAYMENTS FOR GOODS OBTAINED BY INSTALMSNT
AFTER THE DATE OF INTERVIEW

45 Schcol meals Delete from record book if State Schcel

(except for teachers )
Walfare Milk Mlete frcm record book (excePt dried .nilk

which had been paid forl.

47 Fees for education, Check against A schedule, that amounts -
training, lessons correspond then deleta frcm record bcok.

‘ B‘ SCSEDDLS
Q61 COncessiOnary 0slete from record bwk.

Coal and Coke

2
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